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This Set
Makes All
Others Obsolete!
The New 4-Band, All- Wave

PILOT DRAGON
Now

the time to buy a new radio, a
DRAGON all -wave receiver which produces
such totally new results as to make all other
sets obsolete.

Send for the Catalog of

PILOT RADIO PARTS
Everything for the service man, set builder,
be found in the

and experimenter is to
new PILOT catalog.

REPLACEMENT PARTS. All PILOT's replacement parts are listed. They include
power transformers, all types of resistors,
dry electrolytic condensers, loudspeakers,
chokes, and other manufacturers' type parts
for Service Men.

is

Make your own comparisons. Hear the
difference between the DRAGON and your
old set on broadcast waves. Try the one control short -wave tuning which brings in
stations from 18 meters up.
WRITE today for the DRAGON circular,
giving the name of your local dealer. We
will have him arrange to give you a demonstration.

EXPERIMENTERS' PARTS. New instruments
for experimenters have been added, making
PILOT's line of parts the most complete
offered by any Company.

SHORT WAVE EQUIPMENT.
PILOT has
always been headquarters for short -wave
equipment. The new catalog and a supplement now in preparation include everything
for building short -wave receivers.

S.W. TYPE 224 -A TUBES.

tube
in

is

S.

The PILOT 224 -A
especially designed to reduce noises
W. receivers. It will improve your

The DRAGON Catacomb and Band- selector Switch are a marvel of mechanical and
The switch which
electrical precision.
eliminates all dead -end losses from the

circuit has 46 contacts and 125 silver
points. On life tests, these switches have
been rotated over 28,000 times without
showing the slightest signs of wear.
9 -coil

results.

WRITE TODAY. Send 5c in stamps for the
PILOT catalog. Don't delay! Do it today!

PILOT RADIO & TUBE CORP.
( Short Wave Headquarters - Established 1908 )
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Iwill train you
at home
to fill a

cA/elie4.

Tito-of

B1G p
Radio Job.

If you are dissatisfied with your
present job, if you are struggling
along in a rut with little or no
prospect of anything better than a
skinny pay envelope -clip the coupon NOW. Get my big FREE book
on the opportunities in Radio. Read
Mail Coupon
how quickly you can learn at home
in your spare time to be a Radio
Expert -what good jobs my graduates have been getting -real jobs with real futures.

.. NEW Radio Equipment
for Broad Practical Experience
Given Without Extra Charge

Free Book
Tells Row

With the aid of this equipment you can work
out with your own hands many of the things you
read in our text books. From it you get the
valuable experience that tells an expert from a
beginner. In a short time you have learned what
it would take years to learn in the field. It's
training like this that puts the extra dollars in
your pay envelope. Some of the many circuits
you build and experiments you perform are :
Measuring the merit of a Tube, building an Ohmmeter, tube voltmeter, and a Grid dip meter for
service work. You actually make experiments
illustrating the important principles in the 25
best known sets.

S

Many Radio Experts Make $50 to $100 a Week
$100 a week
"My earnings in Radio
are many times greater
than I ever expected they
would be when I enrolled.
They seldom fall under
If your
$100 a week.
course cost four or five
times' more I would still
consider it a good investment."
E. E. WINBORNE
1267 W. 48th St.,
Norfolk, Va.

In about ten years the Radio Industry has
from
$2,000,000 to hundreds of millions of dollars. Over 300,000
jobs have been created by this growth, and thousands more
will be created by its continued development. Many men
and young men with the right training -the kind of training
I give you in the N. R. I. course -have stepped into Radio

at two and three times their former salaries.

Get Ready Now for Jobs Like These

Broadcasting stations use engineers, operators, station managers, and pay up to $5,000 a year. Manufacturers continually employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, service
men, buyers, for jobs paying up to $6,000 a year. Radio
Operators on ships enjoy life, see the world, with board and
lodging free, and get good pay besides. Dealers and jobbers
employ service men, salesmen, buyers, managers, and pay
up to $100 a week. My book tells you about these and many
other kinds of interesting radio jobs.

Many N. R. I. Men Have Made $200 to $1,000
in Spare Time While Learning

Jumped from $35 t0
sloe a week
"Before I entered Radio I was
making $35 a week. Last week
I earned $110 servicing and selling Radios. I owe my success
to N. R. I. You started me off
on the right foot."
J. A. VAUGIIN
Grand Radio & Appliance Co.
3107 S. Grand Boulevard,
St. Louis, Mo.

The day you enroll I send you material which you should
master quickly for doing 28 jobs, common in most every
neighborhood, for spare time money. Throughout your course
I send you information on servicing popular makes of sets ;
I give you the plans and ideas that have made $200 to $1,000
for N. R. I. students in their spare time while studying. My
course is famous as the course that pays for itself.

Talking Movies, Television, Aircraft
Radio Included

Special training in Talking Movies, Television and home
Television experiments, Radio's use in Aviation, Servicing
and Merchandising Sets, Broadcasting, Commercial and Ship
Stations are included. I am so sure that N.R.I. can train
you satisfactorily that I will agree in writing to refund
every penny of your tuition if you are not satisfied with my
Lessons and Instruction Service upon completion.

64 -Page Book of Information FREE

It tells you where Radio's good jobs
are, what they pay, tells you about my course, what others
who have taken it are doing and making. Find out what
Radio offers you without the slightest obligation. ACT NOW !
Get your copy today.

$500

extra in

6

months

"In looking over my
records I find I made $500
from January to May in
my spare time. My best
week brought me $107.
I have only one regret
regarding your course
should have taken
it long ago."

-I

HOYT MOORE
R. R. 3, Box 919,

Indianapolis, Ind.

J.

Apparatus for transmission and reception of
an actual radio signal -one of the many
experiments set up with my outfits.

have doubled
and tripled the
salaries of many.
Find out about
this tested way
I

to

BIGGER

PA"

E. SMITH, President

National Radio Institute Dept., 2GB3
Washington, D. C.
Our Own Home

Pioneer and World 's
Largest Home-Study Radio training organization
devoted entirely to training men and young men
for good jobs in the Radio
industry. Our growth has
paralleled Radio's growth.
We occupy three hundred
times as much floor space
now as we did when organized in 1914.

JJ(/etimeEmploijmentferoice toallgrAdliates
www.americanradiohistory.com

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Dept.

2GB3

Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Send me your free book. I
understand this request does not obligate me
and that no salesman will call.

Name

Address
City

State
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are many

for the Radio

?rained Man'.

Don't spend your life slaving away in some dull, hopeless job! Don't be
satisfied to work for a mere $20 or $30 a week. Let me show you how
to get your start in Radio -the fastest - growing, biggest money- making
game on earth.

a Week and Up
Jobs Leading to Salaries of $50
Tester- as Radio Salesman

Prepare for jobs as Designer, Inspector and
and in Service and Installation Work -as Operator or Manager of a Broadcasting Station -as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, or in Talking Picture or Sound Work- HUNDREDS of OPPORTUNITIES for a
real future in Radio !

TenWeeks of Shop Trainin
-

We don't teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Television and Sound equipment on scores of modern Radio Receivers, huge
Broadcasting equipment, the very latest and newest Television apparatus, Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment, Code Practice equipment, etc.
You don't need advanced education or previous experience. We give you
RIGHT HERE IN THE COYNE SHOPS -the actual practice and experience
you'll need for your start in this great field. And because we cut out all useless the ory and onlygive that which is necessary you get a practical training in 10 weeks.

-

r r`rz
. ''

any TALKING
PICTURES
TELEVISION
is already here! Soon there'll be est Television equipment. Talking Picture and

And Television
a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION
EXPERTS ! The man who learns Television
now can have a great future in this great new
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE
and learn Television on the very latest, new-

Public Address Systems offer opportunities to
the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare
NOW for these wonderful opportunities ! Learn
Radio Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.

All Practical Work
At COYNE In Chicago

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build
radio sets, install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct
Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your
own Television programs over our modern Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture

machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless
Operating on actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't
waste time on useless theory. We give you the practical training you'll need -in 10 short, pleasant weeks.

Learning
Many Earn While
Service for Life. And

You get Free Employment
don't let lack of money stop you. Many of our students
make all or a good part of their living expenses while
going to school and if you should need this help just
write to me. Coyne is 32 years old ! Coyne Training is tested -proven beyond all doubt. You can find
out everything absolutely free. Just mail coupon
for my big free book!
H. C. Lewis, .Pres.

COYNE

RADIO DIVISION

Founded 1899

Electrical School
Ill.

S00 S. Paulina St., Dent.

A3-2K,

Chicago,

Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts
1
1
1
1
1
1

H. C. LEWIS, President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. A3 -2K, Chicago, III.

Dear Mr. Lewis:- Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and
all details of your Special Offer.

1

I Name
1
1

1

1

Address
City

www.americanradiohistory.com

State

..
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JULY SPECIALS!!
e
are

E

direct from this page and save
TODAY.
suction. Take advantage of these special offers. ORDER NOW,

with
provide "C" bias, for
grid tests, continuity
tests, etc.

MOST

MARKET
instruThis new lteadrite precision
which have
features
embodies
ment
instrument
altvays been desired in any low cost;
built for service work: (1)(3) accuracy
(21 simplicity of design;
the
of measurements; It ruggedness of add
complete unit. It is needless to anyof
testing
capable
kit
is
that the
to the
thing from old battery models
latest serecn -grid, pentode, and multi mu receivers.
EIGHT METER SCALESAVAILABLE
'file "Jlodel 700" is an extremely
compact device. The ou: side dimenonly
sions of the carrying case are
10: 4 by
by 3% inches. The anan
alyzer contains a D.C. voltmeter, The
\.('. voltmeter and a millianumeter.
D.C. voltmeter has three ranges:
to G0; 0 to 200; and O to 600 volts.
(I
The A.C. voltmeter has also three
0 to
ranges: 0 to 10; 0 to 140; and
700 volts. The milliammeter has two
and
reading
ranges; one for 20 -mill,

RECTIFIERS
There are two sockets
on the panel of the
analyzer, one for fourprong tubes and the
other for five - pronga
tubes. There is
'grid- test'' push -button. Pin jacks are
available for the individual use of all
meters, externally, in
every range. There is
a screen -grid pin jack,
and there are two pin
jacks for connecting
the external battery.
toggle
A two - way
switch controls the
for
circuit
testing
either regular or penBoth
plates
todetubes.
of the '80 -type rectifier may be tested by
special
a
use of
furnished.
adapter
l'harts are provided
for measuring resistances and capacities.
&

COVER

the other for 100 -mill. This variety of
ranges makes it possible to test every
conceivable radio circuit; high voltage
secondaries of power transformers,
current drain of all radio tubes, Including the high power 250 and 210
tubes, etc.
CONVENIENT SELECTOR SWITCH
The instrument Is equipped with a
six -position bi -polar selector switch;
by means of which readings may be
u Its. "C" volts
obtained of
voltage,
reversed, "I." volts, 'K' volts reversed, plats supplied
and screen -grid voltate. A 41/e -volt battery is

"('

A.C. SHORT WAVE
WORLD-WIDE
SHORT-WAVE SET CONVERTER KIT

DETACHABLE

Small, neat in

and ruggedly

$6.25

Price

volts, 60 cycles,
A.C. Complete with set
of 3 plug -in coils. Ship.
wt. 8 lbs.
No. 1617- Converter.
Your

1111"!,-

No. 1672-Caps.

Per doz.

Your Price..

$0.12

Your

$0.75

Price
No.

2276-25,000 ohms.

$0.75

Your

Price

any broadcast receiver into a
full -fledged superhet
S.W. Receiver. Range
20 to 115 meters. Requires no plug - in
coils. Has built -in
filament transformer
for 110 volts 60 cycles
A.C. Employs 3 227
Single dial
tubes.
control. Instructions
Shipping
included.
wt. S lbs.

Converts

Your Price

$7.50
7
N
NOW
1\ Yr

ELECTRIC CLOCK

*UTAH A.C. DYNAMIC

SPEAKER

ANALYZERS

NOTHING HAS BEEN LEFT
YOUR OWN INGENUITY; EVERYTHING IS COMPLETE. Contains detailed de-

How to UseThem
=.dn..*.ra..w...
N r-nW *v..
,,`v.`,Y

grade or expert.
TO

photographs and
circuitdiagrams of all commerscriptions,

675

A.F. and filter circuits.
Easily mounted through
use of bayonet socket.
Ship. wt. 1 lb.
No. SP 9054, Condenser.
Q

Your
Price

0.49

WRITE TODAY. Enclose 2 bycents
resent
for postage. Treatise
turn mail.

Etc.

Illustrations.

RADIO MIRROR

PENLIGHT

*POWER PACK-

AND

AUTOMATIC
BLOW TORCH

70

"245" POWER
TRANSFORMER

These guaranteed units
will perform miracles in
eliminating objectionable A.C. hum from

-

100 New Hook -Ups,

RADIO SET

$14

LYTIC CON DENSERS

ti

I

cial set analyzers and testers.
A real book. Contains inforPa.. sa
mation on every analyzer on
64 big pages.
the market.
illusHeavy cover. Profusely
trated throughout.
with test leads.
The Analyzer is furnished complete
several batconnecting cables, Burgess 4% volt battery,
adapter and
rectifier
'80
UX
adapter,
UY
to
tery leads,
8 lbs.
weight,
resistance and capacity charts. Shipping
Model 700 Analyzer. List Price ;35.00
YOUR PRICE

The new \Winter edition, No. 24, of our
RADIO SERVICE TREATISE iS Positively the greatest book in print -NOT
JUST A CATALOG. It contains a large
editorial section with valuable information not found anywhere else. Among
the new technical information listed are
the following; 1932 Complete Radlotron
Characteristics Short Wave Tuners and
for
Phono- Pickups.- Constructional Data
Servicemen's Test Oscillator -all about
and
Adapters
Wave
-Short
Tone Controls
Converters-Constructing a 3 -tube Super Het Short -Wave Converter-Modernizing
-Mu
old radio sets-Latest type Multi
Reand Pentode Tubes-All about DC And
ceivers -Vacuum Tube Treatise. hints
experiments,
radio
dozens of new
to Servicemen, valuable tables of useful data, etc., etc.

SUPERHET
S.W.CONVERTER

1614-Converter,

We take pleasure in offering
with the purchase of each analyzer- ABSOLUTELY FREE
OF CHARGE-time latest radio
publication to come off the press.
THE BOOK IS INTENDED
FOR SERVICEMEN OF ALL
whether junior
CLASSES,

FREE 76 Page Radio Treatise

A.C.

No.

I

.1

No. 2275 -10,000 ohms.

$9.45

Price

.

.

constructed.

stark necessity in
service work. Sold only
in lots of 12 or more.
Ship. wt. 4 oz.
A

110

18P

VARIABLE SLIDES

appearance

FREE with each Analyzer

I

*8 MF. ELECTRO-

ADJUSTABLE
VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

SCREEN -GRID
CAP CONNECTORS
\

Contains all parts and
instructions to build a
three -tube S. W. conRange 10 to
verter.
Includes
200 meters.
filament transformer for

'80

COVER
IN LEATHERETTE CASE -REMOVABLE
black leatherThe Model 700 now conies in a handsome

a»

Your

-

constructed and equipped with
nickel plated corners and trimmings. By a novel hinge
be
the Cover
aa completely unobstructed
and nremoved
view of the testing apparatus.

TESTS PENTODES

-"MULTI -MUS "

(

dryeells and earphones
to operate.
No. I666-S.W. Set.

NEW!

ANALYZER
IMPROVED READRITE MODELthe 700
ette case, substantially
analyzer, to

NEW!

Range 18 to 200 meters. Employs low cur tube.
rnt drain 230
Requires but 1,'45 volt
"It" battery, 2 No. 6

No

on ANY NEWoMerchanlise. Orler
under lSHOPPING.meethany pricprices
money. 100% satisfaction on every tran-

this page G.
VERY
These arelall specials of which
NOT LISTED IN OUR
catalog them. Once sold out,
to
sufficient
not
are
the quantities on hand
Save yourself disappointserved.
first
come,
First
no more can he had.
NOR'.
1uent by ordPrlug

*MIDGET

CHOKE UNITK

intensity over
Fehr. Requires
no mouth-blowing. Entirely automatic. Used For 110 volts 60 cycle
for heavy duty solder - A.C. operation. 5 v.
ing, aluminum solder- 2 a., 2% v. C(1 3 a.
ing, metal tempering, Ct., 2% v. at 10% a..
2% v. at 3a. Ct., 340
etc. Ship. wt. 1 lb.
V -340 V Ct.
No. K 1006-Torch.
No. 1450-Transformer.

Heat

12000

a

Your
Price

$0.60

$3 84

Your

Price

MICROPHONE &
PRE -AMPLIFIER
OUTFIT

Excellently suited for
P. A. work. intercommunication systems, etc.
Comprises sensitive single- button microphone,
microphone coupling
transformer and battery,
cut -off switch, gain control and outputterminals. Put up in neat. black
crackle - finished metal
case, equipped with convenient carrying handle.
Measures 5 "x61/2 "xG% ". Will correctly match the
input impedance of practically all typo amplifiers. Easily connected to the broadcast receiver
for home recording. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.
No. 1654-Pre -Amplifier.
O
Your Price

$8.25

MIDGET DYNAMIC

SPEAKER

MICRO-

SPEED "295,"

TRIPLE-TWIN TUBE
Equivalent to
ono 227

de-

tector and one
A clever device for looking around corners or

Naval observatory time
right from your light
socket! No spring to
w i n d,

Never

no

out

batteries.

of

order.

For 110 volts 60 cycle
operation only.
A.C.

1689- Clock.
Your .. ..
N o.

Price

$1.00

Operates from 110volt 60
cycle A.C. line. 9" high
by 9%" wide by 71/2"
deep. Ship. wt. 19 lbs.
No.

Your

Price

1506-Speaker

$7,45

other inaccessible spots
on the radio chassis.
Comprises pen flashlight and magnifying
mirror. Complete with
battery and bulb.
No.

Your

1695- Penlight.

...

Price

AND CANWE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSETHAN $3.00.
NOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS
desired, please remit 20%
If C. O. D. shipment isaccompany
all orders.
must
which
remittance,
2% discount.
deduct
order,
accompanies
If full cash
-U.
S. stamps.
cheek
certified
-order
Send money

$0.85

Comprises power trans-2
226's,
former for
171A.'s and 1
227's,
280, as well as 1-500 ohm filter choke. Put up
in neat metal case.
Ship. wt 10 lbs.

2-

No.

SP

5-

9053

Pack Unit.
Your Price..

-

Power

$2.75

A real microphone of
single button type. Extremely sensitive. Excellent for P.A. work,
etc. Standard resistance
of 100 ohms. Responds
up to 2500 cycles. Ship.
wt. 1 lb.
N

o.

1

655 -Mike.

Your
Price

Radio Trading Co.
25A West Broadway
New York, N. Y.
www.americanradiohistory.com

$2.25

A real dynamic speaker
with surprising volume
41/2"

diaphragm. Stand

and 2500 ohm field coil.
Output transformer to

match all type output
tubes. Wt. 5lbs.
No.

Your
Price

1549 -Speaker.

$2.50

245

Power

self.

Fila-

tube. Constitutes a two stage direct coupled amplifier in it-

ment. 2 A.C.
2% v.: plate
voltage 250.
Largo undistorted output.
Ship. wt. 12 oz.
No.S699. Tube.

Your

Price....

$2.10

You will find special
ORDER FROM THIS PAGE.
in this magazine. Get our
prices from time to time
big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains.
Should you wish goods shipped by parcel post, be
sure to include sufficient extra remittance for same.
Any excess will be refunded.
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deltØ? SCOTT
ALL WAVE

15-550

METERS

SINGLE DIAL
Proved by independent laboratory tests and by practical use
to be the greatest radio achievement of all time!
Such a receiver as the de luxe Scott All -Wave is still generally considered
impossible. Yet, here it is! A 15 -550 meter receiver without plug -in coils
that tunes the whole range with absolute precision, on ONE dial -without
the help of trimmers. But that's not all. The de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE
incorporates far greater sensitivity, and obviously better selectivity than have
ever been considered possible of attainment. And with it all, a tonal output that is guaranteed to be as perfect as the tonal input at the station!

Here IS' Sensitivity

including the speaker, proves the Scott All -Wave capable of absolute reproduction. This curve is flat within plus or minus 2 deci bells from 30
to 3000 cycles. This means that the human ear cannot detect any difference or loss in frequencies between a selection as it is being played before
the microphone and as it comes from the de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE.

Regular 'Round the World Reception
Now Even MORE Enjoyable

- - *12/1000ths of a microvolt per meter at 1400 K. C. and 6 /10ths of a
microvolt at 600 K. C. This is an average of several thousand times more
sensitivity than engineers have ever considered practical. And this sensitivity would not be practical even in the de luxe Scott All -Wave were it
not for the unique means by which this receiver lowers the natural noise
level of reception. But it IS practical in the de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE,
and the 12 /1000ths to 6 /10ths microvolt per meter sensitivity brings in
stations, at most any distance, with local volume. Stations that no other
receiver could ever hope to get, come in on the de luxe Scott All -Wave,
with enough volume to be heard a block away!

The standard Scott All -Wave of 1931 gave dependable, daily, 'round the
world reception. This new de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE brings in the entire

Entirely New Selectivity

The story of Scott precision engineering as applied to the development

No receiver in existence today can demonstrate such ideal selectivity as the
de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE. *At 1000 K. C. it gives 4.5 K. C. separation
provided the field strength of one station does not exceed the other by
more than 10 times. It gives 9 K. C. separation when the field strength
of one station exceeds the other 100 times. At 200 times field strength it
separates by 10 K. C. At 5000 times field strength, the separation is 20
K. C., and mind you -only ONE dial, and without trimmers
of any kind!

Absolute Reproduction !

Send the COUPON for Curves and Proof
and final attainment of complete perfection in the de luxe Scott All -Wave
reveals the most outstanding radio facts of the day. The coupon will bring
it to you FREE-also unquestionable PROOF that the de luxe SCOTT ALL WAVE Is the ONE receiver that can guarantee easy, enjoyable, dependable,
daily, 'round the world reception. Clip the coupon. Send it now.
*Measurements made by Radio Call Book Laboratory

THE E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. SWC72 Chicago, Ill.
Send me full particulars of the de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE.

The over -all response of the de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE, as determined by the sound pressure curve of the entire receiver
E.

world with perfect ease and convenience-one dial -no trimmers -no plug in coils. From France to Japan -from England to Australia, and from
Alaska to the Argentine -they're all on the single dial of the de luxe
SCOTT ALL -WAVE -waiting to thrill you as you've never been thrilled
before. London, Paris, Berlin, Madrid, Sydney, Melbourne, Saigon,
Buenos Aires, Bogota, and dozens of others are within easy, daily range of
the de luxe Scott All-Wave 15 -550 meter superheterodyne.

Name
Street

H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept.SWC72 Chicago
I
I

Town
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING IN RADIO

`

IN THESE DAYS OF KEEN COMPETITION
OF JOBS AND POSITIONS
AND SCARCITY
always the well- trained man who wins out over the horde of thousands

after an exhaustive study, selected
these volumes because they represent the foremost radio books of
their kind in print today. There
is such a great variety that we
are sure it will satisfy any taste
as well as any requirement that
the student of radio might have.
We publish no catalogue and
ask you to be kind enough to order direct from this page. Prompt
shipments will be made to you
direct from tlfe publishers. We
merely act as a clearing house for
a number of radio publishers and
OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW OR
LOWER THAN WILL BE FOUND

D herewith present the most
complete collection of recent
important radio books. We have.

of superficially
and incomare interested in radio. Sooner trained
or later, the time
Your
chance may come over night, and then the
will come when you will wish to cash in on your knowledge.
big and vital question will be, "How well equipped am I to fill the job ?" You are in radio because you like it.
You also realize that, at the present time, there are many branches of the radio art which you do not know as
thoroughly as you should. Knowledge, these days, can be gotten cheaper than ever before. It isn't necessary for
you to go to college to become proficient in radio. Start today, to build a REAL radio library and become acquainted with all branches of this great and growing art. In this page are listed the world's best radio books.
We have combed the market for the really important books in radio; so that, no matter what branch you are
interested in, you can pick out the best books that are now printed. Start, today, to build a complete radio
library. You do not have to get all the books at once, but make up your mind to get one book a month; so
that, when your chance comes, you will be fully equipped to win out over the others not so well equipped.
I

is

I petent men. You are reading this magazine because

IMPORTANT.-This list
THE

RADIO
HANDBOOK,
by
James A. Moyer and John F. Wostrel. Flexible covers, size 51/2x8 ",
886 pages. 650 illustraa7
tions. Price
Comprehensive data on short -wave
apparatus. vacuum tubes. modern
radio receivers and transmitters.
photoelectric cells, television. sound
motion pictures. tables, graphs. diagrams, etc. No radio man should
miss it.
RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS, by Hugh
A. Brown. Cloth covers. size 6x9 ".
386 pages, 235 illustra- $ A
`t
tions. Price
One of the few great books on this

$5.00

00

important subject. Everything from
thermionic -tube coefficients to piezoelectric measurements.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, by E.
T. Lerner. Cloth covers, size 5%x
8% ", 223 pages, 127

il-

p3Î5

lustrations. Price
This book explains television in full,
including
elementary
principles,
photo- electric cells, and all import ant types of television sets as well
as basic principles of optics, images,
mirrors, lenses, etc.

is

RADIO

changed every month to include the latest books.
SET

ANALYZERS AND
HOW TO USE THEM. by L. Van der
Mel. Stiff Paper covers. size 6x9 ",
68 pages, 45 illustrations.

40C

Price prepaid

The first book giving the fundamentals of radio servicing design in a
manner which is clear even to the
tyro. No service man can be without it.
RADIO AND

ELECTRONIC

DIC-

TIONARY, by Harold P. Manley.
Cloth covers, size 6x9 ", 300 pages,

illustrations,
$2.50
Price prepaid
A
fully - indexed volume, which
places at your finger-tips definitions
of 3,300 radio words and phrases;
of inestimable value.
550

FOUNDATIONS OF RADIO, by
Rudolph L. Duncan. Cloth covers,
size 51/2x8 ", 246 pages, 145 illustrations.
Numerous tables.

$2.50

$300

$4.50

-

Price

$3.50

The most important book on the
technical subject of "Talkies."

AUDELS RADIOMAN'S GUIDE. by
Frank D. Graham. Cloth covers
(flexible), size 5x6 % ", 220 pages,

805

pages, 348 illustra-

$6.00

Radio Course for the
operator, the technician, the amateur, the student and experimenter.
Everything imaginable in the whole
radio art is covered in this great
book -the "radio bible" of the amateur. DON'T MISS THIS.
A complete

RADIO

AND ITS FUTURE, by
Martin Codel, Cloth covers, size 6x
9 ", 349 pages, 8 plates.

300 illustrations.
Price
A practical, concise book present - Price
$4.00
9'
ing the theoretical and practical information for the proper operation, Vivid chronicles of radio broadcastmaintenance and service as applied ing*, communications, industry, regulations, etc, If you are in radio
to modern radio practice.
you MUST have this book.
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK, (New Revised Edition), by SHORT WAVES. by C. R. Leutz
A. Frederick Collins. Cloths covers, and lt. B. Gable. Stiff Covers. Size
size 53¡x73/1 ", 394 pages,
fin 6x9 ", 384 pages, 258 illus116 illustrations.
tr
Price..
trations. Price, prepaid..
If you wish to become a radio The biggest and most complete book
amateur (radio ham) this book tells on short waves. Covers every imagyou how.
Everything in receiving inable phase. including S.W. Super and transmitter sets and how to heterodynes.
The authors are fambuild them.
ous S.W authorities.

$100

$2.00

RADIO FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS, by E. B. Moullin. Cloth
covers, size 6x9 ", 487 pages, 289 il-

lustrations
Price prepaid ..

$12.50

..
This large volutes answers all questions which arise in the design and
construction of R.F. circuits of every
possible type.
The greatest and
most authoritative book of its kind
in print for radio students and engineers.
RADIO
TELEMOVIES
AND
VISION, by C. Francis Jenkins.
Cloth covers, size 91/2x6 ", 144 pages,
profusely illustrated

$1.00

Price

A complete volume by the master
of television, giving everything in

television, including constructional
details for building your own television seta.

$3,00
J

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

E'S

K
CYCLOPEDIA OF
AND ELECTRONICS, by
H. P. Manly,
Cloth covers, size
6x9 ", 1050 pages, 1080 illustrations.
New 1932 Edition.

PRACTICAL RADIO -INCLUDING
THE

TESTING

The largest work of its kind ever
put between two covers, New and
up -to -date; a standby for every
radio man.

Hons.

Price

RADIO

$6.00

Price

OF

RADIO

RE-

CEIVING SETS, by James A.
Moyer, S.B., A.M. and Joints F.
Wostrel, Cloth covers, size 8x5 ",
378 pages, 223 illustra-

$2.50

The title gives the story. Everything from crystal sets to the latest
multi-tube receiver, and bow they

work.

RADIO TROUBLE SHOOTING, by
Ennor R. usait, E.E. Flexible covers, size 6x9 ", 323 pages,
257 illustrations. Price...
.
An intensely practical handbook for
all radio service men and operators.
Up-to -date in every respect.

$300
J

lustrated.

Price, prepaid.

$3.50

The backbone of the radio art. This
book gives you the foundation on
radio from A to Z.

RADIO

RECEIVING

TUBES,

by

Moyer and Wostrel. Cloth ewers,
size 714x51/2 ", 298 pages.
181 illustrations. Price...
One of the finest books on vacuum
tubes. Everything worthwhile on the
treated in a masterful
manner.

$2.50

subject

HOW TO PASS

U. S.

MENT

GOVERN-

RADIO LICENSE EXAMINATIONS, by R. L. Duncan and
C. E. Drew. Flexible covers, size
914x7 ", 170 pages, 92 illus-$2.00
trations, appendix, Price.
most important book on the
subject ever published. Gives every
conceivable angle which will help
you to pass a radio license examination successfully.

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL, Volume I, by Hugo Gemsback and Clyde Fitch.
Flexible PRINCIPLES OF RADIO, by Keith
loose -leaf binder. size 9x12 ". over Kenney, M.A.
Cloth covers, size
2,000 illustrations, 650 pages.
Sxr"2 ", 478 pages, 306
J . .7
COMPLETE WITH SIX SUPPLE- Illustrations. Price .....
MENTS.
A marvelously written textbook with
Price prepaid
the latest radio principles, includThe Service Man's Bible
Greatest ing screen grid and pentode, ambook ever published on the subject. plifiers, etc.
Contains all old circuits of every PHOTOELECTRIC
PHENOMENA,
imaginable commercial radio set, up
by Arthur Llewelyn Hughes and
to 1931.
Lee Alvin Dubridge. Cloth covers,

$.)50

fusely illustrated.

Price prepaid
$3.50
J
The fundamental principles of radio. From crystal rectifiers to the
latest electron tuba amplification,

$4.50

etc.

How to order

size

cannot ship C.O.D. Our
prices are net. as shown.
Some of the books include
postage. Those that do not
will be shipped by express
collect if sufficient postage is
not Included by you.
We

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL, Volume I1, by Hugo Gemsback, C. E. Denton and C. H. W.
Nason, with 1932 Free Supplements,
1000
pages,
2000
illustrations.
Flexible Loose -leaf Binder,size 9x12 ". Price,prepaid
The talk of the radio industry.
This marvelous volume contains
everything in radio, circuits, and
radio developments, for 1932, Not
a line of duplication between 1931
and 1932 volumes. (Vol. 1 and Vol. 2.)

$4.00

RIDING

THE AIR WAVES, by
Eric Palmer, Jr. Cloth covers, size
71/2x51/2 ", 328 pages,

$2.00
Price
No radio amateur or "ham" can
afford to be without this book.
written by the author of "Around
the World with 5 Watts."

ELEMENTS OF RADIO COMMUNICATION, by Professur John H.
Morecroft.
Cloth covers, size 9x6 ",
270 pages, 170 Illustrations. Price
An authoritative volume embracing
every imaginable phase in radio
communication.

$3.00

SOUND P I C T U R E S AND
TROUBLE SHOOTERS MANUAL,
by Cameron and Rider. Cloth cover.
size 8x51/2 ", 1120 pages,

$7.50

The standby of every operator. It is
the most thorough book on the subject.

RADIO SERVICE MAN'S HANDY.
BOOK WITH ADDENDA
DATA
SHEETS. Flexible covers. size 9x
12" 200 pages, 400 illus-

TELEVISION

TODAY AND TOMORROW, by S. A. Moseley and
II. J. B. Chapple. Cloth covers, size
8x5% ", 130 pages, profuse
ly illustrated. Price prepaid P
most up -to -date work on television describing in detail the apparatus used by Baird.

$1.49

trations. Price prepaid..
The Service Man's standby. Contains the latest practical information on radio servicing.

-$2.SO

RADIO TELEGRAPHY AND
TELEPHONY, by R. L. Duncan
and C. E. Drew. (New Edition.)
Cloth covers, size 91/2x6 ",
950
pages, 468 illustrations.

S. GERNSBACK'S

RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA (Second Edition). Red
Morocco Flexible Binder, 352 pages,

6 "x91/4 ", 531 pages,
$5.00
illus. Price
A critical survey of the whole field
of photoelectric phenomena., intended
as a reference hook for research
workers, students and teachers, The
most complete work in print.

202

RADIO TRAFFIC MANUAL AND
OPERATING REGULATIONS, by
L. Duncan and C. E. Drew.
Flexible covers. size 9x
6 ", 186 pages. Price
$2.00
A live wire hook for all radio amateurs, including how, to learn ende.
R.

abbreviations, International Radiograph Convention, Radio Act of
1927, etc.

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COMMUNICATION, by J. H. Morecroft,
Prof. of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University. Cloth covers.
size 93/2x6 ",988 pages,profusely illustrated. Price..
THE radio classic, by the dean of
radio. Covers entire radio art as
does no other book.

$7.50

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO, by R.
R. Ramsey, Prof, of Physics, Indi-

ana University,

Cloth

size
illustrations. Price, postpaid
A marvelous book for the experimenter. Experiments galore in easy
coverqs,

$2.75

comprehensible language.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF

RADIO, by Louis Martin, B.S. Stiff
Paper covers. size 6x9 ", 68 pages.
85
illustrations. Price,
Everything from Ohms Law to vacuum tubes and detectors, to oscil- prepaid
lographs and radio compasses thor- Just what the title says, but it
oughly treated in this great book.
gives you the HOW and WHY of
radio in plain English. THE book
for beginners,
PRACTICAL

Price

$7.50

40c

qq5

ORDER DIRECT
FROM
THIS PAGE

ANYWHERE. Remit by money
order or certified check. If you
send cash. be sure to register it.

Note also new low prices.

FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO, by

A POPULAR GUIDE TO RADIO,
by B. Francis Dashiell. Cloth covers, size 51/2x81/2", 286 pages, pro-

2201 radio definitions, 1253 illustrations, 34 tables.
$JJ
!!rr
Price
The most comprehensive encyclopedia
of its kind in print. Remarkably upto-date in every way, with marvelous illustrations.

RA

Ramsey, Professor of Physics,
Indiana Iniversity.
Cloth covers,
size 9%x6 ", 372 pages, ilCil

RADIO

profusely Illustrated. Price

D

R. R.

VISION, by C. Francis
Jenkins, Cloth covers, size 91/2x6 ",
pages,
144
profusely illustraG .7
Price
UM;
trated. Price prepaid
This textbook gives you the funda- An excellent book. The Jenkins telementals of electricity as applied to vision system, as well
as many
radio.
It equips you for further other modern television systems
fully
study in the field of radio.
described.

TELEVISION, Its Methods and
Uses, by Edgar H, Felix.
Cloth EXPERIMENTAL RADIO ENGIcovers, size 5%x7% ".272
NEERING, by John H. Morecroft.
pages, 73 illustrations.
('loth covers, size 6x9 ", 346 pages,
$2.50
Price
250 illustrations
A practical complete cross- section of Price
$3.50
television today. One of the very A student's book; devoted to the
best books on this important art in principles of radio apparatus; inprint.
tended to accompany a course in
MAGNETIC
PHENOMENA,
by
The best of its kind.
Samuel Robinson Williams. Cloth electricity.
covers, size 6x9 ", 230 pages. 150
illustrations, and numerTALKING PICTURES, by Bernard
ous tables. Price
Brown. Cloth covers. size 51/2x81/2 ",
All electric motors. coupling coils. 327 pages. 161 illustra$3.00
magnetic and dynamic loud-speak- tions. Price
ers, transformers, choke coils, etc..
are dependent on magnetic phenom- The non -technical man reading this
ena. This fine book is complete on hook feels that he has been transported to a wonderland; technicians
the subject.
refer to it time after time.
HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE
SHORT -WAVE RECEIVERS,
by
THEORY AND OPERATthe Editors of SHORT WAVE RADIO
CRAFT.
Stiff Paper envers. size ING, by M. T. Loomis. 5th revised
Edition.
Cloth-bound; size 51/255x8"
7%x9 % ", 76 pages, 250 illus- A0C x11/2"
thick; 1,000 pages; over 800
`t
trations. Price prepaid
illus.; 450 review quesThe greatest book on building and tions and answers.
Price
operating short wave sets and converters in print today. No better Written in textbook style, a tremendous amount of useful informabJok printed.
tion has been crammed into this
CINEMATOGRAPHY, by James R. thin -paper, compact reference work.
Cameron. Stiff covers, size 7%x5 ", Radio transmission and reception
have been covered, "from soup to
240 pages, 150 illustra$3.50
J a7 nuts." A truly great book.
tiens. Price
Everything on the subject from "silent" and "talkie" 16 mm. film to THE RADIO MANUAL, by George
its manufacture and to the final E. Sterling and Rob't S. Kruse,
projection is in this marvelous E.E. 2nd enlarged edition. Flexvolume.
ible fabrikoid covers. Size 5 %x8 ",
QUESTIONS
AND
ANSWERS
Sound Motion Pictures, by James
R. Cameron. Cloth covers. size 73'4
x5 ", 250 pages.

You

RADIO CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRING, by J. A.
Moyer, S.B., A.M. and .1. F. We
strel, Cloth covers, size 8x5 ", 354
pages, 163 illustrations.
Price
G
A handbook that every radio set
tester and general student must
have. The diagrams alone are worth
the price of the hook.
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$2.50

MODERN

VACUUM TUBES and
"Bob" Hertzberg. Stiff Paper covers, size 8x9 ",
68 pages, 150 illustrations.
How They Work, by

40c

Price, prepaid
Just published, this important book
covers the art as does no other book.
Describes all the latest tubes, including the "Triple Twin".

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS PAGE
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Experimenting in Short Waves
By

IT

11

1

'GU GERNSBACK

curious fact that history tends to repeat
itself in practically everything. Short waves are
not immune from this seeming law. During the
period of 1922 -1925, the well -known radio boom at
t'iat time was in full swing. Everyone from bootblack
to hanker became infected with the radio bug and
started to build his own radio set. This activity went
on for a number of years undiminished, and the amount
of radio materials that was consumed during those
days has never been equalled since.
With short waves we now have a case parallel to
the radio boom of that time. Last fall a certain amount
of activity started in short waves, and the movement
has gathered impetus, and the radio industry hopes
that by this fall and winter, it will reach sizable proportions.
It should be noted that radio has always run in
cycles. When I first became identified with radio in
1903, immediately after Marconi made his important
experiments, there was then a great activity in "wireLater on, this was repeated when the amateur
less.
activity began to assume proportions in 1908 and still
later, when the sinking of the S.S. "Republic" created
another small boom, as "wireless" was the direct cause
f,f saving hundreds of passengers' !ives.
Ever since that time, radio has had its "ups and
clowns." The reason for this is found in the fact that a
new crop of radio experimenters come along, work at it
for two or three years, and then drop it for something
else. It generally takes an entirely new activity in
radio to get the public interested and bring along a
new and greater crop. This happened in 1922 when
broadcasting first came along. It has happened now
when short waves are taking the world by storm, and
when you cannot pick up a newspaper without finding
some new and marvelous exploit of the short waves
in it. Short waves seem to be everywhere these days,
and there is seemingly no activity where they do not
enter and stay. Naturally with all the present existing
short wave transmitters, and the new ones being added
every day, space is becoming well saturated with short
waves, and there is hardly a minute during the twenty four hours that one cannot find something to interest
him in this spectrum.
The old itch for distance has now come back with
a vengeance. The radio experimenter of the vintage
of 1923 loudly heralded the feat of getting a station
la a
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500 miles away on his earphones. The short wive experimenter of today is not satisfied unless he logs at
least half a dozen different countries during the

twenty -four hours, and then goes out to log the Anti-

podes.
The radio thrills of 1923 are naught compared to
those of 1932. The thrill of hearing a station 10,000
miles away is never to be forgotten. Then, too, from
an educational and instructional point, that is, by listening to the foreign stations and announcements, is a
feature that should not be overlooked.
In the meanwhile, it would seem that all forces in
radio are contriving to bring into life the most marvelous radio paradise that radio experimenters ever
dared to hope for. New circuits, new radio components,
a horde of new radio tubes, all make for a combination
of an unexplored radio empire that must send thrills
of anticipation up and down the spine of even the
most hardened radio man.
New circuit combinations in connection with the new
tubes will be tried out by the hundred thousand before
the year is out, and the end is not as yet in sight. New
tubes are being announced almost weekly, and the tube

manufacturers are vying with themselves to produce
more sensitive, as well as more efficient, tubes for short
wave purposes.
The time is coming when it will be possible to receive the Antipodes with a one -tube set on the loudspeaker something that every radio experimenter
worth his salt is itching for.
And most important is the fact that radio experimenting in short waves today is extraordinarily economical. Almost everyone can afford the luxury of a
short wave set, because its total cost is ridiculously
low for a simple outfit. In this, too, history is repeating itself with the boom days of 1922 and 1925.
Radio experimenters of that day were making one -tube
"bloopers," but even then, radio experimenting was far
more expensive than it is nowadays. We remember
that at one time a single tube cost $12.00, while nowadays you can buy a complete one -tube short wave set
for a fraction of the cost of a single tube at that time!
Radio manufacturers everywhere are reporting increased sales on radio components used chiefly for
short wave purposes. It is a most healthy sign, and
one that augurs well for the art in the very near future.

-

ON THE 15th OF EVER) N1O\Tll

THE NEXT ISSUE COMES OUT JULY 15th
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SHORT WAVE
RECEIVING AERIAL

Weather reports from high
altitude balloons by short
avare is one of the latest
applications in the radio art.
Very little is known regard

ing the humidity, tempera

G

-

tine, and air pressure at
altitudes of eight miles or
wore. The Short Ware trau..
ittcr shown is coupled toi
a barometer, thermometer,
and l,ygrometcr,which serve
to transmit these values bu
short wares to a "ground"
recording station.
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Abore-Automatic weather transmitter aehieh attaches

to balloon. Below- -I "picot recorder used at ground

station.
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balloon RadioesWeather by Short Waves
Automatically Without Aid of a Crew
By RENE LEONHARDT (Berlin)
fitted with suitable indicators, which operate
switches in the radio
transmitter periodically. The radio weather
signals received from
the balloon at the receiving station on the
ground are translated
into mechanical motions and corresponding marks made on
the revolving paper

WHAT are the

air conditions
at a height of
45,000 feet or more?
Daily records of the
temperature, humidity
and air pressure will
shortly have to be
known by weather recording stations for
the benefit of aircraft
pilots. Today the average plane flies at a
height of 10,000 to
20,000 feet, but due to
the decreased air resistance encountered
at higher altitudes,
airplanes fitted with
super- charged motors
will tomorrow fly at

charts.

The height of the
balloon can be deduced from a table
giving the various altitudes corresponding
to different air pressures. If it is desired
to determine the diheights of 40,000 to
rection in which the
used
on
ground.
recorder
weather
driven
motor
and
One form of radio receiver
60,000 feet. Even now
balloon lies, although
it is very desirable
it may not be visible
for both the scientists
this factor can be
and also for the air traffic experts to filled with hydrogen or helium gas, gives even with binoculars,
means
of
a radio loop reby
obtained
reports
progressively
and
continuously
in
temknow and study the daily changes
with angle measuring scales
perature, humidity and air pressure of on the air pressure, degree of moisture, ceiver, fitted described
by Captain James
the upper atmosphere. The illustration and temperature of the air, which con- of the type
U.
Jr.,
of
the
S. Signal Corps,
A.
Code,
autoby
graphically
on the opposite page, together with the ditions are recorded
which
appeared
on page 248
an
article
in
recorders
pen
and
receivers
reradio
station
matic
typical
ground
one showing a
'32 issue of
January
December
'31of
the
The
recorder, illustrate the latest high -altitude, located at the ground station.
automatic, radio transmitting apparatus cording instrument on the ground may this magazine.
In the radio balloon set described by
devised by Professor Moltshanoff, the be installed in the regular weather bu-.
Russian scientist, for use with the North reau laboratory or they may be portable Capt. Code, in the issue of SHORT WAVE
Pole expedition on the ship "Malygin." such as for use with a polar expedition. CRAFT referred to, the length of the waves
This apparatus, without human assis- The automatic.transmitter and air con- radioed from the balloon was 125 meters
tance, and when secured to a balloon dition detectors carried by the balloon are and the signals were heard eleven miles.

Burglar Alarm Notifies Police and Photographs Intruder
AN automatic device that broadcasts a
alarm code to police car receivers
and which also
snaps a photo of
the burglar, has recently been perfected by Mr. Fred A.
Miller of St. Louis,
Missouri. The apparatus here shown
was recently given
a practical c i t ywide test in conjunction with the
St. Louis Police Department and the
was
found to work perfectly in the demonstration. Reports
state that it has received the unqualified approval of numerous police officials. This ingenious device perfected by Mr. Miller,
utilizes a short
wave radio trans-

the right of the photo, connected with a
special code trans-

burglar

mitting

circuit,

which causes a suitable message to be
sent over the air
to police cars and

headquarters at any
time when a break
in the alarm circuit
occurs. When desired, direct wires
may lead from the
set to police and fire
headquarters. The
code message is inscribed on a phonograph disc record,
which can be seen
in the center of the
photo just in front
of Mr. Miller. If
an intruder should
set the device in
action, the record

apparatus

Fred A. Miller who
conceived the idea
of a short ware burglar alarm, which
not only sends a
radio warning to
police car receivers, but which also
snaps a photo of
the intruder.

`

turntable starts revolving; the transmitter is energized
and simultaneously
a camera and flashlight snaps a picture of the person.

mitter, as shown at

www.americanradiohistory.com
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ANOVELTY in aviation broadcasts
was accomplished on May 2, when
Sandra Phillips and Peggy Keenan, red- headed two -piano team,
presented their "Piano Pictures" program over WABC and the entire Columbia coast -to -coast network from an airplane hovering above New York at an
altitude of 10,000 feet. As well as the
music of their two pianos, a two -way
conversation between
the plane and a
ground point

was

in-

WAVE

C R A
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BY SHORT WAVÉ
ly modified to pass
all frequencies within the musical range.
The power supply

for the transmitter
was furnished from

a 1250 -volt dynamotor which was driven
by a 12 -volt bank of

storage batteries. Inasmuch as the drain
on the batteries

was quite
heavy,

it

Speech input and three short wave receiving sets at "ground" station.
w a s necessary to

float them across a
50- ampere generator.
A quarter - wave

trailing transmitting
94 feet long
and weighted at the end,
antenna,

was dropped through the
floor of the cabin. The
eluded as
part of the
broadcast, which

marked another achievement in unusual short -wave broadcasts

Sandra Phillips and Peggy Keenan,
whose piano duet was broadcast by
short waves from a plane in flight.

One of the greatest short wave broadcasting stunts ever staged was recently
accomplished successfully over the "Columbia" network, when a giant eighteenpassenger Curtiss Condor plane flew over
New York City carrying entertainers,
whose concert performed aboard the
plane was picked up by short waves.
The broadcast was then antblif ed by the
ground station and fed to the network.

for Columbia.
It will no doubt be of interest to readers to know how this was accomplished,

and a technical description and engineering diagrams disclosing the methods employed follow.
Two things were essential; first, to
equip the plane with a miniature broadcasting station and studio; and, second,
to equip a suitable ground point for the
reception of the airplane transmission
and the location of the "cueing" station.
The airplane, which was piloted by
the highly capable A. P. Kerr, Assistant
Operations Manager of the Eastern Air
Transport, was a giant 18-passenger E.
A. T. Curtiss Condor, powered by two
625-horsepower Conqueror motors. This
alone offered a problem from the standpoint of motor -noise interference. The
plane was equipped with a portable 50watt phone transmitter, W2XDZ, e s p e c i a l -

frequency used was
2,478 kilocycles. Be-

fore landing, the antenna was reeled in.
All of this equipment, in addition to

the short-wave and
long-wave receiving
sets, was located in
the forward of the
plane's three com-

Short wave "cueing" transmitter for talking to plane.
www.americanradiohistory.com

partments, directly
behind the nose of
the plane, where the
two pilots were located. This left the
center compartment
between the control
room and the studio
for the carrying of
invited guests and
for use as a "buffer"

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
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The short wave apparatus was in the
front of the plane
and the sound -insulated studio in the

RECE/V/NG
AER /AL N °/

MI CROPHONES
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rear.

SHORT WAVE
BROAD CAST/NG

ROOM

RECEIVING

AERIAL N92
compartment to help isolate any noise between

the control room and
the studio.
The studio, located in
the rear compartment
of the 58 -foot long cabin, in order to be as far
from the motors as possible, was entirely covered with ozite of three inch thickness, heavily
draped and carpeted.
The two pianos used were
of the small, "night- club"
type, and the actual pickup was made by suspending
dynamic microphones inside
the pianos. John Mayo, the
announcer who worked in
the studio with the piano
team, was equipped with a
special close -talking aviation
type microphone. From this
description it is evident that every possible precaution was taken to eliminate
any outside noises whatsoever.
I order to accomplish the two-way
c versation which was carried on during the program between Mayo on the
plane and Paul Douglas at the Columbia Building in New York, Mayo was

equipped with ear-.
phones, through
which he monitored
the entire program,
including the conversation from the
ground. The guests
who made the trip
were also equipped
with ear -phones so
that they could hear

the entire program
as it was broadcast
over Columbia's New
York station, WABC.

125 FT ANTENNA
FOR TRANSM/TT/NG PROGRAMS

.Actual photo of the
plane in flight,
showing transmitting antenna.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Including pilots, performers, engineers,
and non -participating guests, thirteen
persons in all made the flight.
The ground point layout, while not
quite so intricate as the plane installation, still presented many problems, due
to its location, on the roof of the Co(Continued on page 174)
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Station
A TINY
By

ROBERT

One of the most elaborate "ham" stations in the eastern part of the United
States, is that owned and operated by
Fred A. Parsons, who has designed and
built a really "first- class" transmitter
and receiver.

Fig. F-Fred A. Parsons, the builder and owner, seated at his short -wave station card
file of 8,000 short wave stations!

THE idea seems to be prevalent
that amateur short wave stations
consist of piles of junk in the
cellar or the attic, with disorder
and confusion belying the remarkable
efficiency with which "ham" short -wave
apparatus is credited. Undoubtedly this
reputation is deserved by some installations, but a great many amateurs who
pride themselves on their workmanship
as well as their technical ability have
constructed stations that rival or even
exceed expensive commercial stations on
the points of efficiency, flexibility, convenience, compactness and appearance.
An example in point is the fine outfit of
Fred A. Parsons, who has successfully
overcome the limitations of a New York
City apartment and has created a radio
station that excites envy and admiration
in every visitor who sees it.
The accompanying illustrations speak

E-

Above: Fig.
The compact "workshop"
of Mr. Parsons, which is merely a converted clothes -closet.
Left: Fig. B-Back view of the instrument racks, showing the angle -iron construction and the compact grouping of the
parts. Everything is open and accessible in
spite of the apparent crowding.

volumes for the patience
of the builder, who has
amateur since the days
owners selected their own

and ingenuity
been a radio
when station
call letters and
wavelengths and kept their neighborhoods in an uproar with their thundering
"open spark -gaps." In a twelve -foot
square bedroom (which, incidentally, still
serves as a bedroom during those brief
hours when he is NOT playing with his
apparatus), Parsons has constructed a
commercial- appearing panel and table
that is the last word in operating convenience and flexibility.
See Fig. A.
www.americanradiohistory.com

A framework of angle -iron members supports three rows of bakelite panels, which
are 5 feet, 21/2 inches wide over -all and
stand 6 feet off the floor. All receiver
parts and associated control devices are
mounted behind these panels, the floor
being clear except for a dynamic speaker,
which is too big to put anywhere else,
and a closed "B" battery box. The cornpact manner in which the parts are supported is clearly shown in Fig. B, which
was taken with the camera right up
against the wall. The panels are spaced
about three feet in front of the latter,
so that the owner can walk around and
work on the apparatus comfortably.
The center of the operating table is
dropped in the center, to accommodate a
typewriter. At the left is a steel filing
cabinet containing what is probably the
most remarkable short -wave log used by
any amateur. It holds more than 8,000
separate cards, one for every short -wave
station in the world, amateurs excepted.
This will be described in greater detail.
To the right of the table is a 50 -watt
transmitter which is just undergoing
completion. This is shown better in the
close -ups of Figs. C and D. The loop
visible in Fig. A is used experimentally
for broadcast and 700 -meter commercial
reception.
The first vertical panel (to the left)
consists of five individual panels. From
top to bottom they serve as follows : (1)
low voltage A.C. supply for tube filaments, pilot lights, etc., A.C. voltmeter
and ammeter ; (2) storage battery charging panel (note rectifier tube in Fig. B) ,
D.C. voltmeter and ammeter; (3) fuses
for all filament and plate circuits; (4)
storage battery load meter ; (5) main
short -wave receiver. The latter is a ruggedly built set using one T.R.F. antenna
stage, one untuned R.F. intermediate
stage, regenerative detector and two stage, transformer-coupled audio amplifier. It tunes from 15 to 550 meters and
uses interchangeable plug-in coils. It
may sound very inconvenient to walk
around to the back of the panel to change
coils, but actually this is a very minor
matter, since the same set of coils is
kept in place for an hour or more while
really serious listening is being done.
There are four panels in the center
rack, as follows: (1) special resistancecoupled A.F. amplifier for television
work; (2) push -pull '45 amplifier for
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Amateur
Built In
SPACE
HERTZBERG
is here porstations
short
wave
has
8,000
trayed,
Mr.
two
receivers,
card -indexed! With
Parsons can listen simultaneously to
both sides of a conversation on a single

Mr. Parsons, whose station

loud -speaker.

-

operation of the big dynamic speaker
the third tube is a '80 rectifier; (3) plate
voltage and plate current meters, in "B"
battery circuit to short-wave receivers;
(4) control panel consisting of ten plugs
and 30 jacks. This is a very tricky
arrangement, and makes for extreme
flexibility. It allows "juggling" of loud
speakers, amplifiers and receivers in interesting combinations. Needless to say,
the wiring is a bit complicated, and took
considerable time and effort.
The third and last rack holds four
more panels. From top to bottom they
function as follows: (1) relay circuit
with D.C. milliammeter, to feed amplifier
output to telegraph sounder or tape recorder; (2) high voltage supply for amplifiers and various experimental applications; (3) separate amplifier for
sounder or recorder, used with very weak
signals; (4) auxiliary short -wave receiver, a duplicate of the one on the left.
The use of two short -wave receivers,
properly "mixed" through the switchboard into a single loud speaker, permits
a very desirable operating feature: the
reproduction of BOTH sides of a telephone or telegraph conversation without
the frantic dial twisting necessary when

only a single receiver is available. This
greatly increases the fun and enjoyment
obtainable from the short waves. After
hearing this system in operation you will
never be satisfied with only ONE set!
The short -wave transmitter, illustrated
in Figs. C and D, was built on a separate frame -work to prevent trouble due
to /R.F. pickup by the receiver units. It
is 5 feet high, 2 feet wide and 11/2 feet
deep, and consists of three sections: top,
transmitter proper ; center, filter system;
bottom, power units. The transmitter
circuit is of the standard master- oscillator-power -amplifier type, and employs a
210 oscillator feeding into a 50 -watt amplifier. The oscillator is tuned in the
so- called 80 -meter band, and the amplifier
may be operated either here or in the
40 -meter band, the second harmonic of
the oscillator being utilized. The transmitting antenna is a single wire voltage fed Hertz. This is the simplest of transmitting antennas, and is very practical
for apartment dwellers who have landlords and fussy neighbors to contend
with.
At the time this article was written
Mr. Parsons had not yet received his

A-

General view of Mr. Parsons' station. At the extreme left is the card filing
Fig.
cabinet, in the center the operating table and instrument racks, and at the extreme right
the short wave transmitter.

dentally it shows how the limited space
of a clothes -closet may be employed to
the greatest advantage. The assorted
hand tools are kept in straps on the
inside of the closet door, where they are
within easy reach of the radio table.
The closet itself is lined with shelves
that hold the usual conglomeration of
loose parts and supplies owned by every
radio experimenter.
The card file of short-wave stations,
previously referred to, is Mr. Parsons'
special pride and joy, and is without
equal in the amateur field. Amateur sta(Continued on page 184)

Above: Fig. D -Back view of the transmitter. Notice the logical arrangement of
the parts and the neatness of the wiring.
At Right: Fig. C -Front view of the 50watt transmitter. The panels are of bakelite, the framework of wood and iron.
All Photos by the Author

license and call letters. Many old- timers
may remember him as 2ABM.
If the reader has gotten the idea that
Mr. Parsons had a complete machine
available for the construction of his spectacular station, let him take a look at
Fig. E. This shows all the tools and
equipment Mr. Parsons used, and inciwww.americanradiohistory.com
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o FADING

well known, fading plays a very
unpleasant rôle in radio reception.
For a long time specialists have
been striving to eliminate it.
Fading might well have its origin in
the fact that at rather great distances
Sis

A

The new transmitting antenna which German engineers intend to erect at Munich.
Here the central transmitter at S energizes
the circle of antennas as shown, with the
result that with the reception of the different waves from the respective antennas,
a mean average strength of signal will be
picked up by the receiver.

from the transmitter, the waves no longer
reach the receiver by gliding over the
surface of the earth, but through the air.
In general there reaches the receiver not
a single wave, but several of them, whose
paths are of different lengths. If the
lengths of the paths are in a certain
relation to the wave length, it can happen that two waves entirely efface each
other at the place of reception, so that
the broadcast entirely disappears at the
loud- speaker.
In receiving short waves coming from
far -distant stations, it has been observed
that in a circuit about a place of reception, the fading does not occur at the
same time. Consequently in the great
German receiving station of Beelitz, several locally separated receiving antennas have been installed, which in the
case of difficult reception conditions all
receive the same station (but have fading periods at different times) and deliver the signals received to a common
amplifier. If enough of these receiving
antennas are present, then the individual
telephonic currents coming from the individual receiving antennas are superimposed on one another, and result finally
in a fairly uniform telephonic current,
so that in the head phones or loudspeaker at the place of reception, the
fading is scarcely noticeable at all.
The former German radio station at
Munich is now to be strengthened in a
very short time. A new antenna is to
be built, since the previous masts were
buckled by a storm a few months ago.
The authorities are considering whether

By DR.
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an antenna shall not be built at Munich
which will more or less completely eliminate the fading at every point of reception, or at least make it endurable.
Such a "fading- proof" antenna as
sumes the following proportions: As with
a fading -free reception system it will also
be a matter of simultaneously operating
several transmitting antennas of the
same kind, spatially separated, with one
and the same oscillation of the centrally
located transmitter ; then the most varied
waves go out at the same time from the
individual transmitting antennas. At the
point of reception one will then not only
pick up the waves from a single antenna,
which may be subject to fading, but also
the waves from the other transmitting
antennas, for which, because of their
spatial separation, the fading will presumably be perceptible at different times
at the point of reception. Vertical singlewire antennas will be used, their length
being in a definite proportion to the

in all Europe. The reasons for the peculiar reception conditions of a short wave
station at nearby distances lie in the fact
that the waves, right at the point of
transmission, rise steeply into the air
and describe on the way to the point of

Not only in short wave transmission but in long wave as well,
fading is one of the problems
which has baffled radio engineers. Two new antenna systems
designed to reduce or practically
eliminate fading have been de-

veloped by German engineers
and are here described by Dr.
Noack. One of the new antennas
is to be erected at Munich and
the other at Zeesen.
wavelength sent out. Theoretical calculations show that such an antenna can
in fact have as a consequence a considerable reduction of the fading phenomena. Whether this antenna will be
established in Munich is not yet certain,
but it is of interest that such a new
antenna design has at least been considered.
On this occasion I should like to describe another novel antenna form, which
also comes into consideration for transmitting purposes, which, for definite reasons, is suitable only for short waves.
In Zeesen, near Königswusterhausen,
stands the German short wave station
which rebroadcasts overseas on a wave
length of 31.38 meters most of the German long wave broadcasts. This transmitter is demonstrating the phenomenon
of being received well only at great distances, while in the vicinity of the station it is heard relatively poorly. On
the other hand, however, the short wave
transmitter is supposed to cover all Europe, of course, and to he easily audible
www.americanradiohistory.com

The new "vertical cage" transmitting antenna designed for the famous Zeesen sta=
tion. With this antenna arrangement a
signal eight times more powerful than that
ordinarily picked up at a given distance
from the transmitter is made possible.
Using this antenna the signals are radiated in all directions equally; in consequence at any given instance, the receiving
station will pick up a signal free from
fading.

reception the above mentioned great arcs
through the atmosphere, thus becoming
easily perceptible at a great distance
from the transmitting station, but "skipping" or jumping over a so- called "dead
zone" between the station and the distant point of reception. If it were possible so to influence the radiation of the
waves from the transmitting antenna,
that they would be propagated predominantly parallel to the surface of the
earth, to be sure, in any desired direction
from the station in the same way, then
it would be possible to provide sufficient
reception energy, even for relatively
nearby points of reception everywhere
around the station.

Antenna a Cage -like Affair
The Telefunken company, which also
built the Zeesen short wave transmitter,
has now instituted experiments in this
regard. While formerly a direct vertical
wire was used at Zeesen as an antenna,
a brand new antenna system will soon
be put in operation, whose plan is here
shown. As shown, the new antenna is a
sort of cage affair. On a wooden mast M
are attached at the top and at the height
of about 25 meters (82 feet) beams T.
(Continued on page 180)
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How To Become a RADIO AMATEUR
No.

1

of a Series -Specially Prepared by John L. Reinartz

cut the wire, leaving about a six -inch
lead. Then, starting with the next nail,
we again wind on turns as follows: Two
turns, a loop, two turns, a loop, two
turns, a loop, two turns, a loop, two
turns, a loop, two turns, a loop, two
turns a loop, and two turns, a loop, and
then fifteen turns, a loop, and then ten
turns, a loop, and then ten turns, which
finishes the coil. Before taking the nails
out we first boil some paraffin in a dish
and dip the coil into it. After it cools
down and the paraffin has hardened we
carefully pull out each nail. Do this
without disturbing the coil in any way.
Slide it off the form and then with a
needle and some coarse thread sew
through the places that the nails fitted
through, going from one place to the next
around the coil twice and tie the ends
as they meet. There will now be no
danger of the coil falling apart. We
lay the coil aside and take up the matter
of the panel on which our parts are to
be mounted.

IN this series

of articles on "How
To Become An Amateur," an attempt will be made to so arrange
the designs that all parts can be
used over again in one way or another.

This will conserve both material and
money, as you will have use for them
later when you will want to build more
expensive sets.
The most simple and yet really prac-

tical receiving set is the crystal detector
outfit. This type of receiver will receive
only signals that are modulated at some
audio frequency and as this is what we
want to receive we will build one. Such
a receiver has in its simplest form a
coil which can be tuned, an antenna, a
ground connection, a crystal detector and
John L. Reinartz -one of the shining lights in
the world of amateur radio and short waves. It
a pair of ear phones. To make sure that
might easily be said that the name of Reinartz
our crystal detector is working properly,
and short waves are synonymous. Mr. Reinartz
made his first bid for fame in the realm of short
we add a small buzzer, a dry cell, and a
waves and amateur radio by designing the famous
receiving circuit which is known all over the world
button which we push to set the buzzer
as the "Reinartz" circuit.
Mr. Reinartz is at
going while testing the crystal. The
present an electrical engineering consultant. He
has contributed many articles to the radio press
whole will be mounted on a panel and
and devised many valuable and interesting circuits
enclosed in a box. When completed it
and devices covering short wave transmitters and
receivers.
will be something for the beginner to be
The Panel
proud of.
The panel should be not smaller than
Making the Coil
the first nail to the second nail, then to 7 x 12 inches, and 7 x 14 will not be
too large. On it are mounted two conTo make the coil we are first going to the third nail, and so on around the
build a form upon which to wind the form, going from the left side of one densers, seven binding posts and three
wire. This form is a wooden disc two nail to the right side of the next nail switch levers so located that they will
and one -half inches in diameter and one in basket weave form. When we have look nice and symmetrical. We lay them
wound on fifteen turns we take off a out as shown in Fig. 2. The two coninch in thickness. See Fig. 1. Through
a hole in the center we mount a handle loop and wind fifteen more turns, make densers are regular variable condensers
by 'hich it can be held in the left hand another loop and wind fifteen turns more. as used for receivers, being of .00035 mf.
This time, instead of making a loop, we capacity. Two of the switch levers are
w ile wire is being wound on it with
the right hand.
to have four conAround the outer
tact points and
diameter of the
the other to have
name
OHN
REINARTZ,
whose
is known to every radio amateur or
L.
disc we drill nine
nine
"ham," no matter whether it is in New York City, Java or South Africa,
equally space d
points. The bindholes to take nine
has agreed to prepare a series of twelve articles for SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The
ing posts are
ten - penny nails,
mounted two in
editors have received so many requests from readers who are interested in learnwhich will just fit
each upper corner
ing the "stepping stones" in the career of a full -fledged licensed radio amateur,
tightly but which
and three equally
that they asked Mr. Reinartz to prepare this series, number one of which apcan be pulled out
spaced in the top
with a pair of
pears herewith. The titles of the eleven monthly articles which are to follow are:
center. They are
pliers. We are
an inch apart and
2 -The vacuum tube, plotting a curve;
Adding the vacuum tube to
now ready to wind
three
-quarters of
Amplification, different ways to obtain it; 5-Learning the
your receiver;
our coil, using No.
an inch from the
Transmitting circuits- building a transmitter,;
Obtaining a license;
code;
24 double cotton
edge of the panel.
covered wire. We
Choosing the right transmitting antenna for your location;
When marking the
Wavemeters
start by winding
points, do so on
-building one; 10- "Going on the air "; 11-Modulation- classes A, B and
a couple of turns
the rear of the
Making
station.
12it
a
phone
C;
panel and keep the
around the handle
and then around .41iNalinP
(Cont. on p. 179)

contact

8-

6-

4-

3-

7-
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BUILD

THIS POCKET

I

WHO

among us has not wished at

one time or another for a good
pocket receiving set on which we
could, perchance, listen to music
and speech from the broadcast stations in
the 200 to 550 meter band, and when de;ired, switch over and listen to the fasAnating mysteries of the short waves,
De it police calls -foreign broadcasts
radio amateurs "chewing the rag "?

-or

once obtained.

An interesting close -up of the "pocket receiver" held in
the hand and with one side of case removed. 1 -knob
for tuning condenser 5 2 -knob for adjusting regeneration control 3 and switch 4; 5
battery resistor;
socket for tube 7, which is inside the tuning coil 8;
9-- second -tube; 10
battery; 11
battery.

6-

-"A"

-"A"

-"B"

1.932

Pocket -size receiving sets have been the goal of short wave experimenters the world over, but thus far we have not seen a pocket
receiver as small as the one here described, which would give the
signal strength in the phones that this receiver does. In fact, the
signals are sufficiently strong to operate a sensitive loud- speaker unit,
where some form of horn of the folded or telescopic type is to be used.
Coil data are given for reception on wavelengths from 20 to 550
meters. This receiver contains batteries, tubes and all tuning apparatus.

spring clips soldered to their
free ends, one of which you
can connect to any grounded
metal pipe or other system,
while the "aerial" clip may
be attached to any one of a
dozen temporary or improvised aerials. For example,
in some of the tests made
by the authors, the ground
clip was attached to a steam
radiator, while the aerial
wire was clipped on to the
chain from a lamp socket,
and good reception was at

;

July,

You will be

astonished at the many novel "aerials" and "grounds"
you will be able to use to
receive signals on-including metal bedsteads, metal
filing cabinets, boilers, wire
fences, telephone lines, etc.
One stunt is to connect the
ground wire to any pipe
system and the aerial lead
to a pie -plate or a piece of
circular metal on which a
desk telephone is placed, reception being afforded by
the capacity-effect between
the felt- covered metal base
of the phone and the tin
pie-plate.
A complete radio set which
can be carried around in
Here it
your coat pocket
is, and a mighty interesting
gadget to intrigue the mechanical ingenuity of the
reader. For size it is 9
!

The authors conceived and built the

inches long, 4 inches wide and a little
over 11/z inches deep. Thus this set will
fit into the average top-coat pocket with
no trouble at all.
The Circuit
The electrical circuit of the set is simple enough, consisting of but two tubes.
The first tube is a detector, which is
resistance -coupled to the first audio stage.
Regeneration is controlled by the 50,000 ohm potentiometer. As the number of
turns on the feed -back coil is larger than
normal, the action of the feed -back circuit is unusually good.
An interesting point should be noted
in the electrical circuit and that is
3"
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Coil winding data is given above for both
short and broadcast waves.

-

At left

Appearance of
the complete "pochet
receiver" for short and
broadcast waves. A and
B. aerial and ground
wires; C, tuning krigb;
D, cord tip and jacks
for switching from
short to BC waves; E
is the regeneration control knob, and F, phone
cord jacks.

coat pocket receiver
here illustrated and
described and had a
world of fun with it.
We'll bet if you once
build one of these
pocket receivers that
you -will never again
be without one, as
You will be surprised
how natural and con venient it is to grab
up a receiver of this
type and slip it into
your pocket, portfolio or overnight bag.
No EXTERNAL BAT-

the use of an auto transformer connection to increase the
sensitivity of the entire receiver. The
gain over the ordinary method of connection of simple detector tuning coils, as

TERIES TO FUSS WITH

-and

simply a pair
of flexible wires, with
www.americanradiohistory.com
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indicated by the results obtained, led the
author to build coils to cover various
bands. By the limits of the switch connections here employed, no more than two
bands can be covered. Therefore, it is
necessary to determine just which bands
are to be covered and to wind the coils
with the proper number of turns as indicated in the chart. If the constructor
wishes, he can take small radio -frequency
choke coils and remove turns until the
required band is covered.
To duplicate the tuning arrangement
as shown in the drawings, it will be
necessary to use three chokes, one for
the short waves, one for the long waves
ant one for the feed -back or regeneration
circuit.

total current consumption of the set is
.12 ampere, plus the plate current of the
two tubes. Three of the small fountainpen style flashlight batteries (3 volts
each) are used to light the filament.
'inese three batteries are connected in
parallel. The plate supply consists of
a number of the same units connected
in series. This provides sufficient energy
as far as the "B" supply is concerned
to run the set for hours at a time. The
batteries used as the "A" supply should
not be used continuously, but should be
allowed to recuperate .after being in use
for more than two hours. If this is
done the life of the batteries used in
the "A" supply unit will last a long
time. These batteries were secured from
the 5 and 10e stores.

Max D. Pearlman tuning in a station on
the "pocket receiver." The choice of short
or broadcast waves is provided, and with
a good pair of phones some very excellent
results have been obtained.

Figure

6

FIG. 2

shows picture diagram which anyone can easily follow in building the
2 -tube, battery- operated, "pocket receiver" here described.

FIG.3

The two diagrams above show the interesting auto- transformer connections emptoyed in the design of this "pocket" short
and broadcast wave receiver.

right-Another view of the "pocket
receiver" showing tuning inductance removed from-its position over one of the
vacuum tubes, together with "A" and "B"
batteries, which are composed of a number
of fountain -pen flashlight, three-volt .units.
An ideal job could be made with a fibre
case covered with leather
At

Power Supply
The power supply is as simple as can
bc. As the filaments of the two tubes
are rated at 60 milliamperes each, the
www.americanradiohistory.com

The mechanical construction of the box
must be left more or less to the builder.
It seems that it is not always easy t
obtain fibre of the required size. Many
of our readers who are good carpenters
can make a neat box of 2 or 3 ply veneer.
Do not use metal, as the proximity of the
coil to the case will upset the inductance
values of the coils and increase thei_
losses. The coils as specified in the cir(Continued on page 174)
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A Low -Power PHONE
TRANSMITTER
of the
Poiia ble
Type
Designed and Built by

JOHN

B.

BRENNAN, JR.
W2DJU

Rear view of portable phone transmitter designed and built by John Brennan,
W2DJU. National "Class B" amplifier transformers are used.

portable transmitter? Probably there are as many answers
to that question as there are persons who build one. But perhaps
no stranger reason can be given than the
one that, in his browsing around the pile
of accumulated junk which finds itself
in the possession of most experimenters,
the builder comes across a discarded cabinet and wonders what he can build to
fit in it. More often than not he is wont
to say to himself, "Hm, an old cabinet.
Just the thing for a portable transmitter." The cabinet being father to the
idea, he (the father) is promptly relegated to the background in the ensuing
events and all attention is centered on
the desirability and shortcomings of circuits, the choice of tubes, and so on, ad
infinitum.
While always having wanted to build
for himself a portable transmitter, the
author never quite got around to the
job until he happened to come upon an
old DeForest cabinet which in former
days housed the now forgotten reflex
receiver. You know the kind
lid on
top; double doors in front, and a compartment in the bottom for "B" batteries.
In an effort to choose the best of circuits many past issues of radio magazines were religiously studied and, as it
was thought at the time, a really serviceable circuit arrangement was chosen. It
is shown diagrammatically in Fig. i and
consists of an isolated oscillator and
single pentode R.F. amplifier for the
radio -frequency portion of the transmitter and a pair of pentodes in parallel for
the modulator.
WHY a

-a

Jr.,

Class "B" Modulation System Used
In a subsequent chat with genial Joe
Heller, chief engineer of the Wireless
Egert Engineering Company, this design
was discussed and finally discarded for

PWR
AMP
PWR
AMP

is,

DPI

AUDIO

-4;11

P

AUDIOFIG
MIC

d

above shows simple phone transmitter line -up; Fig. 2, new circuit arrangement of phone transmitter here described
and illustrated.
Fig.

1

one which, while doubling the number of
tubes originally planned upon, would
more than justify their use in the quad-

rupled power output obtained with their
use. This was made possible by the use
of the now popular Class B type of
modulation in preference to the former
type A Heising modulation system.
Briefly, the new circuit arrangement
consists of an isolated oscillator, followed
by an intermediate R.F. amplifier using
a pentode, which, in turn, feeds a pair
of pentodes arranged in push -pull to form
the final or power amplifier R.F. stage.
The audio system consists of a first audio
stage followed by a second using a penwww.americanradiohistory.com

tode, which, in turn, feeds a pair of
pentodes arranged in "push- pull." It
will be seen that, diagrammatically, the
radio and audio portions of this transmitter are similar. The diagram is shown
in Fig. 2.
Now, without going into the actual
construction of such a transmitter, let
us examine for a moment the prime
requisites of a portable.
First, it should be compact and not
too heavy.
Second, tubes should be selected which
will require a minimum plate supply
voltage and six volts filament supply.
Third, it should employ a circuit which
will give maximum dependable coverage,
per tube used; the circuit should not be

an "expensive" one.
Just how well these requirements are
met in the transmitter whose construction is to be described here is illustrated
as follows:
First, a most compact arrangement of
the parts employed in construction is
obtained, as is shown by the accompanying illustrations. Second, tubes have been
selected which require no more than 135
volts plate supply and six volts (storage
battery) filament supply. Third, a most
efficient R.F. circuit is employed and with
the class B modulation system referred
to and shown in the diagrams, essentially
100 per cent modulation is obtained. Considering performance in output watts,
the transmitter is a most economical one.
Tubes
Most ideally suited to use in a portable
radiophone transmitter are the new sixvolt automobile tubes, which are now
generally available. These tubes, or
more correctly the Triad T-237's and

4-

Crystal control circuit which may
Fig.
be employed, at the option of the builder.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
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T- 238's, are similar in construction to
their older brothers, the A.C. type tubes,
in that electron emission is obtained by
means of a coated cathode which is
heated by a filament. The filament is a
heavy, rugged affair and has been designed particularly to withstand the jars
and shocks incident to their use in moving automobiles.
Since they require no more than six
volts for filament supply, the regular car
battery can be used for this purpose
when the transmitter is carried by car
to some remote point. Also, maximum
efficiency is obtained when their plates
are supplied with 135 volts "B" battery,
another point in their favor, since weight
is a considerable factor in the operation
of a short -wave portable. The use of
other types of tubes might require a
great deal more plate supply with no
commensurate increase in efficiency.
It is only fair to mention that the
desire for a transmitter as efficient as
possible, within the limits imposed by
the requirements outlined previously, had
by this time become uppermost in the
mind of the author, while the original
idea of attempting to build a transmitter
into a given cabinet was discarded entirely, with the result that the cabinet
was put back with the other junk, from
whence it came, to gather the dust of a
few more years.
Suit Yourself with Layout
It is probably true to state that the
circuit arrangement of a given transmitter, as printed on paper, will suggest
a certain type of breadboard layout to
the experimenter and from this point on
it becomes a matter of condensing and
making more compact the physical arrangement of the required parts, so as
to arrive at a desirable and neat appearing type of construction. For this reason
the author does not advance the particular type of construction which he has
employed as the only one which will be
suitable. Much latitude in layout exists
and it is with the idea in mind of pre-

COIL

Li
L2

35 TURNS
35 TURNS

L3

35 TURNS

L4

10 TURNS

N2.20

WIRE

This very desirable and economical phone transmitter can easily be carried in the car and can
be worked on batteries, either dry or storage.
This transmitter uses eight tubes of the 6.3 volt
auto type and incorporates the new "Class B"
system of modulation. Extremely simple in design and construction, the transmitter here described by Mr. Brennan is ideal for the amateur
whose pocketbook is limited. Data are given
for 80 and 160 meter operation.
course, crystal control could be added,
if the experimenter's pocketbook will
stand the additional expense. In that
case, the oscillator circuit is altered to
that shown in Fig. 4. This change, if

COVER

SHIELD BOX
FOR OSCILLATOR
STAGE
MADE FROM SHEET

COPPER

FIG

6-Details

60 TURNS
60 TURNS
60 TURNS
15

TURNS

Ná.24

BOTH SPACE WOUND

1.3, L4 WOUND ON SAME COIL FORM . L4
WOUND ON TUBE LOCATED INSIDE L4

FIG.5

Fig.

5

6

of oscillator shield box
and cover.
Below-Top view of 8 -tube phone transmitter, using 6.3 volt auto tubes; the
plug -in inductances may be seen just behind the tuning condensers.
Fig.

welssolir^St

COIL TABLE
160 METERS
80 METERS

147

Iii

-Coil

data table for 80 and 160
meter inductances.

senting to the reader only one of many
satisfactory types of layout that the following constructional hints are given.
The individual experimenter can indulge
in any number of variations, just so long
as sensible reasoning is included in the
scheme of things.
The Transmitter Circuit in Detail
In Fig. 3 is shown the entire transmitter circuit. It will be seen that the
oscillator V1 employs the conventional
Hartley system and consists of a single
T -237 tube. The circuit is made to oscillate over a band of frequencies determined by the condenser-coil combination
L1 -Cl. By means of a plug-in coil Ll
the frequency band can be changed so
that operation may be had in all of the
government- licensed phone bands. Of
www.americanradiohistory.com

it can be afforded, is highly recommended,
since the stability of the emitted wave
is immeasurably improved and there is
less tendency toward frequency modulation of the generated oscillations, a condition which sometimes exists due to vibration of the plates of the variable
condensers, improperly shielded oscillators, poor power -supply regulation, etc.
Energy from the oscillator is picked
off its -plate through a coupling condenser
C8 and thence fed to the grid of the
succeeding tube V2, a T -238 pentode.
This tube and its associated apparatus
comprises an intermediate stage of radio frequency amplification, the circuit being
tuned by means of the variable condenser
C3, which shunts the inductance L2; here
too the coil is of the plug-in type. There
follows a final or power amplifier stage
of radio- frequency amplification, consisting of a pair of T -238 pentodes, V3 and
V4, arranged in push -pull. These tubes are
coupled to the previous stage by means of
a coupling condenser C9. The antenna is
inductively coupled to the plate circuit
of the power amplifier stage by means
of L4 and is tuned to resonance with
that circuit by means of the variable
series condenser C5, shown. A six-volt
flashlight P completes the antenna circuit, being used to indicate maximum
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3-.

Fig.
Schematic circuit for the 8 - tube
phone transmitter here
described, which can
be operated from dry
or storage batteries, so
as to be carri d in the
car if desired.

V3

VI.

eC18

Cl

C2

DOUBLE BUTTON
MICROPHONE

It

V5

T2

tests

PIG 3

flow of current in the antenna when the

variable condenser tunes the antenna circuit to resonance with the amplifier.

The Class `B" Modulator
The modulation system uses four tubes
in all, the first of which V5 is a T -237,
fed by the microphone M and microphone

transformer Ti. It outputs to a standard
interstage audio transformer T2 which
is used as a coupling medium between
it and the succeeding T -238 pentode stage
The final audio stage, which is
V6.
more correctly termed the modulator
stage, consists of a pair of T -238 pentodes, V7 and V8, arranged in "push pull." These push -pull tubes are coupled
to the previous stage and to the R.F.
power amplifier by means of special
coupling transformers, T3 and T4, especially intended and designed for use
in class B modulation systems. Actually,
the transformers used here were originally designed to work with type 210
tubes, but the plate impedance of these
tubes was found to be so nearly like those
of the -38's that the use of these class B
transformers with the -38's is quite possible. It should be borne in mind, however, that this is purely a convenient
arrangement. Naturally, it would be
more satisfactory if transformers especially designed for use with the -38's

were available.
Practically all of the information necessary to the duplication in construction
of the transmitter described here is contained in the various illustrations.
It might be noted that the construction
centers around a panel base, the tuning
condensers, microphone control, etc., being mounted on the panel, while the plug in coils and their mounts and the tubes
and their sockets, audio transformers,
resistors, by-pass condensers, R.F. chokes
and the like being mounted on the base,

as shown.
As a matter of fact, all the illustrations should be carefully studied before
any attempt at actual construction is
In this way the placement of
made.
each part and the manner in which it

is mounted, in respect to other adjacent
parts, will be clearly understood.

METHOD OF MOUNTING CHOKES

MOUNTING

R. F.

CHOKE

SCREW

BASE
DOWEL

FIG. 7

Fig.

ROD

7- Showing one method of mounting
the choke coils.

CONTACT SCREWS

HOW THE BINDING POSTS
ARE MOUNTED

FIG.8

Fig.

included, so that this
milliammeter may be
plugged in at these
various points to read
the current in the
plate circuits.
If, however, the
meter is not permanently included in the
layout, then, in the
T4
preliminary
which must be made
to place the transC17
mitter in operation,
the meter must be
temporarily connected in the circuits
T
successively at these
points.
Assuming that the
V8 °B+'
n has been
constructio
135V. O
completed
that
/. the variousand
circuits
have been checked
with the diagram, to
locate any incorrect connections, the
coupling condenser, C8, should be temporarily disconnected from the plate of
the oscillator tube. Then, with a frequency meter, tune the oscillator to a
point within the amateur hone band.
(If you have an unlimited radiophone
amateur license, you are permitted to
operate your station in the so- called "80meter band." If you have only a regular
amateur license, then it is compulsory to
operate a phone transmitted in the socalled "160 -meter band. ")
By placing
one side of a neon bulb in contact with
the plate circuit of the oscillator tube,
you may determine that the tube is oscillating at this frequency adjustment. Now
proceed to the next R.F. circuit, V2. Apply the "C" bias voltage, increasing the
value until the plate current reading on
the milliammeter, previously plugged into
the plate circuit of V2, is reduced to
zero. Then note the value of grid bias
voltage which accomplished this condition. The correct value of grid bias
voltage which should be applied for satisfactory operation is twice this value. In
other words, the proper C bias voltage is
twice that value which is found necessary
to reduce the plate current to zero when
the excitation, through the coupling condenser, C8, is removed.
Reconnect the coupling condenser C8
and tune the circuit C3 -L2 until, by plac(Continued on page 189)

8-Author's

arrangement of terminal
strip.

Front view of portable phone transmitter,
showing tuning controls.

Adjusting the Circuit
If it is desired, a 050 milliammeter may
be mounted permanently on the panel
and connected to a
plug. Then, at the
points marked "X" in
the circuit diagram,
Fig. 3, single, closed circuit jacks may be

www.americanradiohistory.com
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$500.00 Short Wave Builder's
Contest -$100 in Monthly Prizes for Best Models

i Y the May number of SHORT Wavn CRAFT, we announced, in con
1 siderable detail, this new contest and the rules for those desiring
-

to enter sets in the contest.

For the benefit of those who did not
read the original announcement in the May number, we mention here
more
important
some of the
points that you should bear in mind.
The closing date for the June contest is given below. The keynote
of this contest is expressed by the single word- SIi11PLEST!
Short wave set builders may submit any one of the following ap-

paratus:

SHORT WAVE SET
SHORT WAVE ADAPTER
SHORT WAVE CONVERTER

You will please note that the set itself must be built by you and
furthermore the sets themselves must be sent, prepaid, preferably by
express, to the editorial offices of SIIORT WAVE CRAFT. lü'meaih r
that workmanship will be one of the strong factors that the jud;
will have in mind in awarding prizes. Set. may be sent with
without phones or loud -speaker. Data is given below on the le1ÌCIi
of descriptive article, diagrams and other information r' iired
the judges. Have your article typewritten, if at all possible: dia
grams need not be finished mechanical drawings, as our dra ugh t,nien
will re -draw diagrams for publication, hut make neat sl:elehes in ink.
All coil and condenser data must be given ; also all resistor and
.

i

speaker (or phones) ohmic or impedance values.

Rules for $500.00 Short Wave Builder's Contest
URING the next five months, SHORT WAVE CRAFT will award
a total of $500.00 in prizes in an important new contest. You
are asked to build a home -made short wave set which should
fill one or more of the following requirements: 1, Simplicity;
2, Compactness; 3, Ingenuity; 4, Novelty of Circuit Used ; 5, Portability;

D

Workmanship.
Read carefully the text of the adjoining article, and observe the
following simple rules:
1. -Short wave sets submitted may be
in either of the following classes:
"Straight" S -W Receiving Set
(battery operated or A.C. operFIRST PRIZE
ated)
Short Wave Converter
Short Wave Adapter
SECOND PRIZE
2. -Sets must be home -made and built
by contestants themselves. Manufactured
THIRD PRIZE
sets are absolutely excluded from this
contest.
FOURTH PRIZE
3.-Sets submitted may be for ONE,
TWO, THREE and NOT MORE THAN
FIVE TUBES. Any type of tube as seFIFTH PRIZE
lected by the builder can be used. Crystal operation or crystal -tube combinations
allowable, at the option of builder. Sets
may be of any size or shape, at the option of the builder.
4. -In order to win a prize, it is necessary that the set itself be submitted to the editors. The five best models submitted each month will
be awarded the prizes as scheduled here.
5. -All sets submitted to SHORT WAVE CRAFT Magazine will be
returned to their owners after they have been judged and described for
the benefit of SHORT WAVE CRAFT readers in the magazine.
6. -This is a monthly contest, which began May 1st, 1932, and will last
for five months. Each monthly contest closes on the 1st of the following
6,

month. Thus the contest for June closes Midnight July 1st, 1932, al
which time all entries for this month must be in the editorial offices of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The first prize-winning announcements will be
made in the August. 1932, issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. the builder.
7.-Every set must be accompanied by an article written by
and contain not more than 2,000 words, giving minute instructions with
conwiring (schematic) diagram, list of parts with values of all resistors,
densers, coil data, including number of
turns, etc., how the set was built, its operating characteristics, what stations have
been received with it, and other informa tion considered important by the builder.
$50.00
Such article should be typewritten or written in ink, and should be sent separately
by mail, and should not be included with
25.00
the set itself!
8. -All sets must be shipped in strong
12.50
wooden boxes, NEVER in cardboard boxes.
All sets must be sent "prepaid"! Sets
sent "charges collect" will be refused.
7.50
SHORT WAVE CRAFT Magazine cannot
be held responsible for breakage in transit
5.00
due to improper packing of sets. Before
packing the set. be sure to affix tag with
string giving your name and address to
J
the set itself, IN ADDITION. PUT YOUR
NAME AND ADDRESS ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE WRAPPER OF THE PACKAGE.
9.- Employes and their families of SHORT WAVE CRAFT are excluded.
10. -The judges will be the Editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT Magazine,
and the following short wave experts: Robert Hertzberg, Clifford E.
Denton. Their findings will be final.
11.-Address all letters, packages, etc., to Editor, SHORT WAVE
BUILDER'S CONTEST, care SHORT WAVE CRAFT Magazine, 96 -98
Park Place, New York.

..

New Linear Dial Scale and Other New Apparatus

Finally at the right of the photo we
have a new style high frequency variable
condenser which has isolated rotors. It
is of the 270 degree, straight- line -frequency type, with aluminum plates and
frame, the insulation being of the new
low-loss isolantite. The isolated rotors
eliminate the common coupling caused by
the grounded frames in ordinary condensers. These condensers are available
in various capacities.
NOVEL ENGLISH CONVERTER
OUR English radio friends have many
novel and interesting ideas when it
comes to short -wave receivers and converters. The accompanying illustration
shows one of the newest short-wave converters being advertised in English radio
periodicals. This converter tunes in short
waves on battery or A.C. receivers.

Left -New heater transformer. Center- Full - vision linear scale.
H.F. condenser with isolated rotors.

SEVERAL new pieces of apparatus of
interest to short wave "fans" are illustrated above. At the .left of the picture we see a new heater transformer,
capable of delivering up to 10 amperes
at a potential of 2.5 volts, with greatly
improved regulation characteristics. The
full- vision linear scale shown in the cen-

Right -New

ter of the photo provides easy tuning and
the action of the scale and dial movements is very smooth, especial attention
having been paid to this feature by the
designing engineers of the National Company, who are responsible for the three
new items illustrated above.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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S/wrt Wave Patents of Interest

I/

through the glass wall and the coating.
The metal coating can be applied by'
gilding or in a similar way. Besides
that, all the elements needed for operating the generator, such as choke coils
(D1, D2) and resistances (W) , are
placed inside the tube. (Figs. 2 and 4.)

Short wave generator.

Short -Wave Tube Arrangement
(German Patent 519,999)
The short-wave generator consists
simply of one tube, in which the oscillating circuit forming the connection between the grid and plate (Fig. 1) consists of a metal coating B, which is put
on the outer glass wall of the tube.
(Figs. 2 and 3.)
Grid and plate of the tube are held
by leads or supports, which are passed

All chokes, etc., are placed inside the
tube.

Short -Wave Transmitter
(French Patent 696,137)
Fig. 1 (right) shows a short -wave transmitter with a loop- shaped inductance coil
2, in the plate circuit of tube 1. The grid
potential Eg is separated from the plate
potential Ea (which is conducted through
choke coils 4 and 5) by the blocking
condenser, which lies at a point in the
oscillation circuit, where the high -frequency potential is zero ; otherwise it is
not possible, even by using choke coils,
to keep the high frequency away from
the direct -current wires.
To be able to effect the placing of the
blocking condenser at the right place,
without detuning the oscillating circuit
2, the loop -shaped inductance is made in
circular form from metal pipes, which
can be drawn out like a slide trombone
(Fig. 2). The two circular arcs 6 and 7
are separated by an insulating piece at
A and G, where the grid and plate of
the tube are connected. The two circular
arcs 8 and 9, which are mounted in one
unit with the blocking condenser, run in
arcs 6 and 7. On both sides of the condenser 3, are connected the grid and
plate potentials Eg and Ea. It is apparent that in this way, condenser 3 may
be moved within wide limits, without
any change in the self- induction of the
circuit.
Short -Wave Generator With Lecher
System
(German Patent 525,748)
In short -wave generators with parallel

An interesting short wave transmitter
patent.

Lecher wires as an oscillatory circuit,
lying between grid and plate, it is requisite that between the points (14 and 15
in the diagram) at which the feed wires
for grid and plate potential are connected, no differences in high- frequency
potential shall be present. To attain
this, the feed points were so placed that
they coincided with the low- voltage
points (nodes) on the Lecher wires.
But, even with this precaution, alternating potentials can occur between the
feed points and the cathode, leading to
disturbances. For this reason the feed
points 14 and 15 on the Lecher system
are so placed that one wire, 10, lies exactly as far to the right of a node, as the
other wire, 12, lies to the left of the
corresponding node on the other Lecher
wire. Funk- Bastler.

Lecher wire system for use with short
wave generator.

Limiting the Tuning Range of S-W Receivers
LINING sensitive short wave receivers requires in the wave ranges
below 30 meters in spite of short
wave condensers and fine adjustments as
a rule considerable practice and is not
always easy to manage. An arrangement indicated by Dr. Fehse of Hamburg, in the case of which the tuning of
such short wave sets after once adjusting to a selected ground wave, can be
limited at will to narrow bands of only
a few meters breadth, is but little known.
There is used an ordinary regenerative
detector, the simplest and most efficient
set for short wave reception; the hook-

up is standard.
The illustration shows the grid oscillation circuit of a short wave detector. It
is seen that besides the tuning condenser
Ca, there are also present two other capacities, C and Ck. The arrangement is
such that Ca and Ck lie in series and
their combination in parallel to C. The
condensers Ca and C each have a capacity of 100 mmf. while Ck is a small neutralization or correction condenser of
maximum 20 to 30 mmf. The resulting

NEUROTH

resulting capacity of the condensers Ca
and Ck lying in series is less than 5
mmf. But thereby the possibility of
capacity of Ca and Ck, which can be changing the tuning by means of Ca is
also very much limited, for by a full
calculated from the formula:
variation of Ca between 0 and 100 degrees, there would result only trifling
changes of the capacity resulting from
Ca X C K
Ca and Ck. The wave band covered by
Ca becomes the smaller, the less the caRESULT
pacity of Ck and the consequently reCa +
sulting capacity is chosen.
Operation offers no greater difficulty
than in ordinary radio apparatus, since
after once adjusting both capacities C
and Ck along with the regeneration regulator, only Ca needs to be operated.
Now it may be claimed that this minimal capacity change of C, as is attained
by parallel connection of Ca and Ck, can
more simply be attained by parallel connection of a very small condenser to C.
4
On further consideration it is easily seen
Arrangement of capacities in grid circuit
such a fine adjustment condenser,
that
as analyzed here by Mr. Neuroth.
no matter how small a capacity, would
not lead to the goal. Assume that conrepresents the band condenser of the re- denser Ck is set for 20 mmf. and then by
ceiver. Now for example if condenser changing Ca between say 10 mmf. and
(Continued on page 178)
Ck is set at 5 mmf. as is well known the

By R. N.

C

.
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ELECTRON

By C. W. PALMER
of a Series -Getting Started in Short Waves

1

+w

ó

ELECTRON

some past experience to be patient if
we spend undue time in explaining every

W. Palmer, the author of this new series,
"The Short Wave Beginner," has been writing on
popular radio subjects for
leading radio magazines
and in the opinion of the
editors he is one of the
best qualified writers to
prepare so difficult a subject.
Mr. Palmer rom bines the happy faculties
of writing in a smooth interesting style, and keeping his treatment of the
so that the layman can
C.

+-

-o

technical word and expression.
To understand how radio signals are
received, it is necessary to have a knowledge of electricity -the basis of radio.
Suppose, then, we start by considering
the subject from the very beginning.

ORBIT

FIG.

ORBIT

PROTC)NS

ATOM OF HELIUM.

-Z,

OUTER

INNER

ORBITS OF
FREE ELEC-

IRONS

Electrons
Subject "down to earth,"
Matter is any substance having weight
understand what he is talking about. Mr. Palmer
and volume. The air we breathe, the
was radio editor of SCIENCE AND INVENTION
for several years and also a member of the editorial
water we drink and the earth on which
staff of RADIO NEWS.
we live are all forms of matter. Matter
of all kinds is composed of tiny specks
which have been called atoms. These
THE man who is interested in atoms, in turn, are made up of a number
building short -wave receivers and of still smaller particles of two kinds,
listening to the local and ,distant and in order to start out with the right
broadcasts has been at a distinct foot, we will give these particles their
disadvantage up to the present, as there correct names electrons and protons.
has been no direct source of information The electrons are tiny charges of negato instruct him on how to get started. tive electricity and the protons are
Even for the fan who is fairly well charges of positive electricity. Do not
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THE "beginner"

in the short wave field is frequently the one who is apt to be
neglected in an array of articles presented in any radio magazine. SHORT NV .\\ I.
CRAFT has always endeavored to keep the beginner in mind and the editors always
select as wide a variety of short wave articles as possible. Beginning with this issue.

,r

we present a new series of especially written articles entitled, "The Short Wave
Beginner," by Mr. C. W. Palmer, well -known radio writer. The following articles
will appear in the next eleven issues:
2-The Beginner's Short Wave Receiver;
Building the Beginner's Short
Tuning the Short Wave
Aerials
for
Reception;
Short Wave
Wave Set;
Improvements for
the
Further
Expanding
Beginner's S. W. Set;
Receiver;
Electrifying the Beginner's Set; 9-Thee Final Step
the Beginner's S. W. Sit;
Battery- Operated
in the Construction of the Beginner's 4 -Tube S. W. Set,; 10
"Plug- less" Beginner's Set; 12- Theory of Radio
Beginner's 4 -Tube Set; 11
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Wave Propagation.
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versed in radio from the usual broadcast
angle, it is still a difficult task to become
familiar with the peculiarities of the
short waves.
It is the purpose of this series of artiIles to help this class of radio enthusiasts. For the benefit of those who have
a very limited knowledge of radio, we
will assume that the reader is entirely
unfamiliar with the subject. Therefore,
we beg those more fortunate readers with
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make the mistake made by some people
when thinking about electrons and protons. They do not carry the electricity;
they are the electric charges. If a negative charge of electricity were divided
into many small charges, eventually a
minute charge would be reached that
could no longer be divided. This final
division would be an electron. So much
for the electron and proton.
(Continued on page 176)
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EXAMPLES OF

ELECTRON FLOW.

The diagrams above illustrate the basic
electrical conditions occurring in the structure, of certain atoms; also electron flow.
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Demonstrating
Every student and radio club director is interested in practical
methods for physically demonstrating the action of short
waves. Mr Barr, who has designed many short wave demonstration instruments for one of the leading scientific apparatus companies, here describes how
such apparatus can be built and operated.

Shades of Edouard Branly! Yep-Back to
the good old "coherer" and -spark-gapdays! Showing the "lecture room" radio
demonstration apparatus in vogue before
the advent of short waves and vacuum tubes.

THE following description gives an
explanation of a piece of apparatus designed to be used by schools
in teaching the principles of radio.
For the past several years there has not
been available any adequate apparatus
which would teach the principles of radio
transmission with the same effectiveness
that other physical principles are taught
by means of laboratory apparatus.
Spark Gaps and Coherers
The apparatus formerly used consisted
of a spark gap energized by a high voltage induction coil or a transformer and
to which was attached two square plates
for a radiating device; this comprised
the transmitter. The receiver consisted
cf a colierer (metal filings in a glass
tube) which actuated a relay which
in turn connected to an electric bell
circuit. The bell would ring when radio
waves impinged on an antenna device
similar to that of the transmitter.
As one can readily see, the application
of such an apparatus is exceedingly limited and the apparatus in no way exemplifies modern radio equipment.
Perhaps the development of modern
radio equipment to be used for teaching
purposes was retarded due to the fact
that the dimensions of the aerial system
were so large, but with the development
of short waves, this is no longer a disadvantage and the short wave equipment
described in this article was designed to
meet the demand for radio apparatus
which would show all the effects of radio
waves within the confines of the laboratory.
The heart of the apparatus is the
oscillator, which will produce by means
of the vacuum tube such high frequency
alternating currents that the field set up
during each oscil
lation will no
have time to collapse within the
loop of inductance
and will escape in
the form of radio
waves.

The choice of a suitable oscillator circuit required some deliberation, since several requirements were to be met due
to the range of experiments that it
was desired to perform. These requirements were: 1. That the oscillator should
be capable of generating frequencies
ranging from 100,000,000 cycles per second to 2,000,000 cycles per second. 2.
That the different frequencies should be
obtained by merely plugging in various
values of inductance coils, with a minimum amount of plug -in contacts.

periment on the low waves from 3 to
15 meters to demonstrate the various
phenomena of radio waves, as well as
to use the higher wave lengths as a
standard amateur transmitter if desired.
The following is a description of the
experiments that can be performed with
the apparatus in the ultra short wave
region:
The "Demonstration" Receiver
1. A receiving circuit consisting of a
loop or inductance, a small variable condenser, and a flashlight bulb, all connected in series, is used to receive the
waves and to illustrate tuning or resonance. The above combination is recognized to be the standard wavemeter circuit working on the absorption principle.
When the variable condenser is adjusted
so that its reactance matches the reactance of the inductance for a given
frequency, the wavemeter is in resonance
and sufficient current will be flowing in
it to light the flashlight bulb.
This experiment shows that the oscillator is producing waves which are received in the tuned circuit with sufficient
energy to light' the bulb. Care should
be taken to hold the tuned circuit at a
distance great enough so that the bulb
will not be burned out and to prevent
too broad an indication of resonance on
the dial of the condenser. If precise
readings are desired it would be well

Top-Illustrating the action of a wire loop
excited by an oscillator and how the radio
waves are whipped off or radiated from

-

the loop.
Diagram showing ultra -audion
Below
transmitter circuit described in the text.

Ultra -Audion Oscillator Used
To meet these requirements it seemed
that only one circuit would be suitable,
namely -the ultra-audion. This circuit
oscillates well at almost any frequency
and requires only two connections for
changing inductance coils. The choke
coils used must be properly designed or
there will be certain frequencies at which
it will refuse to oscillate. In this oscillator it was found that entirely satisfactory operation was obtained with various inductances which produced wave
lengths of around 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 13
meters, thus showing that it is capable
A simple wavemeter of continuous oscillation from 3 to 15
comprising a varia- meters.
Other coils are furnished to
ble condenser, a loop
operate on the assigned amateur bands
of wire and a flashof 20, 40, 80, and 160 meters. This
light bulb.
enables the user of the apparatus to ex-
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Typical calibration curve for simple wavemeter here described, for measuring waves
but a few meters in length.
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OSCILLATOR LOOP

150 METERS

SHORT WAVES

ABSORPTION-LOOP
--

SOUND WAVES
RADIO

WAVES

1MODULATE

a

plate along the wires and
to select a flashlight bulb
when the nodal points are
with as low resistance By D. L .
reached, maximum current
filament as possible, since
the resonance point will then be more will be indicated in the meter or bulb at
sharp. If a graph is made of dial read- the transmitter end of the line. This is
ings against wavelengths, this variable the method used in the Lecher wires furtuned circuit may be used as a wave - nished with the radio demonstration outmeter to determine the wavelength which fit described in this article. If accuracy
the oscillator is emitting with any given is desired the experimenter should eminductance coil. The method of calibrat- ploy a low- resistance thermo-ammeter in
ing this wavemeter will be described.
place of a flashlight bulb, and should
construct the wires rigidly with an acDemonstrating Wavelength with
curate measuring scale. Still another
Lecher Wires
method for obtaining the nodal points
Various methods may be used to deter- uses no indicating instrument in the
mine wavelengths if other standard wave- Lecher wires themselves at all but locates
meters are availa-

rL/,

BARR

ble or if stations
m a y be received
whose wavelengths
are known, but in
the u l t r a short
wave region such
wavemeters a r e
scarce or expensive
and signals are not

RECEIVING LOOP
150 METERS

RECEIVED
SOUND WAVES

AMPLIFIER

-P,

1111 ) ))))
tifinTo

II

A

Above -Simple and, for demonstration
purposes. very attractive set -up of short
wave radiophone apparatus, the transmitted
wave being modulated by a microphone
connected to an absorption loop.

f

Lecher

wire dem-

onstration apparatus
with lamp for indicating the point of

Telescopic antenna of
the vertical type, with
resonance indicating
lamp.

oyE

resonance.

the points by noticing the rather sudden change in the plate current milli ammeter reading when the shorting
plate is slid onto the nodal point.
LOOP OF
OSCILLATOR

available to calibrate from. In this case,
wavelengths are measured directly, using
a meter stick to determine the actual
linear measurement of the waves. This
is accomplished by means of two parallel
wires called Lecher wires. These wires
are coupled inductively to the transmitter and are strung out parallel to a
length equal to one -half the maximum
wave length you wish to measure. When
these wires are set up in the manner
shown clearly in the illustration, standing waves are set up on them, and when
their position is located, the distance between them is measured with a meter
stick (1 meter equals 39.37 inches) . This
distance multiplied by two expresses the
wavelength in meters.
There are several different methods of
locating the nodal points of these standing waves which exist at distances of
each half wavelength. One method is
to slide a hot wire or thermo- ammeter or
flashlamp indicator along the wires and
the points of maximum current in the
meter or bulb will indicate the nodal
points. Another method is to slide a
neon bulb along the wires and the points
at which it lights indicate the nodes.
It is perhaps more convenient to place
the indicator at the end of the wires
which is coupled to the oscillator, so
that it may be permanently connected in
series with the wires. The nodal points
may then be located by sliding a shorting

a

RESONANCE
INDICATOR
( LAMP)

SLIDING
WIRE

C2

PLATE

\METER
OR

LAMP

Above : Two ways

of using

Lech e r

wires for indicating
resonance

points

determining
the length of short
an d

waves.

Ultra short wave
oscillator, with radiation loops and
transformer to excite oscillator tube,
together with telescopic antenna rods
for adjusting to different wavelengths.
-Courtesy Welch
Scientific Co.
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After the wires are installed, the distance between adjacent standing waves
or the nodal points of these waves may
be measured for different sizes of inductance coils plugged into the oscillator.
As each of the inductance coils is
plugged into the oscillator and the resulting wavelength measured on the
Lecher wires, the wavemeter is placed
adjacent to the oscillator and the resonance point is located on the wavemeter
dial. If a suitable scale is selected, the
range of wavelength values may be laid
out on the ordinate and the dial readings
on the abscissa. Corresponding points are
noted and a curve drawn for the wavemeter readings. (See sketch.) This curve
may be mounted under celluloid and if
the bulb is not changed in the wavemeter, any wavelength measurement within
its range may be made without referring
to the Lecher wires.
A Study of Different Antennae
Another study may be made by the
apparatus with different types of antennae. The two general types of antennae are the Hertzian and the Marconi. In the Hertzian types we have
merely two rods strung out to a length
equal to one -half the wave length of the
oscillator, while in the Marconi antenna,
one side is grounded and a vertical wire
one -quarter wave length high is used.
(Continued on page 1'78)
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the correct number of turns and size of
wire to be used; Ll is the tickler.
20 Meters
L1
20 turns No. 26 Enamel
L2.
6 turns No. 14 Enamel
40 Meters
L1
12 turns No. 26 Enamel
L2
12 turns No. 16 Enamel
80 Meters
Ll
15 turns No. 26 Enamel
L2
26 turns No. 18 Enamel
150 Meters
L1
25 turns No. 26 Enamel
L2
48 turns No. 26 Enamel
To those who build this set with care,
it will prove worthy of the high praise

A d e Luxe Screen -Grid 4
With Space - Charge Amplifier
Icy

I). T. VAN I)1 SEN

THE receiver here described can well
be called a de luxe type of set and
will be the pride and joy of every
short -wave enthusiast who builds it. The
object was to build all the good points
of various leading short -wave receivers
into one de luxe job and the author sincerely believes that it has been successfully accomplished.
Expense and simplicity have been taken
into consideration, but not to such an
extent as would interfere with the desired results.
The set is equally sensitive on all wavelengths and has an extremely low signal to- background noise ratio. The use of
resistance coupling and the space charge
amplification brings about a wonderful
degree of tone quality with ample volume.
To start with, the receiver should be
completely shielded. The difference in
cost of a shielded job is very small in
comparison with the difference in the
results obtained. Best results were obtained by using sheet copper, although
aluminum may be used very satisfactorily. If copper is used it can be colored beautifully by heating. If a bright
finish is desired the copper may be
cleaned with acid and a thin coat of
clear lacquer applied. The cabinet should
be 15 x 8 x 8 inches. The use of the
choke coils and fixed condensers is very
important and should not be neglected.
The antenna is coupled to the R.F.
stage by a 15,000 -ohm resistance, which
was found to be more satisfactory than
the usual choke coil. A positive bias is
obtained on this tube by the use of a
small flashlight cell.
The detector tube is resistance -coupled
to the space charge amplifier and its
grid is biased by a small flashlight cell
placed in the grid leak circuit. Attention is called to the fact that the negative or case of the small cell is grounded
in the R.F. stage, while in the detector
stage the positive or center terminal is

-

W8CWE

grounded. The use of these small dry
cells has much to do with the absence
of hum in this set.
The '35 tube works fine as a space
charge amplifier and we will see this

The short wave receiver described by Mr
mend it, including a space - charge, first
coupled radio frequency stage, ahead of
denser data are given.

type of amplifier used more every day.
It is well to mention that never should
there be more than six volts applied to
the grid of this tube. It will work very
satisfactorily with but two volts.
The screen grid of the R.F. stage
should receive a potential of 60 to 70
volts, while the detector screen grid
works best with from 15 to 20 volts.
Little trouble will be found in the resistance coupling.
The '45 tube should have a grid bias
of 45 volts with 250 volts on the plate.
The high D.C. is kept out of the loudspeaker by the use of the 30 -henry choke
and the condenser.
The coils L1 and L2 are wound on
Octocoil forms. The following table gives

July, 1932

.

Van Dusen has several features to cornstage, A.F. amplifier and an efficiently
the regenerative detector. Coil and con The tickler coil is L 1.

it will receive, for -after all -it's results
that count and you get them in this
space charge job.
Values of Parts
R1- 15,000 ohms.
R2
megohms.
R3-200,000 ohms.
R4
megohms.
C1 -23 -plate midget.
C2- 7 -plate midget.
C3 -13 -plate midget.
C4
mf.
C5 -.02 mf.
C6
mf.

-6
-2

-1
-2

Ch. 1, 2, 3 -190 turns No. 30 wire.
Ch. 4-30-henry iron core choke.

In Our Next Issue
New Short Wave Altimeter -Which
Indicates to the Pilot the Height of
a Plane Above the Ground at Any
Instant, by Dr. Irving J. Saxl, Consulting Physicist.
All About the New Transmitting
'Pubes for Short Waves, by Louis Martin, who has made a special study of

the latest type vacuum tubes.
The Short Wave Megadyne
remarkable combination crystal and vacuum tube receiver, by Hugo Gernsback.

-a

A
11.

New Short Wave Converter, by

H. Gernsback.

The Rotorit Crystal Detector Circuit for Short Waves, by R. William
Tanner.
Several transmitter articles are in
preparation and these will be published right along.
Second of the new series -"How To
Become A Radio Amateur," by John
L. Reinartz, famous short wave au-

thority.
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C. W.

Palmer's second article of the

series- "The

Beginner's Short Wave

Receiver."

Portable, Battery -Operated Superheterodyne, by Clifford E.
Denton.
A

7 -Tube,

The Horizontal Diamond Shaped Antenna, by E. Bruce.

The Spread Side -Band System, by
C. H. W. Nason.
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SHORT WAVE

LEAGUE
HONORARY MEMBERS
THE announced intention of the
SHORT WAVE CRAFT to request
removal of the code requirement
for operators of ultra- short -wave
phone transmitters has aroused widespread comment -some favorable, some
unfavorable, as was to be expected. Many
indignant correspondents thought we recommended the dropping of all code tests,
whereas the article in the May issue very
clearly stated that only the very highest
frequency phone band was included.
We have absolutely no argument with
people who claim that a knowledge of
the code is very useful. The point we
wish to emphasize is that the amateur
"game" is undergoing a decided change,
and most of the newcomers in it would
much rather talk into a microphone in
easy English than pound out their conversations laboriously on an unromantic
telegraph key. The growth of broadcasting -for which the radio amateur is
wholly responsible -has made the microphone the symbol of radio, and experimenters naturally gravitate toward this
modern device rather than to the old fashioned Morse key.
The foregoing mention of the amateur's rôle in broadcasting makes it particularly appropriate at this point to
quote from a speech delivered recently
before the Institute of Radio Engineers
in Pittsburgh, Pa., by Dr. S. M. Kintner,
vice -president of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. In tracing the history
of broadcasting from the time Professor
Reginald A. Fessenden transmitted voice
and music from Brant Rock, Mass., on
Christmas Eve in the year 1906, Dr.
Kintner led up to the broadcasting of
the presidential election returns of 1920
by KDKA, and described some of the
preliminary work that preceded this history- making event:
"All during the war one of the busiest
of Westinghouse engineers was Dr. Frank
Conrad. He was devising all kinds of
equipment from hand grenades to radio
sets. This interest in radio and the
development of it for the government
gave him special privileges, and he was
permitted to operate various sending sets
in the perfection of apparatus under development all during the period of government seizure of the radio stations."
Now comes the interesting part. The
italics are ours :
"At the close of the war, when the
necessity for radio development was no
longer present, he continued as a result
of his own interest. He was a Morse
operator, but 'not particularly speedy, and
so concluded that the substitution of a
microphone for the key would speed up
his communications. This was done, and
he continued his experiments from his
station, then located on the second floor

Hollis Baird
E. T. Somerset
Baron Manfred von Ardenne

Dr. Lee de Forest
John L. Reinartz
D. E. Replogle

Hugo Gernsback, Executive Secretary

MICROPHONE
of his garage at his home at East End
and Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh. His listeners were amateurs, but they gradually
increased in number when they were no
longer required to read the code to understand what was going on. Front the
vast number of amateur messages that

I've read in log books and others, I never
could see that anyone missed very much
real information by such lack of code
reading ability. Finally these amateurs
called up Conrad on the phone so frequently and at such inconvenient times
that he established regular times when
he would operate his station. This was

GET YOUR BUTTON!
The illustration herewith shows the beautiful
design of the "Official"
Short Wave League button, which is available to
everyone who becomes a
member of the Short
Wave League.
The requirements for
joining the League were
explained in the May issue; copies of rules
will be mailed upon request. The button
measures 3/4 inch in diameter and is inlaid
in enamel
colors-red, white, and blue.

-3

-

Please note that you can order your button AT ONCE
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
supplies it at cost, the price, including the
mailing, being 35 cents. A solid gold button is furnished for $2.00 prepaid. Address
all communications to SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE, 96 -98 Park Place, New York.

generally Wednesday and Saturday
nights. The information regarding these
concerts of Conrad's was gradually
passed by word of mouth until quite a
number knew about it."
The rest is a matter of recorded history. Out of Dr. Conrad's amateur station and his understandable disinclination to "pound brass" grew pioneer station KDKA, and then the radio boom
was on.
Fashions change, in radio as in any
other interesting line of endeavor that
is continually attracting new blood. The
ultra- short-wave bands constitute the
newest field of radio experimentation,
www.americanradiohistory.com

VERSUS

KEY

opened by a new generation of "hams"
who are not bound down by earlier traditions of roaring spark gaps and fancy
key punching. Why restrict this new,
eager talent with old regulations? Give
them free rein on just one compara-

tively unimportant channel, and let them
show what they can do!

Successful Club Meetings Without
Speakers
It is surprising to see how much can
be learned at an open club meeting, even
without a featured speaker. Let each
club member get up and mention the
little problems or questions that have
puzzled him during the past week, and
then have the other members present
offer possible explanations. They may
have encountered exactly the same problems at one time or another, and may
have already worked out solutions or
answers.
If possible, delegate one member to
bring down to each meeting some piece
of apparatus that he has constructed or
purchased. Nothing arouses interest like
actual material that the "gang" can examine and criticize.
Since the subject of hook-ups will invariably come up at every meeting, one
of the best investments a club can make
is in a blackboard. Small boards of the
kind used in nurseries can be bought for
very little, or perhaps some member with
a growing son or brother will contribute
one. Merely talking about circuits is
rather futile; you have to put them down
in black and white so that everyone can
see them.

Southbridge, Mass., Short Wave
Amateur Club
Harry W. Persson, 41/2 Twinehurst
Place, Southbridge, Mass., informs us
that he has organized the Southbridge
Amateur Short Wave Club. The club has
24 members so far. It has one licensed
operator and two transmitters and all the
apparatus necessary to carry on shortwave experiments. Radio amateurs under
thirty years of age in the vicinity of
Southbridge will be welcomed to membership.
(Continued on page 186)
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New HIGH GAIN
T. K. F. Receiver
By

JAMES MILLEN

This latest National short wave receiver employs the new
tubes, which provide an efficiency equivalent to a "superhet."

Fig. 4 (above) -Top
view of the latest National Receiver- the
SW -58, which employs the new '58
tubes.

IN past years the scientific design of

short -wave receivers has been retarded by the lack of laboratory
equipment which would enable the
short -wave engineer to predetermine and
check performance with the technique
and precision that has long been possible
on the lower and conventional broadcast
frequencies. It has been difficult to generate accurately known radio frequency
potentials at frequencies above 6,000 kc.,
and sensitivity and gain measurements
at wavelengths under fifty meters have
necessarily been subject to an elastic interpretation, to say the least. However,
the engineer now has a tool in his hands
which enables him to produce controlled
potentials at very high frequencies, and
this apparatus has contributed greatly
to the design of the T.R.F. short -wave
receiver. The equipment functions on
the principle of a balanced detector circuit generating high frequency harmonics,
the voltages of which bear a close relationship to the strength of the plate current. Once this relationship has been
established, it is only necessary to determine the plate current to ascertain the
value of the R.F. potential.
*

Fig. 2 (right) -Another view of the
new National SW -58
Short Wave Receiver.
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Fig.
Tuning curves showing the bands
covered by each of the plug -in coils.
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1

shows diagram of the connections in the new National SW -58 T.R.F. receiver.
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T.R.F. vs. The Short -Wave Super -het
It is the intelligent use of this recently
developed laboratory equipment that has
resulted in the high efficiency of the
National SW -58 type of receiver which
recommends its use, rather than the
super- heterodyne, for amateur and experimental purposes on all frequencies
lower than those of the ultra short
waves. From a purely physical point of
view, the super- heterodyne is a highly
inefficient receiver due to the fact that
only a small percentage of the tubes
contribute to amplification. One of the
detector tubes, the oscillator and the pre selector tubes may be considered in this
category of useless tubes, in so far as
signal intensification is concerned. While
it is true that the preselector tubes function as radio frequency amplifiers, such
amplification rarely more than compensates the attenuation in the preselector
circuit accompanying the attainment of
image frequency rejection. However, all
of these tubes contribute to tube hiss and
(Continued on page 185)
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How To
Learn
the CODE
By H. L. BLOXOM

Photo above shows how the dots and dashes forming the code
are punched in the paper belt, by means of a hammer and
punch, as explained in the article.

One of the best ways in which to learn the code is to provide some form of automatic transmitter such as that here described by Mr. Bloxom, and preferably the
transmitter should be driven by a motor or clock work so that the student cannot
outguess it.
over the fact that the code they hear
over their short -wave sets is a meaningless jumble of sounds.
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,r SWITCH

le"--ae"
SEVERAL PAIRS

OF HEADPHONES

-------r
One form of circuit for use where several
pairs of phones are to be connected to the
"code" drum and buzzer.

IT is

a distressing fact that continued
practice in sending the telegraph
code has an almost negligible effect
on one's ability to receive it. Unless
the budding "ham" has a patient and
practised partner, he usually finds it a
slow, steep climb to where he can read
the sign language of the ether in perfect
relaxation. The characters must be
sounded accurately and repeatedly for a
long, long time before he learns to recognize them instantly and instinctively.
The need for this patient and practiced partner is largely fulfilled by some
form of mechanical sender. Such a device was constructed without cost, by the
writer, and is herein described for the
benefit of those who may be in despair
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Dots and dashes comprising the radio code.

How Contact -Making Drum Is Made
It consisted of a conducting drum arranged to be rotated on a suitable support, in such a way that a stationary
contact intermittently closed a buzzer

circuit through a perforated sheet of
paper encircling the drum. To make it,
a hole was bored accurately in the center
of each end of a bright, empty condensed -milk can, and through these holes
an iron wire was passed and secured by
soldering with acid core solder. The wire
had previously been cleaned with sandpaper and bent to form a crank at one
end. Projecting from both ends of the
can, it served as an axle. Metal supports
having holes for the axle were screwed
fast to a wooden base and spaced so as
to prevent end-play, when the drum was
in place, with a thick washer on the
axle at each end. A binding post was
fastened to one of these supports, as
seen in the first illustration.
A hole was bored through the base in
the position where the other binding post
is seen in the illustration, and a screw
was passed up from the bottom and made
fast by a washer and nut. A binding
post was set down upon the screw so
as to clamp a wire against the nut. This
wire had previously been shaped so as
to make contact with the can at a point
where there was made a sharp bend in
the wire; the device was then ready to
receive the perforated paper.
Perforating the Paper
To perforate the paper, two punches
were required; one with a square punching end and the other with a rectangular
end, as thick as the square, but three
times as wide. The first was made from
(Continued on page 184)
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. CODE"
CYLINDER

CONTACT

RINGER

/

OLD'ALARM"

SP

RAL

GROOVE

CLOCK

ii

GRAVITY
MOTOR

SLIDER

OR CAN BE DRIVEN

BY ELECTRIC MOTOR
AND SPEED REDUCING GEAR

Simplest form of code teaching instrument,
comprising a buzzer, battery, switch and
"code" cylinder.

Completed code transmitting drum with
perforated paper tape; (a) Binding post
connected with drum support; (b) Binding post which clamps sliding contact "C."
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WEIGHT
(PAIL
OR WATER)

SAND

The "code" cylinder may be driven by an
old clock or a gravity motor as shown, the
contact finger being slid along to the desired position.
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aking and Using
The authors describe the latest methods of producing and measuring ultra short waves, having a length of one decimeter or approximately 3.9 inches. Data is given on several tubes and
the wavelength produced by the Barkhausen method;
a receiver for the decimeter waves is also described.
is 3.3 times 10-9 seconds, the delay in
this case through the running time of

Fig.

4- Appearance
of
transmitter.

1

/10 meter

THE tests conducted some time ago
in which wireless telephony was
carried on between Dover and
Calais on a wave of only 18 cm.
(7.2 inches) have directed the attention
of even the less interested public to a
short wave field which today, after intensive preliminary work by science, offers in an increasing degree, possibilities
of practical use and also sets the amateur a number of new and highly attractive problems.
The jump to such short waves was only
made possible by the discovery of methods of production fundamentally different
from all those previously employed. There
is a limit set to the production of shorter
and shorter waves in a regenerative
hook-up, namely, by the velocity of the
electrons. Above a certain frequency the
tube no longer acts as an inertia -free
relay; that is, the electrons emitted follow
the fluctuations in control voltage only
with a perceptible shift of phase, so that
plate current and plate potential can no
longer go in counter -phase, as would be
necessary for self- excitation.
It may easily be calculated for which
frequency this case must occur. The
electron motion from the cathode proceeds according to similar laws to those
governing the free fall, and for the time
of fall the following formula results:

ra

V

2 Eam

(1)

In this r,, means the radius of the plate
cylinder, e the charge of the electron,
m its mass, and E, the plate potential.
By inserting the known numerical values
of e and m, the formula reads:

T -

3.4 x 10-8X rd Cm

V E a Volt

(2)

For a plate radius r., .5 cm. (.2 inch)
and a plate potential E, 500 volts, there
results, for example, from formula 2 for
the electrons a running time of T equal
to .85 times 10 -9 seconds. Now, since
the duration of period for a 1 meter wave

the electrons makes itself already very
unpleasantly perceptible. As a matter
of fact, experience also shows that in the
back -coupled (regenerative) hook -up, no
waves below one meter in length can be
stimulated or produced.
The widening of the range of undamped waves also to the field below one
meter was made possible only through a
principle found by a chance discovery
and a systematic investigation following

PLATE

CATHODE
o

VOLT

FIG 2

+ --

a

-d

--

tube the image of Fig. 2. Plate and
cathode have the same potential, the grid
being Eg, lower in potential, if we regard
the motion of the electrons to the positive
grid as a fall. Therefore the electrons
fly from the cathode to the positive grid
and reach their greatest speed at the
grid itself. In case they do not chance
to strike the grid wires, they fly through
and continue toward the plate, while they
now, however, must run counter to a
braking potential. On arriving at the
plate they have zero velocity, since they
now are of course at the same height
as at their start. At this moment they
swing back again to the positive grid,
through it again and back to the cathode,
when the pendulum oscillation is. repeated. Now the electrons oscillating
back and forth in the period of this
pendulum motion excite an electric oscillation of equal period, which accordingly
cannot be determined in any way by an
external oscillation circuit, but only by
the internal structure of the tube -the
distances between the electrodes -and by
the voltages applied.
We had already seen that the running
time (velocity) of an electron in the case
of a distance from cathode to plate of
.5 cm. (.2 inch) and a plate potential of
400 volts reaches the value of .85 times

L1,
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FIG 3
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Hook -up of a Barkhausen transmitter; Fig. 2 shows the course of potential in the tube; Fig. 3, the Lecher system
for wave measurement.
Fig.

^.
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y._

CH

upon that. In measuring the gas content
of transmitting tubes, Barkhausen and
Kurz observed in the year 1920 the occurrence of extremely short wave oscillations, whose origin is explained through
the pendulum -like or oscillatory motion
of the electrons.
The Occurrence of Electron Oscillations
The mechanism of electron oscillations
becomes most evident if we take as a
basis the simple hook -up of Fig. 1. The
plate is connected through a milliammeter directly with the filament, while
the grid has a potential of several hundred volts; the start and intensity of the
oscillations one observes on the plate me-

ter. For simplifying the theoretical consideration, we assume that the tube has
plate- shaped electrodes and that the distance from cathode to grid is the same
as from grid to plate. Then there results
for the course of the potential in the
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Fig.
Hook -up of the decimeter transmitter illustrated in Fig. 4; Fig. 6 -Barkhausen transmitter with double grid (S.
G.) tube; Fig.
detector receiver circuit for 1 /10 meter waves.
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RINDFLEISCH and L. ROHDE

By H.

10-9 seconds (about one -millionth of a

second). Now, if we consider a tube in
which the distances cathode -grid and
grid -plate are each .5 cm. (.2 inch), and
if we now apply the potential of 400 volts
to the grid, then there results for the
period of the electron pendulum swing
four times the previously calculated running time, that is, 3.4 times 10 -9 seconds.
But this is almost exactly the period
duration of a one -meter wave. From
these considerations one finally obtains
the approximation formula:
2000

ACm

X

ra Cm

(3)

Eg Volt

Therefore the smaller the distance between the electrodes and the higher the
potential lying on the grid, the shorter
the waves which one can excite. The
results of numerous experiments agree
well qualitatively with these two conclusions from the theory, and therewith give
an indication for the construction of the
tubes. In this way it is possible to get
waves down to about 15 cm. (6 inches)
in length.
Measuring Waves Below One Meter
Decimeter (one -tenth meter or 3.937
inches) waves cannot be measured with
the normal methods of the resonance circuit of self- induction and capacity. For
this purpose one uses a Lecher system
(Fig. 3). This consists of two wires
stretched out parallel a short distance
apart, 11 and 12, which are bridged at
one end by a detector D. Now if one
pushes a condenser C along on the system
of wires, one gets in regular succession
in a galvanometer connected with the
detector needle deflections, the distances
,

11111

.
%Y

'Is.,"
rn0

IIIIIIII

apart of whose occurrences are equal to
half the wave length. The coupling of
this wave -meter with the transmitter is

usually sufficient, if the Lecher wires are
stretched out in the vicinity of the transmitter tube. For wave measurement one
can also use the reflection of the wave
on a metal surface. More will be said
of this method, which is especially important for the very short waves, in the
case of the discussion of the mirrors.
Construction of a Decimeter Transmitter
For the practical construction of a
Barkhausen transmitter and for increasing the oscillation energy, one uses a
Lecher system similar to that of the
wave -meter, which for this purpose is
directly connected to the grid and plate
of the transmitter tube. The tuning to
the wave produced by the tube again
takes place by pushing a capacity bridge
along the two wires, while one determines the maximum of oscillation energy
in the plate instrument. Fig. 4 shows a
transmitter ready for operation and Fig.
5 the corresponding diagram. The wires,
about 50 cm. (20 inches) long, connected
with grid and plate, carry the movable
condenser C, which is fa :tened on a slide
made of insulating material and provided
with two contact springs. The conductors are connected to the ends of the
Lecher wires through adjustable chokes
Ch (about 20 turns of bare copper wire,
wound on a diameter of about 1 cm. or
.4 inch) , the tap being so chosen that
as little high frequency current as possible gets into the conductors. This point
deserves especial attention, if it is a
question of a raised position of the transmitter, since then one is obligated to too
long wires.
The most important point in the transmitter is the choice of a suitable tube.
Of the tubes available today, only a few,
unfortunately, are suited for the production of electron oscillations, since for this
as a rule, symmetrical cylindrical construction of the electrodes is necessary.
Otherwise the velocities of the electrons
from the cathode to the grid are different
in each direction and cannot produce any
oscillations at all. Cylindrical (symmetrical) tubes should absolutely be used in
the Barkhausen hook -up.

PHONES

FIG .9

Type
of Tube
111

'i0

:
r--".
PHONES

FIG. 10

Fig.

9- Hooh -up of super- regenerative re-

ai Fig. 8; Fig. 10-a
"one- tube" super- regenerative receiver for
ceiver illustrated

decimeter waves.

or 250
226
226
280
224
199

Heating
Current
amperes
1.25

1.05
1.05
2.0
1.75
0.06

Wave Length
cm.

Grid
Volts

120

100

min. 20
same as above

500

190
208
45
120

200
158
180
120

The table gives the wavelengths which
can be produced with the tubes in question at maximum energy and the smallest
wave length. In the last column are
given the appropriate grid voltages; if
the same grid voltage is given in the
www.americanradiohistory.com

Fig.

8- Super- regenerative

receiver for

1/10 meter waves.

case of the same tube for different wave
lengths, then for producing the shorter
wave a negative potential of the outer
electrode is required.
One obtains the shortest waves with
the small type of the French TMC tubes,
which produce useful oscillations down to
16 cm. (6.4 inches). Oxide coated filament tubes are especially advisable for
portable sets, on account of their small
heating voltage. In the pentode the positive potential is put on the space charge
grid, while control grid and plate together take over the rôle of the plate
in an ordinary three electrode tube. If
one applies to the plate or control grid
also small positive or negative potentials,
then by suitable regulation of all the
operation data, a maximum of oscillation
energy can be attained (see Fig. 6). The
energy of the Barkhausen transmitter is
very small, a disadvantage which however in great measure can be neutralized,
for the most important fields of use of
this wave range, by the possibility of
concentrating the total energy into a
sharp pencil or ray. One attains an increase in energy considerably greater by
using a push -pull arrangement of two
tubes, which operate on the same Lecher
system. Nevertheless, of course with
such an arrangement there is an increase in the difficulties of correct tuning,
already present in the case of one tube,
so that thus far push -pull transmitters
have seldom been used in practice. The
greatest energy which one can produce
with a one -meter (3.28 feet) Barkhausen
transmitter is about .3 of a watt! With
shorter waves the attainable energy
drops considerably.
The radiation of the energy takes
place, as ordinarily, with ultra -short
waves, by means of a dipole. There are
connected to the bridge condenser of the
Lecher system two straight wires D, D,
one on each side, each one -quarter wave
length long (see Figs. 4, 5, 6).
The modulation of the transmitter is
best accomplished by a transformer in
the plate lead (see Fig. 5) , the primary
winding being connected with the microphone through an ordinary amplifier.
Since the frequency of the electron oscillations depends on the external potentials, one will expect in this type of modulation predominantly frequency modulation. However, the Lecher system used
for increasing the energy stabilizes the
wave, so that a powerful amplitude modulation is possible.
In discussing the reception methods it
(Continued on page 181)
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ow Fax ON WHAT K -C?
wave transmission takes
place by the propagation of a
"ground wave" along the ground,
or a "sky wave" reflected or refracted from the Kennelly -Heaviside layer, or by both means. The waves are
subject to absorption, both in the ground
and in the ionized upper atmosphere. The
ground -wave absorption in general increases with frequency and is reasonably
constant with time over a given path at a
given frequency; it varies for earth of
different conductivities and dielectric
constants. The sky -wave absorption is
not a constant with time, frequency, or
path; it appears to be a maximum in the
broadcast band (550 -1500 kc.), decreasing with change of frequency in either
direction. In the daytime this absorption of the sky wave is so great that
there is practically no sky wave, from
frequencies somewhat below to somewhat
above the broadcast band, the specific
limits varying with season. Hence sky wave propagation in the daytime is only
appreciable in the lower and higher frequency ranges. During the night, however, sky -wave propagation takes place
on all except extremely high frequencies.
Sky -wave propagation is subject to material variations, dependent upon conditions and changes in the ionization of the
Kennelly- Heaviside layer. Besides daily
variation of daylight and darkness, factors such as latitude, season, magnetic
storms, and solar disturbances, have been
found to have effects upon this ionization.
These changes in ionization result in
wide variations in the transmission of
A DIO

increases with frequency, and
The accompanying charts which distance
varies diurnally and seasonally. Beyond
were prepared by the U. S. Bu- the skip distance, the sky-wave radiation
received with useful intensity.
reau of Standards, Washington, is With
present knowledge of propagation
D. C., show the variation in conditions, it is impossible to postulate
formulas or make any tables or
range or distance covered at dif- any
charts which could be used to determine
ferent seasons with various distance range over any given path accurately. The attached graphs give averwavelengths or frequencies.
age distance ranges as observed by a
sky waves from hour to hour, day to
day, and year to year. At the higher
frequencies, received field intensities for
a given season and frequency may vary
as much as 1 to 10 from one year to

another.

Important Rôle of the "Sky Wave"
At the higher frequencies, reception at
great distances is due entirely to the sky
wave. Above a certain frequency, however, which may be as low as 4000 kc.
(see attached graphs), no appreciable
portion of the sky -wave radiation is reflected back to earth from the KennellyHeaviside layer in a certain zone surrounding the transmitter. In the area
bounded by the inner edge of this skipped
zone, the received wave may be composed
of both ground wave and sky wave (the
sky wave being appreciable on frequencies up to about 6000 kc. in the summer
and 12,000 kc. in the winter) ; the sky
wave intensity in this area is ordinarily
much less at night than in the day. The
outer boundary of the skipped zone is
often called the skip distance. The skip
www.americanradiohistory.com

number of experimenters* to occur most
frequently over a number of transmission
paths. Through certain frequency ranges,
available data were so incomplete as to
require extrapolation which may be considerably in error. Wide variations of
distance range and skip distance must
be accepted as normal.
The scales of abscissas and ordinates
are cubical, (i. e., numbers shown are
proportional to cube of distance along
scale, or, distance along scale is proportional to cube root of numbers). This
was chosen because it spaces the data
satisfactorily. A linear scale would
crowd the low values too much and a
logarithmic scale would crowd the high
values too much.
Graphs Show Practical Range
The graphs show the limits of distance
over which practical communication is
possible. They are based on the lowest
field intensity which permits practical reception in the presence of actual background noise. For the broadcasting fre'See references listed at end.

(Continued on page 183)
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length. They terminate at the grid coil
of the detector, or if tuned R.F. is used
at the first R.F. coil. They are coupled
to the coil by six turns of B. & S. gauge

$5.00 PRIZE

Coil Winding Wrinkle

i

HACKSAW
SLOT

TUBE
BASE

SS Monthily
for

Best

0

S

WAVE

KINK

A saw slot serves to lead coil wires to pins.

Herewith is a short wave coil winding
wrinkle which I find very useful and
practical. Instead of drilling holes in a
tube base or other coil form to take the
leads in to the prongs, a hacksaw slot
the length of the form will greatly facilitate coil winding, as it saves a lot of
unnecessary guessing and gauging; and
besides, a much neater looking coil will
result than one which is drilled with
over-size, unsightly, or improperly spaced
holes. If all leads are taken in to the
prongs through one slot, this method does
not noticeably weaken the coil.- Contributed by Michael Schauer.
Line Filter
down line noises from
cut
to
In order
my short wave set, I have constructed
the following inexpensive line filter which

Two condensers and chokes form a line fitter.

Improved aerial for short wave reception.
No. 20 D.S.C. or D.C.C. wire wound in
the same direction as the other winding,
either over it or, if there is space beside
it, on the coil. The ground is connected
to the return grid circuit. It is essential
that the ground remain connected.-Contributed by Leonard R. Greenaway.
Wafer Socket Supports
Herewith is an idea that may be useful
at the service bench when revamping the
old direct current designs. Instead of
buying the regular socket, buy the round
wafer and in the dime store you can
purchase some wood beads about one half inch high, with a hole through the
center, which will hold the wafer socket
at the right height.---Contributed by A.
E. Aldridge.

Beginning with this issue of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT, the editors will award a
five dollar prize each month for the best
short wave kink submitted by our readers.
Look over these "kinks" and they will
give you some idea of what the editors
are looking for. Send a typewritten or
ink description, with sketch, of your favorite short wave kink to the -"Kink"
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

has worked admirably. The coils Ll are
made by winding 150 turns of No. 18
D.C.C. wire on 1 -inch diameter tubes.
The condensers Cl may be of .5 or 1 mf.
capacity.-Contributed by N. Swerdlow.
An Antenna That Brings 'Em In
This type of antenna will raise volume
from medium phone volume to speaker
volume on many short -wave sets.
The drawings of this antenna are self explanatory. Briefly, the aerial is made
up as follows: From a point 20 feet or
more from the ground, two insulated
wires start. Each wire is forty feet in
length and stretches at a 90- degree angle
from the other. Two and one -half feet
from the common end, the leading taps
are taken off. The two leading wires
are twisted and may be of almost any

IItIGIIIIIIIIIVUIUUIIIIIJUllllllllwllllill';lull
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How to support wafer socket.

New Plug -less Short Wave Converter
ONE of the newest short wave converters which has been tried out by
the editorial staff and which performs
very smoothly, is the new Erla, illustrated in the photo at the left and diagram

at right. It covers
the short wave
bands from 200 to
60 and from 60 to
15 meters; a wavelength chart is fur-

nished. The condenser capacity joining
L1 to ground is
.00027 mf., and the
capacity of the condenser joining L4
to ground is .00037
mf. with a trimmer
across it having a
capacity of 20 mmf.
The vernier is an
adjustable copper
disc sliding within
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NEW TUBES
for the

Short Wave
Receiver
By LOUIS

MARTIN

So many new types of tubes have been brought out in the

past month that we have prevailed upon Mr. Martin,
well-known tube expert, to tell the readers of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT just which tubes are particularly
adapted to short wave reception purposes -and why!
This article will be followed by one dealing
with the "New S-W Transmitting Tubes."

Fig. A (center) -The new "56," made by Arcturus and designed to ultimately replace the '27. Fig. B (left) -The
Arcturus 57 pentode detector. The low grid -plate capacity
makes this tube especially suitable for short -wave work. Fig.
C (right) -Similar in appearance to the 57, the new Arcturus
58 meets a long -felt want for a variable -mu R.F. pentode suitable for short -wave work.

NEW tubes! Those who recognize
the need for improved apparatus, especially tubes, will welcome the announcement of the
new "50" series of tubes. Of these, two
are especially adaptable for short-wave
work and certainly should meet the requirements of the most exacting experimenter and set-builder. We will first
begin with a discussion of the factors
governing the choice of tubes suitable
for short -wave work and then proceed
with a description of the characteristics
of the tubes themselves.
In the broadcast band, where power
output and quality are of paramount importance, the number of new tube -numbers are far greater than may be used
by the short -wave fan. The question that
arises then is, "which tubes are suitable
for short -wave use ?" and, what is far
more important, "why ?" Before discussing the new tubes themselves, it would
be well to outline, briefly, the factors
which enter into the choice of "shortwave" tubes.
In any vacuum tube, a signal is fed
into the input (grid- filament) of the tube
and removed -amplified -from the output. Regardless of the type or sensitivity
of the circuit, the above is the simple
rule of tube operation. Any tube, in a
given circuit, is capable of amplifying
the signal a certain definite amount, the
amount of amplification being primarily
determined by the "amplification factor"
of the tube. Now, this amplification factor is merely a number which denotes
the total change in plate voltage due to
a certain change in grid voltage (due,
for instance, to a signal). This amplification factor or "mu" is the greatest
amount of amplification that can be
obtained from the tube under any conditions; in reality it is never reached,
simply because the load in the plate
circuit of the tube can never be made
high enough.
For example : if the mu of a certain
tube is 9 and it has a plate resistance
of 10,000 ohms, a load impedance of

10,000 ohms would only produce an effective amplification of 4.5; a load of 50,000
ohms, an amplification of 7.5; a load of
100,000 ohms, an amplification of 8.2,
etc. It is clear, then, that one of the
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main problems in circuit design is to
obtain a load impedance that will produce as high a gain as possible.
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To the layman, the solution to this
seemingly easy problem is self- evidentraise the load impedance, by winding
large coils, to a very high value so the
amplification is as close to 9 as desired.
This logical reasoning would be excellent
were it not for the fact that, as with
all good things, it cannot be carried too
far. When the load impedance is raisei
beyond a certain point, part of the energy in the plate circuit slips back to
the grid circuit, causing the tube to
oscillate.
How does it slip back? It may slip
back because one or more wires in the
plate circuit are lying too close to wires
in the grid circuit; because the plate
coil is too close to the grid coil; or because the energy is going through the
tube itself. Now we have been taught
that the tube is a one -way device; that
is, energy can only go from the grid to
the plate circuit, but not from the plate
to the grid circuit. The answer is that
it is not "amplified" back, but gets back
in spite of the tube, rather than because
of it! In other words, the input grid
acts as one plate and the plate as the
other plate of a two -plate condenser; the
energy, therefore, is fed back from the
plate circuit to the grid circuit, through,
or by virtue of, this capacity, which
exists between the plate and grid.
Now, if the energy is fed from the
plate to the grid through the tube capacity, can the signal go directly from the
grid to the plate without being amplified
at all? The answer to this simple ques-
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Left, the "neutrodyne" center, the bridge method of compensating for inter- electrode
capacity. The detail of the bridge method is shown to the right.
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tion is yet, the signal can go from the
grid to the plate without being amplified.
Consider the simple circuit in Fig. 1.
Transformers Ti and T2 are two tuned
circuits; one in the grid and the other
The
in the plate circuit of tube Vl.
signal, impressed across the grid and filament of the tube, appears across the
plate load as shown. Part of the signal
also passes through Cgp (grid -plate capacity of the tube) unamplified. Now, if
the plate load is high enough, the energy
in the plate circuit, being greater than
that in the grid circuit, passes from the
plate to the grid through this same capacity. Since two different currents cannot pass through the same condensers at
the same time in opposite directions, and
since the energy in the plate circuit is
greater than that in the grid circuit,
the net result is the passage of energy
from the plate to the grid -and oscillation results. If the tube is not oscillating, a loss of output signal results be.cause of the by-passing effect of Cgp.
When this oscillation is controllable,
it can be made into a very desirable
thing, as it increases the strength of
the applied signal; but when it is not
controllable, it becomes the worst enemy
of radio receiver designers.
It is generally conceded that when
oscillation is necessary in order to either
increase the strength of a signal or for
the reception of code, it should be deliberately inserted by the designer, and
when not deliberately inserted, the tube
(with, of course, its circuit) should show
no signs of oscillation. Thus, it is clear
that if stable results are to be secured,
the circuit should not generate oscillations due to tube capacities, unless otherwise desired.
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balance is different for different tubes;
third, and by far the most important, the
methods outlined are synthetic in that
they do not eliminate the source of
trouble -the actual grid-plate capacity.
New Tubes Have Low Capacity
The advent of the four -element tube
reduced Cgp to such an extent as to
almost eliminate the necessity for any
STAGE
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SHIELD
TUBE

II
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- --

FIG. 7

HEATER

B
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`h
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Circuit illustrating the use of shields. Note
the peculiar shaped tube -shield.

balancing method, but when the frequency is high (as it is in short -wave
work), and the amplification high, the
need for a further reduction is again
evident. This need has been met in some
of the new tubes about to be described.
There is one more troublesome capacity which is an inherent part of every
tube and which must be minimized as
much as possible -the grid -filament capacity. As may be seen by reference to
Fig. 2B, the grid filament capacity is
directly in parallel
SUPPRESS R
GRID
with the tuning condenser. When large
size tuning capacities
are used, its effects
are not noticeable,
but when the size of
(CAP)
the tuning condenser
CONTROL

FIG. 6

GLASS

ENVELOPE
CONTROL
GRID

SCREEN
GRID

small (such as
used in the 20 -meter
band) the grid-filament capacity is the
is

GRID
FIG. S

w

PL ATE

SHIELD

Neutralizing Tube Capacity
Figures 2A and 2B show two generally accepted methods of neutralizing or
balancing the Cgp of a tube. At A is
shown the familiar "neutrodyne" method,
where part of the signal is fed from
the grid through a small variable condenser Cn, to the secondary of the R.F.
transformer T2 ; the signal is also amplified by the tube V1 and appears across
the primary of T2. Because the primary
and the secondary must be coupled, the
energy fed through Cn is sufficient to
just neutralize that due to the tube capacity Cgp, and the tube ceases to oscillate.
In the second method shown,'the plate
of condenser Cb is connected to the bottom end of the primary coil. A bridge
arrangement, shown in Fig. 2C, is secured, and when the bridge is balanced
by adjusting the size of balancing condenser Cb, the effects of the tube capacity are done away with.
The trouble with the methods shown
'above are numerous. First, the condition of balance does not hold over a wide
frequency band; second, the condition of
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in

Pictorial representation of a Triad "57,"
illustrating the location of the three grids,
cathode and plate. The heater is located
"within" the cathode.

the determination of the lowest wavelength to be received.
Strange as it may seem, the actual
capacity between the grid and filament
of the tube does not determine the input
capacity of the tube. Fig. 3 shows how
all of the capacities are arranged with
respect to the grid and the filament. It
is seen that the grid -plate capacity in
series with the plate -filament capacity
are in parallel with the grid- filament
capacity; it would seem, therefore, that

the total grid- filament capacity is the
combination of all three or, for the benefit of our technical readers:
Cgp X Cpf
C (input) = Cgf -{Cgp
Cpf
A deeper analysis of the action of a
tube shows that when the load impedance
-is taken into consideration (as it always
should be), the arrangement of the elements in the tube and the load are as
indicated in Fig. 4. In this case the
plate -filament capacity is neglected, because of its extremely small size in comparison with the other capacities. The
signal must not only be strong enough
to charge Cgf but also Cgp; and since
the potential of the plate is always mu
(amplification factor) times the grid
voltage, the actual grid- filament (input)
capacity of a tube is:
C (input) = Cgf + (mu + 1) Cgp.
Interpreted into plain English, the
above formula means that the actual
grid -filament capacity varies as the amplification factor of the tube varies,
which, in turn, varies as the load varies,
as illustrated above.
Tube Factors that Affect Tuning
This formula explains why the tuning
of a receiver changes when any of the
applied voltages (plate, grid and filament) are varied. The variation of any
of the voltages changes the mu of the
tube which, in turn, changes the input
capacity, and since this input capacity
is in shunt to the tuning condenser, the
setting of the dial for a particular station varies. In fact, anything that alters
the mu of a tube alters the dial setting.
When the tuning condenser is large,
the changes are not noticeable; but, as
(Continued on page 185)
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SUPER - HETS
Designing

and

BUILDING HiNTS
Fig. 5--Showinq oscillator circuit for short
wave superhet, with switches for changing
to different wave bands.

N

OW that the short -wave converter
in combination with the regular

broadcast set has proven its vast
superiority over the regenerative
tuners of the last decade, the next logical
step is to turn the B.C. receiver back to
the family circle and build a genuine
short wave "super" designed from the
bottom up for the reception of high frequencies. The super -het, while not at
all a difficult construction, differs notably
from the sets we have made hitherto and
presents a lot of new problems.
This article is intended to help the
chap who builds his own, to overcome,
dodge or slip around these problems by
giving him practical advice based upon
practical experience.
Let us, for the sake of systematic procedure, attack the whole set from four
general angles: the power supply, the
audio amplifier, the I.F. amplifier, and
the R.F. section; which is the order to
follow in building the receiver.
The Power Supply
Discussing the easiest division first, we
will consider the power supply (assuming its input is A.C.).
The exact nature of the power pack
will depend on how many tubes are used
in the set. If push pull 47's compose
the output stage, and the total number
of tubes exclusive of the rectifier is 8, 9
or 10, a loud- speaker field having a resistance of about 1400 ohms and capable
of carrying 6 to 8 watts can be used
with two condensers to form the filter
section, as shown in Fig. 1. Cl should
be about 4 to 8 mf. and C2 about 12 mf.,
and both can most economically be of
the electrolytic type. These units will
supply sufficient filtering.
A set with single pentode output comprising 5, 6 or 7 tubes may use a speaker
field of 1600 ohms (5 to 7 watts) as a
choke; Cl and C2 may be 4 and 8,mf.,
respectively, though 4 and 12 mf. would
be safer.
POWER TRANS.

SPEAKER
FIELD

250

LINE

FIG.1

C1

V.

C2

Fig. 1 -High voltage plate- supply filter
system, utilizing the loud- speaker field
winding as the choke coil in the filter.

By EDGAR
Little more need be said about the
power supply. An appropriate transformer and a '80 rectifier tube are employed as usual. With the single pentode it may be advisable to put the field
in the minus side from the transformer
to bias the '47. See Fig. 2.
The second detector should preferably
be a '27, self- biased as shown in Fig. 3.
Resistance coupling to the output stage
is cheaper than transformer coupling,
but the latter should be used with push pull output. With a transformer there
is a very strong tendency toward humcoupling between the power transformer
and the audio transformer, and it is

Practical information on short
wave "superhets" is rather scarce
and the editors are glad to present this specially written article
by Mr. Messing, formerly connected with the engineering staff
of Pilot Radio & Tube Corporation. Mr. Messing gives many
valuable hints on superhets for
short wave reception as the result of his extensive study and
laboratory experience.
usually necessary to move the audio
transformer around until some particular location on the chassis is found that
gives minimum hum.
Effect of Changing the I.F. Frequency
The I.F. amplifier of the short -wave
super is a bit more difficult to handle
than ordinary 175 kc. stages. In the
first place, we must decide what I.F. to
use. If we wanted to go to extremes
and turn out a really "super" set, we
might do what the General Electric Corn pany did in some special sets it made
for the U. S. Navy-change the I.F. with
the band to be covered. For example,
when covering a range from 15 -30 me-.
ters, an I.F. of 1500 might be used;
covering 30 -60 meters, an I.F. of 900
kc. might be employed, and so on.
The reason for this change of I.F. is
to secure added selectivity, of course. As
we know, the selectivity of the super
depends not upon how much of the adjacent channel signal is rejected, but
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MESSING
POWER TRANS.

250V

500,000 OHMS TO BOTTOM OF

150,000 OHMS

GRID RESISTOR

.6-MF.

FIG 2

Fig. 2 -Loud- speaker field winding connected as choke in the negative side of the
plate- supply filter circuit, also showing
method used to obtain bias for '47 tube.

upon how much of the image signal (that
is, the signal differing from the oscillator
frequency by the I.F. but lower in frequency) is rejected compared to the desired signal. Now it is obvious that if
the I.F. is 1500, then the undesired signal
will be further from the tuning peak of
the receiving circuit than if a lower I.F.
were used. But as the tuning peak gets
sharper when the receiving frequencies
are lower (the peak is sharper at 30
meters than at 15), a lower I.F. can be
used at the lower frequencies. It is desirable from the standpoint of stability
to use a lower frequency and therefore
the I.F. can be advantageously changed

with the different ranges.
For our purposes, however, this change
is neither necessary nor convenient, so
we may pick a good compromise frequency and fix the I.F. at that. Experience has shown that 465 kc. is a fairly
safe value.
This amplifier is not to be treated
lightly, however, for attempts to secure
high gain at this frequency lead to an
unstable set. Two stages will, of course,
increase this tendency, but will make for
25,000 0HM RESISTOR
OR R F.

Ci KE
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Ì
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additionally, will help greatly in reducing image interference but will compliFIG. 6
6"---01
cate the switching problem. If the
min
builder is quite familiar with short -wave
sets, the tuned stage is advisable and
Illnlllllll
should follow the standard T.R.F. stage
of short-wave sets. In this discussion
the center of interest is the oscillator first detector section. So far as broadIVI
nuunn
_- cast reception is concerned, a tuned stage
/.1/
/17.or pre -tuning is necessary.
TICKLER
SECONDARY
COUPLING COIL
If it is desired to divide the 15 to 200 ti
meter range into four bands, the tuning
condensers for oscillator and detector
Fig.
Desirable arrangement of coils on
should have a 10 -160 mmf. range; for
tube form for superhet.
three bands the standard 350 mmf. condenser can be used. If the broadcast
So much for the general design of the
band is also to be covered it is advisable R.F.
In short -wave sets the
to use the 350 mmf. condenser and have generalsection.
design
is
not half so important
bands.
-wave
three short
way
it
as
the
is
worked
out. The followFigure 4 shows a first detector circuit
should keep the constructor on the
with switching arranged for three short- ing
wave bands. A 15 mmf. condenser is straight and narrow path :
about the right size for coupling the
Hints on S -W Super -Rets
antenna to the tuning circuits and elimKeep all coils in the clear and as close
inates the necessity of using separate
primaries and additional switch sections. to the switch as possible.
Keep coils at right angles to each other
The Oscillator
or well separated.
Use coil forms of 1 to 11/4 inches diamThe oscillator can most simply and
effectively be of the usual tuned -grid eter. Space secondary turns wire thicktype, as shown in Fig. 5. The grid leak ness on bands below 80 meters.
Use No. 22 -26 wire for secondaries.
and resistor combination should not be
Use No. 28 -32 wire for ticklers. Winch
varied much from the values given because an oscillator may be easily modu- ticklers 1/16 inch away from secondaries.
Use No. 28-32 wire for coupling coils.
lated at the frequencies at which it will
In general, coupling coils should have
be working.
For best results, especially on the two- thirds the number of tickler turns
shorter waves, a trimmer condenser of the and should be spaced 1/s inch away.
Figure 6 shows the type of coil arusual form is necessary. It can, however, be made non -critical by restricting rangement to use. It is not advisable t,
the range of the oscillator, as is done place any coils over the secondary. The
in all broadcast super-hets. Condensers scheme shown provides for a minimum
Cl, C2, C3 accomplish this. Their values of trouble.
Use a good wiping contact, non -tarare determined most easily by a cut -andtry method until the proper oscillator nishing switch, of which there are several
range is secured. A trimmer of about types available.
Make all wiring as direct and short
35 -40 mmf. is suffilient.
The method of oscillator detector coupl- as possible.
Use only non -inductive condensers.
ing is one that has caused much arguThere is little more that non-participatment, but the author is inclined very
strongly to believe that the least trouble- ing advice can give; unforeseen troubles
some in the long run is the cathode coil will always crop up. They can be elimmethod used in good broadcast supers. inated by patience and common- sense.
14-
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Pig. 4 -One arrangement of "first detector" circuit in short wave superhet, with
switch for changing wave bands.

a more sensitive set. Single I.F. stage
sets can be made to be quite satisfactory.
Type '35 tubes should be used. Their
plate voltage should be 180 to 250, their
screen voltage from 60 to 90. The grid
bias should be a minimum of three volts.
The grid and plate coupling transformers may be of the usual can -enclosed type
with compactly wound coils. These coils
should be spaced not less than 11/2 inches
apart, while the tuning condensers across
them should be not smaller than 70 -140

mmf., maximum. While these specifications are not absolutely rigid, experience
has shown that marked deviation from
them will make the amplifier unstable.
The whole amplifier should be well
shielded and properly and generously bypassed. Thorough shielding is necessary
for two reasons: to prevent oscillation
and to eliminate the possibilities of direct
pick -up of stations on or about 465 kc.
If two tubes are used, volume control
can be effected by varying their biases.
A single I.F. stage set can be controlled
by varying the I.F. basis and shunting
the antenna simultaneously.
The R.F. Amplifier
drag out the R.F. section
now
Let us
for examination. The first problem is:
shall we use an R.F. stage? The only
advantage of an untuned stage lies in
the isolation of the detector from the
antenna; any added gain will be negligible at most frequencies. A tuned stage,
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A Short Wave Adapter Table

rlr HE very attractive piece of

Left -The Audiola

short wave converter
which converts any
midget broadcast receiver for short wave

ADAPTER
PLACE IN PENTODE

o--

.0001-MF

2 MEG

T

reception.

SOCKET OF SET

1

I

'24

'27

X

X

0
X

X

ró-i
SWITCH

105 -125

Right-Wiring dia-

gram of the Audi
ola converter.

lator are used, which in conjunction with
the broadcast receiver forms a superheterodyne. A switch is provided for changing the antenna from the converter to the
broadcast receiver. Coil data for similar
converters have been given previously.

furniture

in the photo at the left is a cleverly
designed short wave converter, which can
be used in conjunction with any modern
midget type broadcast receiver, and thus
permit the reception of short waves. By
combining a midget broadcast reBLK. GND. TO SET
ceiver with the
A
GREEN TO
Audiola s h or t
RED
SET ANT.
ANT
wave table illustrated you will increase your wavelength reception
range from 20 to
550meters. Asthe
diagram shows, a
detector and oscil-
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An Amateur Receiver
With New Kinks
By REX E. LOVEJOY
THE ideal amateur receiver should
have at least five qualities: namely, (1) Selectivity, (2) Low noise
level, (3) Sensitivity, (4) Volume,

(5) Ease of operation.
As is the usual case, practice cannot
attain the near perfection of theory, and

Jl

'24

employed is highly sensitive and control
of regeneration through the screen-grid
is quite conventional and known for its
smoothness.
The object of merit is the use of a '24
tube as an audio amplifier. The '24 has
an amplification factor, or "mu," of 400
and picks up readily the very weakest of
signals from the detector. The type '27
tube, commonly used, has a mu of 8, and
the '47 pentode, a mu of 52. By comparison it is realized why a '24 is very
much superior to either of the other

types.
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Figures 2A. B, and C, ahot e, show set'eral
ways in which to connect a low impedance
so as to match the output tube, including
resistance and impedance coupling.

To realize maximum gain from any
circuit, the load impedance must match
the plate -to- filament impedance of the
tube. With the screen -grid tube, this
impedance of the plate is of comparatively high order. Obtaining a load impedance to match may be accomplished
in one of several ways, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.
Resistance coupling is used in Fig. 2A.
This system works nicely but has the
disadvantage of requiring about 600
volts to the resistor in the last stage.
This is evident, for the resistors are in
the neighborhood of 200,000 ohms.
Fig. 2B gives an impedance-coupled
system which is very satisfactory. By
experiment, it was found that if the
primary and the secondary of an ordinary audio transformer were connected
in series and the whole unit used as
shown, the impedances obtained were
very nearly correct. L3 and L5 are both
audio transformers of ordinary design.
In Fig. 2C is shown another variation
where a combination of inductance and
resistance is used. This circuit has the
same disadvantage of Fig. 2A, but to a
smaller extent. The voltage required is
about 300 volts. In this circuit, L5 is
an output choke designed for use with a
'45 power amplifier. R is approximately
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ils pointed out

by Mr. Lovejoy,
the ideal amateur receiver should
be selective, sensitive, easy to tune
and have good volume, with a low
noise- level. The author points out
in the accompanying article a number of valuable kinks and ways in
which to improve an amateur -band
short wave receiver, so as to realize
as nearly as possible the attainment
of the features above enumerated.

an output of about 200 volts, the circuit
in Fig. 2B was adopted.
In the completed receiver, Fig. 1, Cl
is a midget condenser cut down to two
plates, double- spaced. C2 is a similar
condenser, cut down to three plates,
single- spaced, and is used for tuning. C3
is a 23-plate, 0.00015 mf. midget used
for "lump" capacity for centering the
amateur bands. It is mounted on the
base of the subpanel. Once adjusted, it
is left undisturbed.
A variable-mu, or '35, tube is used as
detector T1, because of its very nice
performance as a regenerative detector,
although a '24 may be used almost as
well. R1, Fig. 1, may need to be changed
for different tubes.
C5 should not be any larger than
0.00025 mf. for maximum volume and
the potentiometer R2 must be by-passed

by C7, a 1 mf. condenser, to remove noise.
The grid -leaks for the '24 audio tube
and the detector, R3 and Rl, are not
critical and several values should be tried
and the ones giving most volume and
smoothest regeneration should be used.
It is absolutely necessary to by -pass R4
with a 1 mf. condenser, designated as C9.

Any coil and condenser combination
can be used for the detector circuit. If
home -made coils are used, after the band
has been located, the tickler L2 should
be cut down or increased until oscillation
just starts when the screen -grid of the
detector is at a potential of about 21
volts. This adjustment is quite important, for volume is 50 per cent greater
at a potential of 21 volts than at any
other. Tube -base coils were used in the
original receiver and the approximate
(Continued on page 183)

the former must take the most efficient
of several choices, none of which meas5,000 ohms.
ures up to the ideal.
Since most receiver power -packs have
In order to keep the noise level conveniently low, a great number of tubes
should not be used, for tubes have a
characteristic of creating noise within
themselves. Further, if a number of
C8
T2
tubes are employed, there is more probability of the interlocking of the fields
L2
Cl
of different stages, thereby setting up
C4
hums, whistles, et cetera, and raising the
R3
L5
L3
noise level in general, as well as lowering
./
rT1
the efficiency. The general effect of, such
C7
interlocking of fields can be eliminated
C6
only by very careful shielding and laying -out of the whole receiver.
C11
If the number of tubes is to be re
stricted, those tubes used must be nece-C9
sarily of comparatively high amplifica
/
bring
the volume to the
tion factor, to
R4 =
desired level.
C12
Ease of operation limits the number
of tuned circuits. The smoothness of
FIG.1
operation, as well as the sensitivity, are
determined by the circuit and the tubes
A.C.
+200V.
+67.5V,
involved.
The receiver illustrated in the scheComplete wiring diagram of short wave receiver especially designed for operation
matic diagram of Fig. 1 has all of the
on the amateur bands of 20, 40, and 80 meters and providing smooth and efficient
desirable characteristics to a very satisreception of code and phone signals on these bands.
factory degree. The screen -grid detector

-
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Super-Regenerator' Rolls 'Em in
By BEN. F. LOCKE
is said and done, the super regenerative receiver is one of those illusive and not so well -known circuits; but
with it Air. Locke has established some
very fine reception records, bringing in
European and other "DX" stations.

After all

PHONES OR
SPEAKER

CHOKE 2

-

'45

TI

'45

TZ

^
41

IWONDER how many of the readers

of SHORT WAVE CRAFT ever give the
Super- Regenerative Short Wave Circuit a thought? Well suppose that we
try one and see how it comes out in the
"DX" line. I give herewith a diagram
for a receiver that I have designed and
built myself and I say that it is there
for the "DX" stuff. I bring in all the
following stations on the loud speaker;
G5SW, CJRX, W2XAF, W2XAD, W8XK,
KWT, W6XN, W9XF, 7L0, YN, PCJ,
PCL, JHBB, W3XAL, W6XAX, RFM
and many amateur stations and trans Atlantic stations. On the headphones I
have brought in 3L0, EH90C and
EH9XD as my most distant "DX" stations.
The action of this receiver is very
simple and it is easier than the ordinary
Short wave receiver to tune-that is, to
me. There is no "body capacity" or
"Side-swiping" on the station that you
hre listening to.
To tune this receiver proceed as follows : Turn on the switch and leave the
"super" rheostat turned off; then you
tune in just like you would the ordinary
receiver, till you hear the "whistle" of a
Station. Make the necessary adjustments
till the whistle is at its loudest and then
turn on the "super" rheostat and the
"whistle" will entirely disappear; your
station will now come in with plenty of
volume. Once you get the H.C. Coils
"set," they are to be left in that position.
I hope that you will publish the diagram of this wonderful receiver and I
Wave Length
Range
15 to 40m
30 to 90m
80 to 250m
240 to 550m

L1

turns
8 turns
24 turns
80 turns
3

#18 wire
#18 wire
#22 wire
#28 wire

turns
9 turns
9 turns
9 turns

O

C

R1-,

R2--

V5

-R4

"4" r/

B-

C+-

,.

B+"

y "A+'

would like to hear about the results
others obtain with this set.
The plug -in coils are wound as follows:
Use 13/4" diameter tubing.
List of Parts for Mr. Locke's Super Regenerative Receiver
Variable cons. 00014mf., Cl, C2.
Variable con. .00025mf., C3.
1 Fixed con. .00025mf., C4.
2 Fixed cons. .006mf., C5, C6.
2 Fixed cons. .002mí., C7. C8,
2 15 -ohm fixed resistors, Rl, R2.
1 Amperite i/4 ampere, R3.
1 3 meg. grid leak with base clips, R5.
2
1

1 25 -ohm

L2

#18
#18
#18
#18

TRECENTLY tried a short wave set

.i which has the type '32 detector and a
stage of audio utilizing the '33 pentode
output tube. This was a nice little set,

wire
wire
wire
wire

L3

turns
to turns
15 turns
15 turns
4

#28 wire
#28 wire
#28 wire

#28 wire

A.F.
1 II.C.
1 ILC.
1 H.C.
2 R.F.

1

L1
1.1

2
1

L1

J.

.01-MF.

'30

J1

SWITCH FOR CUTTING
PHONES OUT (OPTIONAL)

'33

01-MF.

!

PRI.
NOT
USED

LOUO

SPKR.
R

MEG.
RHEO.

,2.
MEG.

R

.01-

.002

MF.

MF.

sw.,
"B+"
45V.

o"B+'
135V.

4.5V.

13.5V.

Interesting circuit actually tested and proven by Mr. Elder.
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1

:

Choke 2.

Filament switch-.

.

.

Tubes used are as follows:
DX 222 Cunningham as R.F.
UX 112 -A Cunningham as Det.
245 Cunningham as A.F.A.
UX 201-A Cunningham as super regenerative
circuit (or any other tube that you see

fit).

Ll

but it is somewhat difficult to tune in
DX with the loud speaker alone, so I
tried putting a pair of good headphones
across the matching transformer. Boy,

Chokes, S.M. No. 277. Choke

tube sockets, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5.
3 Vernier dials. National Type B (0- 100 -0).
Not shown.
1 Panel, 7x20x1/4.
1 Baseboard. 7x18x V4.
3 Panel brackets.
1 Set of hardware, etc.
1 Phone or speaker plug.
1 Single Circuit jack.
1

L4
Same as
Same as
Same as
Sanie as

variable resistor, R6.
transformers, 31,4 -1 ratio, T1, T2.
Coil, 1250 turns, L5.
Coil, 1500 turns. LG.
Coil mounting for two coils. Not shown.

5. 17X

1

variable rheostat, R4.

PHONE JACK

"A+"

180V

0- 50,000 -ohm

1

2

A Nifty 3 -Tube Receiver

"C+"

30.5V.

Hook -up of Mr. Locke's super -regenerative short wave receiver.

9

0-V2

8+"

45V.

90V.

try this with my little
two- tuber, and leave the phones on with
W3XAL, W8XAL, W1XAZ, W2XAF or
any of the good broadcasters. This goes
also for day or night reception of transatlantic telephone, police stations, or airport stations. It's just too darn loud for
headphones.
Incidentally, the first signals received
were of a two -way conversation on 9;490
kc. between PPU, a South American station (not listed in my call book) and
W2XBJ, which is in New York. They
were testing communication, and holding
a conversation regarding the reception
conditions, on different frequencies. I
don't know who owns these stations, but
they come in with plenty of volume on
the loud speaker, and don't think I missed
a word of the conversation from either
This is rather unusual for this
end.
location. I heard the remark by the
American end, that they would be on
that same frequency again on Tuesday,
March 29th, after 4 p.m., so if anybody
(Continued on page 187)
I dare anyone to
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Short Wave Stations of the World
Short Wave Broadcasting Stations
..

c,
C ^
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m

m
UJ

19.83

15.120

19.99

15.000

JIAA
CM6XJ

Address and Schedule
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Broadcasts 3 -6 p.m. daily: 1 -6
p.m. Sat. and Sunday.
Pontoise (Paris), France.
Service
9:30 -12:30 a.rs.
de la Radiodiffusion. 103
Rue de Grenelle. Paris.
Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. ('o., Saxonburg. Pa.
'lues., Thurs., Nat., Sun..
8 a.m. to noon.
For address, ace listing for
1).1.1, Mondays, 10 -11 p.m.
Vatican City (Rome, Italy'
Daily, 5:00 to 5:15 a.m.
Tokio, Japan. Irregular.
Cuba,
Tuinucu.
Central

20.50

11,620

XDA

Tams -News

20.95

11,310

G2N

21.50

13,910

23.35

12,850

19.56

15,330

19.68

15,240

19.72

15,210

W2XAD

W8XK

DJ B
HV1

M

W2X0

W2XCU
W9XL
23.38

12,8220

25.16

11,920

FYA

25.24

11,860

W8XK

W9XF
25.26

11.870

VUC

25.34

11,840

W2XE

Irregular.

Agency. Mexico Pity. 2:30 -3 p.m.

Gerald Marcuse, Sonningon- Thanmes:England. Sundays. 1 .50 p.m.
University of Bucharest.
Bucharest. Roumania. 25 p.m.. Wed., Sat.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. T. Antipodal
program 9 p.m. 1lon. to
Noon to 5
3 a.m. Tues.
p.m. on Tues. Thurs. and
Sat.
Ampere, N. J.
Anoka, Minn., and other
experimental relay broadcasters.
General,
TeleDirector
graph and Telephone HWMorocco
tions, Rabat.
Sun.. 7:30-9 a.m. Dally
Telephony.
5 -7 a.m.
Pontoise, France. 1 -3 p m.
daily.
Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co.. Saxonburg, Pa.
Tues.. Thurs.. Sat., Sun..
11 a.m. -4 p.m.
National Broadcasting Co..
Downers Grove (Chicago(,
Ill. 9 -10 p.m. daily.
Calcutta, Idia. 9:45 -10:45
p.m.: 8 -9 a.m.
Columbia Broadcasting Sys tem. 465 Madison Ave.,
N. Y.. Jamaica. Neu
York. 7:30 a.m. through

W9XAA

11,800

VE9GW

25.47

11,780

VE9DR

25.50

11,760

XDA

25.53

11.750

GSSW

V E9JR

29.30

30.3

31.10

10.250

9.890

9.640

T14

EAU

HSP2

a.m.

Sundays

to
8
a.m. to midnight.
Chicago Federation of Labor, Chicago. Ill.
7 -8
a.m., 1 -2. 4 -5:30, 6 -7:30
p.m.
W. A. Shane, Chief Engineer, Itowntanville. Canada.
Daily, 1 p.m. -10
p.m.
Drumrnnndville, Quebec.
Canada. Irregular.
Trens -News Agency. Mexico
City. 3 -4 p.m.
2

25.12

British Broadcasting Corporation. Chelmsford, England. Mon. to Sat.. 1:17,-

7 p.m.
Winnipeg. Canada. Weekdays. 5:30 -7:30 p.m.
Amando Cespedea Marin.
Ileredia, Costa Rica. Mon.
and Wed., 7:30 to 8:30
p.m. ; Thum. and Sat.,
9:00 to 10 p.m.
Transradlo Espanola. Alcala.
13- Madrid, P.O. Box 951,
Spain. Daily for America, 0030 -0200 (1.M.T.
for Europe and Canaries.
on Saturdays only, 18002000 G.M.T.
Itroadcasting Service, Post
and Telegraph Depart
ment. Bangkok, Siam. 911 a.m. daily.
Amalgamated Wirelese, Ltd.
47
York St., Sydney,
Australia. Sun., 1 -3 a.m.
5 -9 a.m., 9:30 -11:30 a.m.
Amalgamated Wirelew, Ltd.,
47 York St_. Melbourne,
Australia.
Wed. and Sat., 5 -6:30
a.m.
Byherry, Pa., relays WCAI'
daily,
Westinghouse Eleetric &
Mfg.
Co..
Springfield.
Mass.
6 a.m. -10 p.m.
-

31.28

9,590

V

K2M E

VK

3M E

31.30

9.580

W3XAU

31.33

9.570

WI XAZ

SRI
31.38

31.48

31.49

9.560

9,530

9.520

Schedules Eastern Standard
Time: Add 5 Hours for Greenwich
Mean Time. No consideration has
been given in this list to daylight
saving time, as no standardization
in this respect has been reached in
either the United States or Europe.
All

Td
C
d

DJA

W2XAF
OXY

1:30 -8 p.m.

Tues.

Thurs.

Reichspostzentralamt, 11 -15
Schoenherge Strasse (iterlinl. Konicawusterhausen,
Germany. Daily, 8 a m.7.3u p.m.
General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.. 5 -11 p.m.
Skamlaboek, Denmark. 2 -7
p.m daily.

T

ó=

>m

3

`Y
48.99

Y

31.70

32.00

FL

6,110
6,100

EH90C

32.26

9,290

35.00

8,570

RVI5

38.6

7,790

H

BP

39.80

7,530

40.00
40.20

7.500
7,160

40.50

7.110

40.70

7.370

X26A

40.90

7.320

ZTJ

41.46

7.230
7.220

DOA

41.50

VE9CG
W3XAL

VE9CF
Q 1

9,960

9,375

Address and Schedule
Columbia Broadcasting System, 485 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y. 7:00 a.m. to midnight.
Eiffel Tower, Paris. 5:305:45 a,m., 5:45- 12 -30,
4:15 -4:45 p. m.
Toulouse, France. Sunday,

6,120

móo

m-

YR

HB9D

Address and Schedule
Radio Club of Buenos
Aires. Argentina.
Berne. Switzerland. 3 -5:30
p.m.
Rabat, Morocco. 3 -5 p.m.
Sunday, and irregularly
weekdays.
Far East Radio Station,
Khabarovsk, Siberia. 57:30 a.m.
League of Nations, Geneva,
Switzerland.
3 - 8 p.m.,
irregular.
"El Prado," Riobamba, Ecuador. Thurs.. 9 -11 p.m.
"Radio -Touraine," France.
Daily exLyons, France.
cept Sun., 10:30 to 1:30
a.m.
Eberawalde, Germany.Mon.,
Thurs., 1 -2 p.m.
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, 910 a.m.: 11 a.m. -noon;
1 -2
4 -5; 7 -8 p.m. Tests
after midnight. I.S.W.C.
programs 11 p.m. Wed.
A.P. 31.
Johannesburg. So, Africa.
9:30 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Doeberitz, Germany.
Zurich, Switzerland. 1st
and 3rd Sundays at 7
a.m., 2 p.m.
Budapest. Hungary 2:30-

49.17

6,095

VE9GW

49.31

6,080

W9XAA

49.40

6.070

VE9CS

49.46

6.065

SA1

99.50

6.060

W8XAL

49.50

6.060

VQ7LO

49.59

6,050

W3XAU
VE9CF

9:30 -11

49.67

6,040

PK3AN
W4)(B

Madrid, Spain. 6 -7 p.m.
Lisbon, Portugal. Fridays,
5 -7 p.m.
Madrid, Spain. Tues. and
Sat., 5:30 to 7 p. m.:
Fri., 7 to 8 p.m.

49.75
49.80

6,030
6,020

VE9CA
W9XF

49.97

6,000

YV2BC

97

6,000

50.26

5.970

H

50.80

5,900

H K

51.40

5.835

H K D

52.50
54.02
58.00

5,710
5.550
5.170

VE9CL
W8XJ

Thurs.,
Sat. Budapest Technical
School. M.R.C., Budappest, Muegyetern.
Singapore, S. S.
Mon.,
3:10 a.m.,

41.67

1,195

VSIAB

42.00
42.70
42.90

7.140
7,020
6,990

CTIAA

43.00

6,980

EARIIO

H K X

EAR 125

Tur.,

Wed. and Fri.,
a.m.
Bogota, Colombia.

H K D

This list is compiled from many sources.
all of which are not in agreement, and which show
greater or less discrepancies; in view of the fact that
most schedules and many wavelengths are still in an
experimental stage; and that wavelengths are calculated
differently In many schedules. In addition to this, one
experimental station may operate on any of several
wavelengths which are assigned to a group of stations
in common. We shall be glad to receive later and more
accurate Information from broadcasters and other transmitting organizations, and from listeners who have
authentic information as to calls. exact wavelengths
and schedules. We cannot undertake to answer readers
who Inquire as to the Identity of unknown stations
heard, as that Is a matter of guesswork: in addition
to this. the harmonics of many local long -wave stations
can be heard In a short -wave receiver.- EDITOR.)
43.60

6,875

F8MC

46.40

6.480

TGW

46.70
46.70

6,425

W9XL
W3XL

6,425

46.72
47.00
47.35

6.420
6.380
6,335

RV62

HCIDR
VE9AP
CN8MC

47.81

6,270

H KC

48.00

6,250

H

48.62

6,170

HRB

48.83

6,140

W8XK

48.99

6.120

48.99

6,120

KA

F3ICD

Casablanca, Morocco. Sun.
Tues., Wed.. Sat.
Guat.
Guatamala City,
p.m.
Anoka. Minn.
8 -10

National Broadcasting Co.
Bound Brook, N. J. Relaya WJZ. irregular.
Minsk, U.S.S.R. Irregular.
Quito. Ecuador. 8 -11 p.m.
Drummondville. Canada.
Casablanca, Morocco. Mon.
3 -4 p.m., Tues. 7 -8 a.m.,
3-4 p.m. Belas abat.
B 30Bogota.
11:30 p.m.

Colombia.
Barranquilla,
8 -10 p.m. ex. Mo.. Wed..
Fri.
Tegucigalpa. Honduras. Monday, Wednesday. Friday.
Saturday 5 -6 p.m. and
9 -12 p.m.
Westinghouse Electric and
Mfg. Co.. Saxonburg, Pa.
Tues.. Thum., Sat., Sun..
5 p.m. to midnight.
Motala. Sweden. "Bundradio." 6:30.7 a.m., 11-

Holidays, 5
4:30 p.m.
p.m.
106 Boulevard
ChlHoa (S a i g o ni, IndoChina. 6:30 -10:30 a.m.

www.americanradiohistory.com

2:30 -4 p. m.

Calgary, Alta., Canada,
National Broadcasting Company, Bound Brook, N.J.,
Irregular.
Halifax. N. S., Canada.
6 -10 p.m., Tu., Thu.. Fri.
Bowtnanvllle, Ontario, Canada. Irregular.
Chicago Federation of Labor, Chicago, Ill. 6 -7 a.
m., 7 -8 p.m., 9:30- 10:15,
11 -12 p.m.
Int. S. -W.
Club programs. From 10
p.m. Saturday to 6 a.m.
Sunday.
Vancouver. B. C., Canada.
Fridays before 1:30 a.m.
Sundays, 2 and 10:30 p.m.
Johanesburg, South Africa,
10:30 a.m, -3:30 p.m.
Motala, Sweden. 6:30 -7 a.
m.. 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Crosley Radio Corp., Cín-

cinnati, O. Relays 6:3010 a.m., 1 -3 p.m., 6 p.m.
to 2 a.m. daily. Sunday
after 1 p.m.
Imperial and International
Communications, L t d . ,
Nairobi, Kenya, Africa.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday. 11 a.m. -2:30 p.m.;
Tuesday, Thursday. 11:30
a -m. -2:30 p.m. ; Saturday,
11:30
a.m. -3:30 p.m.:
Sunday, 11 a.m. - 1:30
p.m.; Tuesday, 3 a.m. 4 a-m.; Thursday, 8 a,m.9 a.m.
Byberry, Pa. Belays WCAII.
Halifax, N. 8., Canada. 11

a.m. -noon, 5 -6 p.m, On
Wed.. 8 -9; Sun., 6:308:15 p.m.
Barranquilla, Columbia.
Sourabaya, Java. 6 -9 a.m.
Lawrence E. Dutton, care
Isle of Dreams BroadMiami
casting Corp.,

Beach, Fla.

(NOTE:

,

daily.
Poznan.
Poland.
1:45-4:45 p.m.,

tmV

C
y

49.10
49.15

s,
V

dC

r

Calgary. Alta-, Canada.

National Broadcasting Co.,
Downers Grove (Chicago).
Hl.
Caracas, Venezuela. 7:45-

11 p.m. daily ex. Mon.
Eiffel Tower, Paris, France.
Testing, 6:30 to 6:45
a.m.; 1:15 to 1:30, 5:15
to 5:45 p.m., around this

wave.

I

VE9CU

V1

OK

M

Barranquilla,

PT

PMY
PM B

60.30

4.975

62.56

4.795

W2 X V

WOXAM
W3 XZ

W9XL

67.65

4.430

DOA

70.00

4,280

OH K2

70.20

4.273

RVI5

80.00

3,750

Administration des P. T.
T., Tananarive, Madagascar. Tues., Wed., Thum.,
Fri.. 9 :30 - 11:30 a.m.
Sat. and Sun., 1 -3 p.m.
Vatican City (Rome). 22:15 p.m., daily. Sun.,
5 -5:30 a.m.
Medellin, Colombia. 8 -11
P.m.. except Sunday.

0

I

Calgary. Canada.

Sourabaya, Java.
Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc., Long. Island
City, N. Y. Irregular.
Elgin. Ill. (Time signals.)
Washington, D. C.
Chicago, Ill.
Doeberita, Germany. 6 -7
p.m., 2 -3 p.m., Mon..
Wed.. Fri.
Vienna. Austria. Sun., first
15 minutes of hour from
1

F8KR
13R0

82.90
84.24

3.620
3.560

DOA

128.09

2,342

W7XAW

017RL

Colombia.

7:45 -10:30 p.m.
Mon..
Wed. 8 -10:30 p.m. ; Sunday 7:45-8:30 p.m. Elias
J, Pe et.
Winnipeg, Canada.
Columbus, Ohio.
Prague, Czechoslovakia. 13:30 p.m.. Tues. and Fri.
Bandoeng. Java.

to

7

p.m.

Far East Radio

Station,
Khabarovsk,
Daily. 3 -9 a.m.
Constantine, Tunis, Africa
Mon. and Fri.
Prato
Smeraldo.
Rome,
D
p.m.

Sibe[ia.

a,

DoeberItalyita, Geribman3y5.

Copenhagen, Denmark. Tues.
and Fri. after 6 p.m.
Fisher's Blend, Inc., Fourth
Ave. and University St.,

Seattle. Washington.

(Continued on opposite page)
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Experimental and Commercial Radio -Telephone Stations
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8-1
J
W2XBC

8.67
9.68
10.79

34,600
31,000
27,800

W2XBC
W8XI
W6XD

11.55

25,960

G5SW

11.67
12.48

25,700
24,000

W2XBC
W6XQ

13.92
14.00

21,540
21,420

W8XK
W2XDJ

14.01

21,400

WLO

21,130
21,020

ISM
LSN

14.28
14.47

21,000
20,710

0

14.50

20,680

LSN

KI

LSY

FSR
PMB

14.54

20,620

14.62
14.89

20,500
20,140

W9XF

15.03

19,950

LSG

DI H

19,906

LSG

15.10
15.1$
15.45
15.50

19,850
19,830
19,400
19,350
19,300

W MI

13.60
15.94

19,240
19,220
18,820

DFA
WNC

16.10

18,620

GBJ

16.11
16.33
16.35

18,620
18,370
18,350

GBU

16.38

18,310

GBS

1

.:SR

16 50

18,240
18,170

16.57

18,100

16.44

FTD
FRO.

F FIE

FTM

PLE

P MC
WN D

Germany. Tues. and
BerlinruG
Thum.. 11:30 -1:30 P)nn.
Telefunken Co.
New Brunswick, N. J.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Palo Alto, Calif. M. R. T.
Co.

GBK
W9XAA

16.61
16.80

18,050
17,850

PLF

16.82

17,830

W2XAO
PCV

16.87

17.780

17.00

17,640

K QJ

Malabar").

(

17.080
16,300

17.55
18.40

JIAA
W2XK

Woo

GBC

PCL

W LO

16,200
16,150
16,060

18.50
18.56
18.68

FZR
GB X
NAA

18.80
18.90

15,950
15,860

18.93

15,760

19.60

15,300

20.65
20.70

14,530
14.480

20.80
21.17
22.38

14.420
14,150
13,400

23.46
24.41
24.46

12,780
12,290
12.250

24.68

12,150

24.80
24.89

12,090
12,045

Address and Schedule
Tokio, .Japan.
Schenectady, N. Y. Tues..
Thurs., Sat. 12 to 5 p.m.
General Electric Co.
Dayton. Ohio.
Oakland. Calif.
Ampere, N. J.
Anoka, Minn., and other
experimental stations.
Deal. N. J. Transatlantle
phone.
Ocean Gate. N. J. A. T.

11,945
11,680

25.68
26.00
26.10
26.15

11,670
11,530
11.490
11.470

KIO
CGA
GBK

26.22
26.44

11.435
11.340

DHC
DAN

IBDK

3

"Radio

New Brunswick, N. J.

9:40
Kootwijk, Holland.
a.m. Sat.
Westinghouse Elettric and
W8XK
Mfg. Co., Saxonburg, Pa.
Ship, Phones to Shore: WSBN, "LeviaGLSQ,
than": GFWV, "Majestic": GMJQ,
"Olympic": GDLJ, "Homeric":
"Belgeniand "; work on this and higher
channels.

10,630

10,540

28.80

10,410

28.86
29.54

10,390
10,150

9,950
9,890

30.64

9,790
9,750

Address and Schedule
GBU
LSN

GBW
WNC

30.90

W M

32.21

9,700
9,600
9,600
9.330
9,310

32.40
32.50

9.250
9,230

GBK

32.59

9,200

GBS

33.26
33.81

9,010
8,872

GBS
NPO

30.93

31.23

& T. Co.

Rugby, England.
Works
Kootwijk, Holland.
with Bandoeng from 7
a.m.
Lawrence. N. J.
Saigon, Indo- China.
Rugby, England.
U. S. Navy, Arlington, Va
Time signals, 11:57 to

ZLW

Kahuhu, Hawaii.
Drummondville, Canada.
Bedmin, England.
S.S. "Elettra," Marconi's
yacht.
Nauen. Germany.
Nordelen, Germany. Time
signals, 7 a.m., 7 p.m,
Deutsche Seewarte, Hamburg.
Wellington, N. Z. Tests 3-

a.m.
Works
Java.
Bandoeng.
with Holland and Franco
weekdays from 7 a.m.:
sometimes after 9:30.
Lawrence. N. J.
Sydney. Australia. 1 -7 a.m.
Kootwijk, Holland.
Bolinas, Calif.
Buenos Aires. Argentina.
Rugby. England.
Nauen. Germany. P r e s s
(code) daily; 6 p.m.,
Spanish; 7 p.m.. English; 7:50 p.m., German:
2:30 p.m., English; 5
p.m., German. Sundays:
6 p.m., Spanish: 7:50
pm.. German; 9:30 p.m.,
8

28.44

30.15
30.30

32.13

FL

NAA

PLR
W LO

VLK
PD K
KEZ
LSY
GBX

DIS

33.98
34.50
34.68

8,810

34.68

8.650

8,690

8,650

WSBN
W2XAC
W2XCU
W9XL
W3XE
W2XV
W8XAG
W4XG
W3X X

3.1.74

8,630

WOO
W2X DO

35.02

8,550

35.50

8,450

WOO
P RAG

36.92
37.02

8,120

8,100

37.80

7,930

DOA

38.00

7.890

VPD
JIAA
PDV

38.30

7,830

38.60

7,770

39.15
39.40

7,660
7,610

39.74

7.520

43.70

6,860

43.80
44.40
44.99

6.840
6.753
6,660

G5SW, Chelmsford, England. 25.53 meters. Monday
to Saturday 1:45 p.m. to 7 p.m. Signs off with the
midnight chimes of Big Ben in London.

HVJ, Vatican City. Daily 5 to 5:15 a.m. on 19.83
meters; 2 to 2:15 p.m. on 50.26 meters; Sunday
5 to 5:30 a.m. on 50.26 meters.
13R0, Rome, Italy. Daily on 80 meters. from 3 to
p.m. Woman announcer.

5

I

II :30 a.m.

5

31.28 meters. Sunday
to 9 a.m.: and 9:30 to

VK3ME, Melbourne, Australia. 31.28 meters. Wednesday and Saturday, 5 to 6:30 a.m.

Pointoise, France. On 19.68 meters. 9:30 a.m. to
to 3 p.m.; and
12:30 p.m.: on 25.16 meters, from
on 25.63 meters from 4 to 6 p.m.
I

HKD, Barranquilla, Colombia. On 51.4 meters, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8 to 10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 7:45 to 8:30 p.m.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Bergen, Norway.

Drummondville, Canada.
Sundays
Rugby, England.
2:30 -5 p.m,

Bodmin. England.
Paris. France (Eiffel Tow or). Time signals 4:56
a.m. and 1:36 p.m.
Transat
Rugby. England.
lantle phone.
.

Rugby, England.

Cavite (Manila). Philip
pino Islands. Time signals 9:55 -10 p.m.
Arlington. Va. Time signals 9:57 -10 p.m., 2:573 p.m.
S.S. "Leviathan."
Schenectady, New York.
-

Ampere. N. J.
Chicago.
Baltimore. Md. 12:15 -1:15
p.m., 10:15 -11:15 p.tn.

ßadla Engineering Lab.,
Lang Island City. N. Y.
Dayton, Ohio.
Miami, Fla.
\Vasbingtnn. D. C.
And other experimental
etatlons.
Deal. N. .1.
Orrin Gate. N. J.
Ocean Gate. N..1.

Porto Alegre. Brazil. 8:30.
9:00 a.m.
Bandoeng, Java.
\'icmnn. .luatria. Dian. and
Thum.. 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Tests 5 -8
Tokyo. Tapan.
.

a.m.
Doeberitz, Germany. 1 to
3 p.m,
Reichpostzentra

lama

PCK

FTL

Ste.. \sslse.

FTF

to

CFA
W ND

FBKR
H K M

RFN

46.05

6. ,1

WOO

4.770
4,760
4,750
4,700
4,116
4.105

ZL2XX
Radio LL

3,256
3.156
3,124
3,076

W9XL
PK2AG

63.00
63.13
63.79
72.87
74.72
92.50

95.00
96.03
97.53

7

p.m.

Bogota. Colombia. R -10 p.m.
p.m.
CGE
Calgary, Canada. Testing.
Tues.. Thurs.
KEL
Bolinas, Calif.
Radio Vitus, Paris, France. 4 -ll a.m..
H KF

6.560

62. R0

B erlin

Suva. Flil island. s.
Tokio. ,Japan (Testing).
Kootwijk. Holland. after 9
a.m.
Ste. Assise, Franco.
Kootwijk, Holland. 9 a.m.

43.50

WOO

WIXAB
WOO
NAA

WOO

W9XL

p.m.

Drtnnmondvllle, Canada.

li.
Conoctantlne.
N. ,t.

Fri.,

Bogota,
p.m.

5

Algeria, Mon.,

p.m.
Colombia.

VE9GW. Bowmanville.
to IO p.m.
from

Deal. N..1.
Wellington, New Zealand.
Paris. France.
Ocean Gate, N. J.
Portland, Me.
Deal, N. J.
Arlington. Va. Time signals. 9:57-10 pm.. 11:57
a.m. to noon.
Chicago. III.
Samarang. Java.
Deal, N. J.
Chicago, III,
Motala, Sweden. 11:30
a.m. -noon, 4 -10 p.m.

Ontario. Canada. 25.42 meters.

1

HRS. Tegucigalpa. Honduras. 48.62 meters. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, 5 to 6 and 9 to
12

p.m.

T14. Heredia, Costa Rica. Central America. 29.3 meters. Monday and Wednesday. 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.;
Thursday and Saturday, 9 to IO p.m.
25.5 meters.

Daily,

F31CD, Chi -Hoa, French Indo- China.
Daily from 6:30 to 10:30 a.m.
RV15. Khavarovsk, Siberia.
3 to 9 a.m.

9-11

Moscow. U.S.S.R. (Russia)
2 a.m. -4 p.m.

(Continued on next page)

XDA, Mexico City.

Konigs- Wusterhausen, Germany. On 31.38 meters daily
from 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Rugby, England.
Buenos Aires, phono to
Europe.
Buenos Aires.
Rugby, England.
Agen, France. Tues. and
Fri., 3 to 4:15 p.m.
Deal. N. J.
Deal, N. ,1.
Buenos Aires.

3

"STAR" SHORT WAVE BROADCASTING STATIONS
VK2ME, Sydney, Australia.
morning from
to 3 a.m.;

PLW
EATH

JIAA

Spanish.

The following stations are reported regularly by
many listeners, and are known to be on the air during
the hours stated. Conditions permitting, you should
be able to hear them on your own short -wave receiver.
All times E.S.T.

I

LQA
LGN
CGA
GBC

-

25.10
25.65

28.20

EX
LL

LSA

Bandoeng, Java. Afternoons
St. Assise. France. Tele
phony.
Tokio, japan J'p to 10 a.m
11 AA
Beam transmitter.
Lyneby. Denmark. Expert
OXY
mental.
Westminster, Calif.
W6XAL
Aires, Argentina.
Buenos
LSA
Saxonburg, Pa.
W8XK
Radio Section, General Post
GBW
Office, London, E. C. 1.
Rugby, England.
Deal, N. J.
WNC
Suva, Fiji Islands.
VPD
Bolinas, Calif.
KK Z
Deal Bench, N. J. Trans
W N D
atlantic telephony.
Rugby, England.
GBC
Rugby. England.
GBU
Ste. Assise (Paris), France.
FTN
Works Buenos Aires, Indo-China and Java. On
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
other hours.
Rugby, England.
GBS
Bandoeng. Java. 7:45 a.m.
PLM
Rugby. England. TransatGBS
lantic phone to deal.
N. J.
(New York).
FQO, FQE Ste. Assise, France.
Tokio, Japan. 5 -8 a.m.
Arlington. Va. Time sigNAA
nals. 11:57 to noon.
Annapolis, Md. Time sigNSS
nals, 9:57 -10 p.m.
Saigon. Indo- China. Time
FZG
signals, 2 -2:05 p.m.
Bolinas, Calif.
KK G
Maracay, Venezuela. (Also
YVQ
broadcasts occasionally.)

12,000

10,980

m 41

30.75

PLG
FTK

24.98'

27.30

Z7$
CT

W
>N

noon.

Drummondville, Quebec.
Telephony to
Canada.
England.
Bodmin, England.
Chicago, Ill. Testing. mornings.
Bolinas. Calif.
Bandoeng, Java

UJ

W2XDO

Nauen, Germany. Tests
a.m. -3 p.m.
Monte Grande, Argentina.
From 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Telephony to Paris and
Nauen (Berlin).
Nauen, Germany.
Monte Grande, Argentina.
8 -10 a.m.
Deal, N. J.
St. Assise, France.
St. Assise, France.
Nancy, France. 4 to 5 p.m.
St. Assise, France. 10 a.m.
to noon.
Nauen, Germany.
Deal, N. J.
Bandoeng, Java. 8:40 -10:40
Phone service to
a.m.
Holland.
Tele
Bodmin, England.
phony with Montreal.
Rugby, England.
Bandoeng. Java.
Deal Beach, N. J. Trans
atlantic telephony.
Tele
England.
Rugby.
phony with New York.
General Postoffice, Lon
to

17,110

17.52

10

1

=x

W8XL
W6XAJ
W2XCU
W9XL

Chelmsford, England, Ex
perimental.
New Brunswick. N. J.
San Mateo, Calif.
(Several experimental stations are authorized to
operate on non - exclusive
waves of a series, both
above this and down to
4 meters.)
Vienna, A u s t r i a. Mon..
Wed., Sat.
Saxonburg, Pa.
Deal, N. J.
And other experimental stations.
American Telephone & Telegraph (`o., Lawrence, N.
J., transatlantic phone.
Monte Grande, Argentina.
(Hurlingham), Buenos Aires.
Argentina.
Poclebrady, Czechoslovakia.
Monte Grande, Argentina.

don.
Saigon, Indo- China,
FZS
p.m. Sundays.
FRO. FRE Ste. Assise, France.
CGA

17,380
17,300

17.25
17.34

a.m.
Chicago, Ill.

DWG

15.07

ILL

Telephony.
Monte Grande, Argentina.
after 10:30 p.m. Telephony with Europe.
Telephony
Buenos Aires.
with U. S.
Paris - Saigon phone.
After 4
Bandoeng, Java.

LSX

15.:55

C

`

Address and Schedule

51.400
,530
42,530

14.15
14.27

i

Cj
O

7.05

5.83

T?

70.2 meters.

3

to 4 p.m.

49.1

meters.

Daily from
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Airport Stations
._.

TN

E'
C
O L

C

3.030
5,630 )

:t,190

(

1

V E9AR

WQDP
WSDE
WSDB

KGUC

KGUL
KGUG
KGUA
5.600
3,170

)

4Y

Address and Schedule
Saskatoon, Sask., Canada.

K

Atlanta, Ga.

A u rora

,

KMP

K RA

Oakland, Calif,
Boise, Idaho.

51.00

KDD

Pasco, Wash.

WAEF
WAEE

5.560
3.100 (

:it:, 77

WA

Lines).
Newark, N. J.

Air

(Boeing

Address and Schedule

c3-1

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WAEC
WAEB
WAEA
KGTR
KSY
KSW
KSX
KGPL
KGTJ

Rent. Nevada.

KFO

111.

ÿ

Salt Lake City, Utah.
Elko, Nevada.

KJE

Iowa City. Iowa.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Omaha, Neb.

K QM

RF

KQE
KQC
KQD
K KO

Air Transport Lines.)

WQDU
KQQ

Address and Schedule
Lincoln, Neb.
North Platte. Neb.
Cheyenne. Wyo.
Rock Springs. Wyo.

KM R

ÿ

3
>

i

¿

Tuscaloosa. Ala.
Jackson, Miss.
Shreveport, La.
Dallas, Tex,
Furt \Nor b, 'rex.
Abilene, 'rex.
Big Springs. Tex.
Tex.
(Southern
El Paso.

KGUK
KGUF

53.53
94.52

C
O

>ÿ
Pj

._-.

Columbus, Ohio.

Indianapolis, Ind.
St. Louis, Mo.

Tulsa, Okla.
Amarilla. Tex.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Kingman, Ariz.
Las Vegas. Nev.

(Si

Los Angeles. Calif.
Wichita, Kan.
Kansas City, Mo. (Transcontinental Air Trans-

KGTD
K ST

Camden. N. J.

Harrisburg, Pa-

ED

port).

Television Stations
105.9

3.75 to .5 meters-60 to SO me^acyrlr<.
5.96 to 6.1S Iaeters-18.:5 to 51).3 megacycles.
6.52 to 7.14 meters-42 to 46 uogacycler.
The t:uudwill Station, PonW8XF
t iae,
dich.

\\'t:.\R

Broadcasting
l'leveland Ohio.
iIwaukce
Journal,

W8XL
W9 XD

43,500

6.89

W3XAD

Wis.
N. .1.
(Other exI.erlrnental television per-

k.c.,

W9X

111x.S

Televi<ion

&

Corp. Boston, Mass.
to

7:30

2

daily
with

ex.

136.4

Silt In

_2

W2XBS

1-

10:30 p.m.
Sun.
Works
10-11 P.m.

Ill N.\l'
7

7:311

p. m.
Tung Island City, N. Y.
Chicago, Ill.
Lafayette, Ind. 60 holes,
1,200
r.p.m.
Tuesdays
and Thursdays. 2 :00 p.m.,
7:00 p.m 10:00 p.m
London, Ont., Canada.

758
VE9CI
to 142.9 meters-2100 to

W2XR

7

It. C. A.- Victor Co.,
Camden. N. J.
Schenectady, N. Y.

142.9 to 150

meter -2.000
W 2X AP

W2XCR
W3X

K

W2XCD

-10

W8XF
142.9 to 150

Inc.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.. 1,200 R.
P.M., 60 holes,
1:302:30 p.m.,

W9XAP

2.200 Ice.

Radio Pictures, Inc., Long
Island City. N. Y. 48 ami
60 line.
5 -7 p.m.

Sat.

W3XAD
W2XCW
WB)(AV

National Broadcasting Co.,
New York, N. Y., 1,200
R.P.M., 60 lines deep, 72
p.m.,
wide.
2 -5
p.m. ex. Sundays.

Radio Ph ntte., Inc., Twnlg
Nand I ity, N. Y. I to
Snwlays.
p.m. exc.
10

W2XR

G

50,:100

43,000-46,000 k.c.).

wave

Short

to

48,500

meters-2.850 to 2,950 ke.

WIXAV

W2X80
W9XAA

M

t'aw.hu.
mits:

101.7 to 105.3

Co.,

W6XAN
Los Angeles, Calif.
W7XAB
Spokane, Wash.
to 109.1 meters-2,750 to 2,850 kc.
W2XAB
Columbia Broadcasting
System,
4 8 5
Madison
Ave., N. Y.
8:00 -10:00
-.S:t:t

Fri.

Mon., Wed.,

Chicago, Ill.
Kansas State Agricultural
College, Manhattan, Kans.
to 2,100 kc.
.jersey City, N. J.
.jersey City. N. J. 3 -5, 8 -9
p.m. ex, Sun.
Wheaton, Maryland, 10:30
p.m.- midnight exc. Sun.
Works with W3XJ.
Passaic, N. J.
2 -3
p.m.
Tues., Thurs., Sat.
The Goodwill Station, Pon-

meters -2,000

W9XAA
W9XAA

tiac, Mich.

to 2.100 kc.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.

Police Radio Stations
Wavelength
( Meters)

Frequency

121.5

2,470

(Kilo

-

cycles)

Call
Letter*

KGOZ

KGPN
WPDZ
W PDT
W PEC
KGPI

WPDP

KGPD
KGPM

W R DQ

122.0.

2,458

WPDO
WPDN
WPDV
W R DH
WPD R

2,450

122.4

WPEA
WPDK
WPEE
WPEF
WPEG
KGPH
KGPO
KGPZ
\

Location

Cedar Rapids, Ia.
Davenport, Ia.
Fort Wayne, Incl.
Kokomo, Incl.
Memphis, Tenn.
Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia. Pa.
San Francisco, Cal.
San Jose, Cal.
Toledo, Ohio
Akron, Ohio
Auburn, N. Y.
Charlotte, N. C.
Cleveland, Ohio
Rochester, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Milwaukee, Wis.
\t w York, N. Y.

\t

122.8

Frequency

(Kilo-

C

cycles)

2,442

^Il

Letters

KGPX

WPDF
WPEB
W M DZ

WPDL
WPDE
KGPP
1'23.4

123.8

W PD H
2.430
2,422

WPDI
KSW
W

124.1

124.2

2,416
2,414

York, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
)kla. City, Okla.
'Pulsa, Okla.
Wichita, Kans.
\\

MJ

KGPE
KGPG
WPDW
KGPB
WPDS
WPDY
KGPS
WC K

WPDX

t

W RD R

Location

(

Denver, Col.

Flint, Mich.
Gr'd Rapids, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Lansing, Mich.

Louisville, Ky.
Portland, Ore..
Richmond, Ind.
Columbus, Ohio
Berkeley, Cal.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Kansas City, Mo.
Vallejo, Cal.

Washington, D. (
Minneap'lis, Minn.
St. Paul, Minn.
Atlanta, Ga.
Bakersfield, Cal.
Belle Island, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.
Grosse Point Vil-

Wavelength
Meters)

124.2

Frequency

(Kilo-

cycles)

2,414

Call
Letters

W MO

KGPA
WPDA
175.15 1,712 KGPJ
WPDB
WPDC
WPDD
WKDU
KVP
KGPL
KGJX
WPDU
KGPC
1.574
1...°9.5
WRDS
WM
1123

257

KGPY
WBR

WJL

WBA
WMB
WDX

lage, Mich.

Location

highland Park,
Mich.

Seattle, Wa'Sh.
Tulare, Cal.
Beaumont, Tex.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dallas, Tex,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Pasadena, Cal.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
St. Louis, Mo.

E. Lansing, Mich.

Fram'gham, Mass,
Shreveport, La.
Butler, Pa.
Greensburg, Pa.
Harrisburg, Pa.
W. Reading, Pa.
Wyoming, Pa.

Marine Fire Stations
1.-,9,,

WRDU
W K DT

WCF

A

(

Wavelength
Meters)

Practical Recording Device

and practical radio or sound recorder
has been developed by the AcraIist Products
Co., and has just been announced by FederA new

ated Purchaser of New York City.
The recorder has been favorably received by the engineers of the two major broadcasting systems
and is being used at present for the recording
of auditions made of coming radio stars in a
number of the nation's most popular broadcasting stations. The outfit is extremely low priced and well within the range of everyone.

In developing this unit, special care was taken
to make it extremely simple to operate, and it
does not require a radio engineer or a mechanical genius to install, as but one hole is necessary for the entire fastening of the unit.
In recording, all that is necessary is to
move the arm to the center of the record and
throw the lifting lever to the down position.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich.
New York, N. Y.

192.4

1,558

WEY
KGPD

This immediately starts the recorder, which
evenly grooves the record. The remarkable
number of 96 grooves per inch has been accomplished in this outfit and the recording
plays as long as a standard phonograph record.

This recorder does not require an extremely
powerful set or power amplifier for recording,
as normal, small room volume is all that is
necessary. The recorder 'grooves its own records as blank records remove all semblance of
background noise.
In utilizing this recorder a good phonograph
motor is the only requisition. Records from
5 inches to 12 inches may be made at either
78 or 3313 r.p.m. A 16 -inch arm Is available
at a slightly higher price. Recordings are
made on aluminum discs. A new process is
now available which enables the treating of
aluminum discs to he used with steel needles.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Boston, M ass.
San Fran.) isco, Cal.

THE NEW POWERIZER MICROMIKE
The Mieromike is a very sensitive, precision
built microphone of very small size and weight,
which can be fastened to the clothing. From
the Micromike a very thin, flexible, twisted
cord is run to a connector. Between the Micro mike and the amplifier a very compact volume
control is connected ; this is called the Milton trol. It is very small and may be held in
the pocket and controlled with the hand.
The advantage of this system of amplified
public speaking must at once be apparent. The
speaker's view of the audience is not obstructed
nor does he become "microphone conscious."
Monitoring sloes not become necessary, as the
slight variation of distance from the speaker's
mouth to the microphone affects the volume
but slightly. As fifteen feet of cord Is provided, the speaker may move about to malte
his delivery more forcible. A portable amplifier
and load -speaker are furnished with Micromike.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
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l_ietters From
Editor,

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT :
First, let me congratulate you on your exought to be a weekly
cellent magazine
IIave just completed a "dolled -up" version
of Mr. Doerle's two -tuber (added an untuned
R.F. and an A.F. with '01A's). On three tubes
I received the following on the loud- speaker :

-it

a new man to start out with a phone transmitter. Much of the trouble in our amateur
bands today is caused by this. It has come to
a point where there is a law pending before
the Federal Radio Commission that every amateur must operate a code transmitter one year
before he may even attempt "phone." Therefore may I suggest that you encourage the new
"hams' to use code (CTV) not phone!
Please accept my remarks as constructive
criticism as I like your magazine, am a subscriber, and want to see it succeed.
Very truly and 73's,
JACK WAGENSELLER, W3GS,
A. R. R. L.. Section Communica-

!

!

Honolulu and Budapest, Hungary, and "hams"

states!
here's a suggestion -why not print in each
issue a list of "halo" stnttons-say, a page
with QRA and owner, so that the readers can
compile a "Mot cull -book" by saving them
they could be revised in later isin 38

-
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IIave been at the short wave game for two
years and have had nearly every magazine on
short waves in that time. SHORT WAVE CRAFT
More power to you.
Is the best of all
Radio Phone Amateurs tell me I have one
of the best "DX" (distance) records in the
country. So here it is : Log. 1,583 stations
from 14 to 550 meters. 17 Cuba, 14 Mexico,
2 British Columbia, 6 Manitoba, 4 Alberta. 1
Haiti, 13 England, 3 France, 1 Holland, 2 Italy,
1 Java, G Colombia, 2 Australia, 1 Brazil, 1
Ilonduras, 2 Costa Rica, 2 Hawaiian Islands,
1 Chile, 1 Bermuda, 1 Switzerland, 2 Ecuador.
1
Spain. 1 Denmark, 2 Germany, 32 Texas,
93 Pacific Coast.

XDA, LQA, 0MB, VE9DR, VE9GW, KKQ,
w 1XAZ, W2XAF, W:/XAL, W3XAI , W2XAB,
WBXK, W8XAL, W9XF, W9XAA, Bermuda,

R. F. D. 1.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

Fans

So:17V

ADVICE FOR S. W. FANS

COMING, SIR, COMING

sues from time to time. How
about it?
Let's have an article or series
on how to get into "ham" transmitting, with very simple transmitters. Ilow about a "junk box"
transmitter? Some "Q" signals
and radio regulations?
"73's" and the best of luck.
Hoping to see this soon, I am,
Yours truly,
Maurice Kraay,
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Box 338, Red 11111, Pennsylvania.
(It was very good of you to
write to as as you did, Friend
Jack, and we print your letter as
a horrible example to the short
scare hounds to mend their walls.
so that the threatened big stick
from Uncle Sam will not fall too
heavily on us. Every short ware
hum should read this letter care-

fully and profit thereby.
said.- Editor.)

'Null

SALUTE TO RECRUIT
Editor,

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
Hammond, Ind.
EAO
I know how you, and especially
MCJB
(Thanks, Maurice, for the sugthe "HAMS," will laugh when you
M. EST. METERS
TUNED YOU IN
STATION
gestion. It's a mighty good one,
read this letter, but I guess the
STATIC
INTERFERENCE
FADING
WORKING
for
because
too, but not practical
VOLUME
laugh is on me.
TONE
AC.
HUM
35 cents you can write to the GovSome time ago I happened to
REMARKS _WW1 MR .6ERMS13gCK, HERO
ernment Printing Office, WashingINE CR%;4,____DOI 0f4147 _I-QY6.11_11K12_FIAGA:_1N_ _.5HÖg7wHVE_S_3,HET
stop in a radio building shop and
ton, D. C., and get the complete
9E0G
90Mr
EELC
TAKM
SOPL
SAKU
MEW YORK STATE TO OSL
,IRST
the workman was tinkering with
list of the twenty -odd thousand.
an outfit which I would call a
other
.STATIONS
amateurs. But as to your
Please send me a card. TNX. Stamp inclosed. 13's 0M LOG ... /.583.......
piece of junk, and the thing was
suggestion, the junk box transmitmaking a noise and it went like
ter, this sure is a wore. We hare
this, peep peep peep peep peep
stations!
1,583
He
"logged"
commissioned Robert Hertzberg to
card.
An interesting Q.S.L.
peep.
Well. I was curious, so I adand
see
attic
make a trip into his
mitted myself without permission.
what he can extract front it and
1 asked the man what caused that noise on
I use a Philco A.C. 11 and a National short
you and the rest of our readers will be pre a radio, I told him that I have a radio and in
My antenna is a cage type, GO feet
5.
seated with one of these transmitters, p ronto.- wave
places that same noise was on mine. 11h he
long. Lots of S.W. fans are kicking because
Editor.)
stations do not verify programs for them. One says. that is what we call the "code," this is a
short ware radio.
of the main reasons is that they do not enclose
Well I didn't know any more then than beany stamps for a reply. I have had Radio
Phone amateurs tell me they get as high as fore he told me, so I walked out for fear he
ON THE CONVERTER
would know just how dumb I was, but still I
73 to 100 letters some days ; to answer these
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT :
and use their own stamps would soon make was curious. I asked many questions and found
I enjoy reading SHORT WAVE CRAFT very
them paupers. So, S.W. fans should enclose out the code was the alphabet, consisting of
dots and dashes. I found a book that had them
much and always look forward to the coming
stamps. Some of the hook -ups in your magain it and in two clays I had a buzzer and a
out of a new issue. 1 wish to compliment you zine look good to me, and 1 am going to try
key, of course I began looking for literature on
on your short wave station list. It is the most
some of them. Am enclosing one of my cards
this thing called short waves, and your SHORT
complete list that can be found. I am a short what do you think of it? Best of luck to the
WAVE CRAFT was the first and the last magawove listener. The receiver I use is a short best of short wave magazines.
zine that I have bought. I have every issue
.wave super converter employing one 224, one
Yours truly,
for ten months back. I even take them to work
227 and one 22G. This is used in conjunction
Clarence Sargent,
with me and I am wondering if they are a
with an Atwater -Kent 55. To date I have re18 Clinton St..
"drug" and if so it has no competitors.
ceived the following stations : FYA. G5SW,
Danville, N. Y.
Every spare minute I have is given to short
IIKC.
IIKD.
PCJ,
I2110,
VK3ME,
VK2ME,
LSN,
like
we
way
wave
radio. I started broadcasting over station
the
That's
Clarence!
VE9.P,
(.T
ttaboy,
VE9CL,
X26A,
FRB, XDA (code),
WDEL in Wilmington, Del., for the sole purpose
to )let 'cot. Your card certainly is the "eats"
VEDDR, YVQ, KIO, VRT (Bermuda), GB5,
and if every short Leave fan were using such of seeing the controls of the transmitter.
CRC, GBH, GBK. GBR (code), WGXI (13.590
I couldn't express my gratitude, Mr. Editor,
cards, it would enable them to plaster their
K.C.), Bolinas, Calif.; KEL, KEZ, W6XAN,
should you publish this letter, and if so may
attics correctly. Keep up the good work.
Kiinigswusterhausell, Germany ; OKI (code),
I request correspondence from other "Hams"
Editor.)
ten -meter coil, and LGN (code). Many of the
will answer all letters from any that build
weather
the
when
stations I receive every day
sets and transmitters ; would like more than
is suitable. I have received verifications from
A JOLT FOR PHONE HAMS
ever to hear from them. I have never received
:IME
VK
VK2ME,
I2110,
VE9CL,
FYA, G5SW,
a sound from any of the sets 1 have tried to
I
yet
As
:
YVQ.
WAVE
CRAFT
Editor,
SHORT
from
and nm expecting one
put together, but I am going to be a first -class
like
to
fine
is
very
for
the
"Short
would
I
Your
magazine
have not sent for the others.
Amateur if it takes me twenty years
a
to
get
hounds.
trying
DX.
or
one
just
Wave Listener"
correspond with other short wave
Sincerely (the "double" hams,
However. I find it
game.
in
the
"ham"
start
.
Yours truly,
lacking in articles which would appeal to a real
CARMEN JOHNSON.
Robert Huston,
"ham." You must remember not all of your
81 Lincoln St.,
(Congratulations Carmen. Isere is at last
readers are just listeners or beginners. I would
Waverly, N. Y.
one short ware greenhorn who is not afraid
like to see some articles similar to those auto speak his piece (or her piece). That is the
(Not bad at ail, Bob, particularly) on the penring in "QST."
tray to start in. Most of us hare started the
I have noticed that nearly all of your articles
1.IIIreefer. If you converter boils don't soon
same way, with the difference that the years
on transmitters were intended for beginners in
stop, you will put the straight short ware sets
hare trade us so high-hat that we forget when
the "sending" end of the game. At the same
out of business by the results you are getting.
toe couldn't tell a condenser from a tube.
time these articles were pertaining to phone
At any rate, it's good and lively competition.
Editor.)
is
entirely
wrong
for
it
I
think
transmitters.
Ed4tor. )
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An Automatic "CQ"
CALL fortlie AMATEUR
plainly shows how the
ROBABLY every
By \\ . BUCHHOLZ
ray of light strikes the
,hort wave amasignal band, which is
teur sooner or
later has the wish to give his own fastened to a rotating disc, and is recall signal and that of the other station flected by it upon the photo -cell. Many
mechanically, since nearly 40 to 50 per readers will perhaps object that this arcent of the transmissions are call signals. rangement can be simplified; and that
Above all the amateur operating in the as shown in Fig. 2, one can put between
5 or 20 meter band will greet such a
source of light and photo-cell, a band
permeable to light, with signs on it
opaque to light. To be sure, this arrangeV
ment actually presents the appearance of
SIGNAL
SOURCE OF
greater simplicity, but in its construction
DISC
LIGHT
it is much harder to build than in the
case
of the apparatus selected by the
`.

author.

PHOTOELECTRIC
CELL

AMPLIFIER

TO

1-

Elements of automatic code transmitter in which a light beam is intermittently broken up by the dots and dashes
on the drum or disc, the light pulsations
being interrupted by the photo- electric cell
and amplifier.
I ig.

device because here the nature of things

necessitates calling the other station
longer than otherwise.
The demands put on such a machine,
which a CQ machine of ordinary construction cannot fulfill, are as follows:
(1) At very high code speed, perfect
certainty of operation.
(2) Very fast production of the signal
band required.
An apparatus answering these requirements is here described.
How Photo -cell Is Used
The basic construction depicted in Fig.
1 rests on the fact that a ray of light
in its path undergoes fluctuations in intensity, which are converted into fluctuations in current in a photo -cell. These
finally, via an amplifier, activate the key-.
relay of the transmitter. The sketch
.,,SET
,SET

KEY

SCRE W

25

L=5
R64

P

The amateur, who works only with
limited means, will hardly succeed in so
constructing the moving parts that perfect operation is afforded; besides, the
requirement numbered "2" above is not
possible in this case.
Before I pass to the practical construction of my CQ machine, I should like to
mention that the idea sketched in Fig. 1
may be attained in two different ways,
both leading to the same result.
In the case of the first, use is made of
the fact that a ray of light corresponding
to the wave length of the cathode material, produces a maximum current impulse in the photo-cell. For simplicity I
give here a table of the most usual
cathode materials and the appropriate
colored glass filters, with their approximate wave lengths:

OPTIONAL SLEEVE
CONSTRUCTION

I

AXLE

dual-

=tüü1-

'///,7'í7'//k

i

/%
tit-

SIGNAL DISCS

Fig. 4, shows mechanical arrangement of
two signal discs in the automatic "CQ
transmitter as devised by Mr. Buchholz.

SIGNAL
BAND
I.li

LIGHT

((

PHOTO ELECTRIC
CELL
TO

AMPLIFIER

a

Fig. 2, above,

shows another form of
"CQ" transmitter, where the dots and

dashes are drawn on a transparent signal
band, such as a piece of film, thus intermittently interrupting the light beam.

Fig. 3, shows the final development of the
..CQ" automatic code transmitter with
light source, condensing lens, disc containing code characters, and photo- electric cell.

cathode material
Potassium 4400 AE.
carbon
5 300 A.E.
f'uppc'r

2564

glass filter must be used. The ray of
light coming through the colored glass
strikes the signal band, which it is best
to make of white glazed paper, and this
casts the ray of light on the photo-cell,
in which a maximum current impulse
arises. For the code signal to be put
on the signal band, one chooses a color
as far removed as possible from the
wave length of the filter (in my case
red) ; the signals are put on with a brush.
One obtains the same results by the
method based on the second consideration, which however is somewhat simpler
in construction. It is well known that
a surface struck by a ray of light

SOURCE

18

'////A

The author here describes an automatic
transmitting device by means of which
"CQ" signals can be sent out without
the manipulation of a key and which is
quite a desideratum after all, when we
consider that 40 to 50 per cent of all
transmissions are "call signals," as alr.
Buchholz points out. This signal transmitting device utilizes a drum on which
the dots and dashes are drawn and a
beam of light is reflected from the characters on to a photo- electric cell, which
in turn transmits the code signals to an
amplifier and thence to your transmitter.

OF

25
32

BEARING

July, 1932

8000 AE:

Filter
(

Indigo
Blue
Green
Red

4310 AE.
4860 AE.
5270 AE.
7610 AE.

The practical construction simply consists in connecting in a suitable filter
(see the table) , which makes the light
ray monochromatic. I myself use a photo -cell (filled with inert gas) having a
cathode layer consisting of potassium, so
that according to the table, a blue- colored

www.americanradiohistory.com

(1) reflects back a part of the light
diffusely in all directions, and
(2) reflects a further part regularly,
and
(3) lets the last part pass through.
It is possible for us to make one of
these three cases occur, in order to alter
at will the fluctuations in intensity of
the reflected ray of light. Since we use
glazed paper, case 2 occurs, and if we
use for "writing" a substance which appears rough on evaporation, case 1 is
also in question. The result of the diffusion resulting from the rough coloring
matter is a weak lighting of the photocell and thereby a minimum current impulse. One sees that with this design it
is also possible to control the photo -cell
in the rhythm of the code signals.

Importance of Lens
The design used by the author is arranged according to Fig. 3. Of course
there is nothing to prevent alterations
in it, but the set of lenses of the projection apparatus can in no way be dispensed with. The result would be a
lack of sharpness of the refracted ray,
consequently a drop in light intensity,
(Continued on page 183)
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Short Wave Question
Audio Amplifier
Edward Newcomb, Jr., Windsor, Ont., Canada,
desires :
(Q.) A circuit of an audio amplifier using a
224 and a 227 in the first and second stages
respectively,

Edited by
R. William Tanner
Four Tube Hook -up

DET,

'24

A,F.T.

o-.

OR

'35

/

PLATE

Michael Wrobel (address unknown), requests :
(Q.) A circuit of a 4-tube set employing a
235 tube.
(A.) You are referred to Page 339, Feb. -Mar.
issue. It is only necessary to replace the R.F.
bias resistor R1 with a resistor of 500 ohms.

1,1-MEO. ,5-MEG.
OP.
.1-MF¡ '27

/

A

`g=

M

DET.

"B+"

+180V.
--0d

OHMS

+300V.

o

25,000

+45 V.

GHMS

o1

Hook -up for two -stage audio amplifier
using '24 and '27 tubes.
(A.) The circuit is given in these columns.
The detector is coupled to the first stage
through a transformer, ratio not important. A
variable resistor R of 500,000 ohms is connected
across the secondary to prevent fringe howl.
The output transformer OT must be one designed for the 227 tube or others having the
same plate impedance.
(Q.) Are the new 2 volt tubes more sensitive
than storage battery types?
(A.) Not at all. The only advantage is their
low filament consumption.
(Q.) I have been told that about 1,500 meters
is the highest wavelength that can be used.
Is this right?
(A.) Stations all over the world have been
in operation for many years on waves as high
as 30,000 meters (10,000 cycles).

WD 12 Tube Circuit
Dorman, Worcester, Mass., writes as fol-

C.

lows

:

Will you publish the circuit, page 94,
Aug.- Sept., 1931, issue, for use with WD12
Q.

tube?

circuit as it stands is suitable for a
WD12 tube by merely applying the correct
filament voltage.
A. The

Low -Priced Transmitter Power Supply
Ilardy, Avon, Mass., would like to have :
(Q.) A circuit of an inexpensive transmittter
power supply with an output of 500 volts.
(A.) The circuit appears in these columns.
The transformer has a center- tapped secondary
of 1,100 volts. The filter chokes MUST have
sufficient current rating for the transmitter
A. W.

`ised.

'91

5 -Meter

at the center.

A. The diagram is given in these columns.
The total length without the coupling coil
would be approximately 7.8 feet or 3.9 feet in
each section. With the coupling coil, the length
of each section. will be slightly shorter, around
It is an easy matter to determine the
3 feet.
length of any antenna by using the following
formulae :
Total length in feet equals Wavelength x 1.50.

C. C. Compton, Cincinnati. Ohio, asks :
(Q.) Can a dynatron oscillator be used to
feed a 224 buffer stage which in turn feeds a
pair of 171A tubes in a phone transmitter?

(A.) While a dynatron oscillator is second
only to a crystal oscillator from the standpoint
of constant frequency, it is not possible to draw
any amount of power from it.
(Q.) How much more power could be ob245's?
tained if. the 171A's were replaced with to
300
(A.) With proper plate voltage (250
volts) the output would be at least doubled.
(Q.) What grid bias voltage would be required for 245s' operated with constant current
modulation?
(A.) If the plate voltage is normal (250
volts) the bias would be about 17G volts negative. (180 is sufficiently close.)

A five -meter antenna system with coupling

coil at the center.

Best Tube for Combination Set

R. Brandt, Hoboken, N. J., writes :
Q. In regard to the combination transmitter
and receiver described in April -May issue, what
would be a good tube to use?
A. A 201A would be satisfactory for a D.C.
layout. If a higher voltage (300 to 400) is
available, a '10 tube is suitable.

Crystal Detector Choice

E. L. Pearson, Milwaukee, Wis., asks :
(Q.) In the question box Feb. -March issue,
you state that a Carborundum crystal is the
only type to use for short wave sets. Why
cannot galena or some other material be used?
(A) I mentioned Carborundum since with
proper pressure on the element operation is entirely stable and a loud signal cannot throw it
out of adjustment. With light contact crystals, a slight jar or a loud signal will necessitate a readjustment. I have found that a

Zincite-Tellurium combination is just about as
stable as a Carborundum, but not quite as
sensitive.
(Q.) Can variometers be used to advantage
in modern short wave sets?
(A.) You certainly must be an "old timer"
as your questions are about parts now obsolete
but still very useful. Yes, variometers can be
employed in short wave receivers and will
yield results superior to the familiar coil -condenser combination. As the vacuum tube is a
voltage operated device and tuning with a condenser reduces the voltage applied to the grid,
it is readily apparent that tuning entirely with
inductance will give greater signal strength. A.
variometer (like the old broadcast type) can
be connected in parallel with fixed coils to
cover the entire short wave channels. A total
of 4 to 6 fixed coils will cover the bands from
15 to 240 meters, the number depending upon
the inductance range of the variometer. An
article using variometer tuning may appear in
a future issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

Making Tuning Easier

Donald Avery, Boston. Mass., wants to know :
(Q.) I have a short wave receiver using S -M
plug -in coils and .00014 -mf. tuning condenser.
Tuning is very critical, especially below the 80
meter band. An S -M drum dial is used on the
tuning condenser ; can I make any changes so
that tuning will he easier?
(A.) You might modify your coils and employ a low capacity condenser of not more than
.00005 -mf. capacity but then there will be large
gaps in the tuning range. Of course, more
coils could be wound to fill in the gaps. About
the simplest means of making tuning easier is
to procure a National type "A" vernier dial
and remove the dial from the "works." Mount
the "works" only upon the control shaft of the
drum dial. If the drum has a ratio of 3 to 1,
the resulting ratio will be approximately 15
to 1.
(Q.) How many turns are needed on a coil
for television reception with .00014 -mf. con-

denser?

(A.) With S -M 11/." diameter form, a total of
turns will cover the band from approximately 100 to 200 meters.
45

Crystal Oscillator

Glenn Russell, Watertown, N. Y., requests :
Q. A circuit of a crystal oscillator to use
in the "Beginners Phone," page 372, Feb: M'ar.,
1931 issue.
A. The circuit appears in these columns.

Lattice -Wound Coils
J. J. Jackson, Hamilton, Ont., Canada, writes

1MF.

i.000V.

2MF.
750V

2

Antenna System

Ed. Roth, Rutland, Vt., desires :
Q. A diagram and dimensions of a five -meter
antenna system in which the coupling coil is

Dynatron Oscillator

OUTPUT

1

®x

P.W.

750V.

i
1

500V.

110V.,A.C.

Diagram above shows hook -up of 500 volt power supply unit for transmitter.

as follows :
(Q) In the description of the circuit, page
208, Oct. -Nov. issue, mention is made of latticewound coils. How are these wound?
(A) Details of the winding are given in
Fig. 0, page 210.
(Q) Could Pilot coils be used in this circuit?
(A) Yes : however, the tuning range would
be affected only slightly.
(Q) Can you recommend the best plate and
screen grid voltages?
(A) With American tubes, the R.F., I.F. and
A.F. tubes would have plate voltages of 180.
The detector -oscillator plate voltage should 1w
variable. The screen grid voltage on the R.P.
and LF, may be 75 and 45 on the A.F.

www.americanradiohistory.com

05 C.
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Music from the Air by Short Waves
(Continued from page 139)
lumbla Broadcasting System Building at 485
Madison Avenue, on the corner of 52nd Street,
New York, in the midst of a number of men.
politan television and short -wave transmittl rs.
Three different types of short -wave receivers
with specially tuned antennae and leave -traps
formed a diversity system, being fed through
a mixer and amplified so that perfect transmission from the plane could be depended upon
at all times. Thus any objectionable fading
was successfully eliminated. The reception was
then amplified and transmitted by wire through
the master -control room to the studio control
room, at which point the ground announcer
was located.
The program, after passin
through the studio control roost equipnu-nt.
was transmitted back to master control, over
the regular facilities associated with that particular studio, and then to the entire network.
At the same time, the program was sent back
from the master control room to the station
on the roof of the building, at which point it
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Arrangement of short wave transmitting and receiving apparatus at the ground station
for the airplane broadcast.
was transmitted over another portable shortwave station, AY2N1)Y, transmitting On 194
meters, so that the engineers and the announcer In the plane would be sure to receive
their "cues," in the event that their reception
of \YABC faded during the broadcast.
This
double assurance was provided so that, in the
event of difficulties, the rest of the network
would not suffer the loss of the program.

The diagrams furnished with this article
show a complete layout of equipment as installed at both points. The installation of all
the equipment was actually made twice, as a
complete "dress rehearsal" of the program was
made ten days prior to the actual broadcast.
In the interim the plane was put hack into
regular passenger service on its E. A. T. 'run
between New York and Atlanta.
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During the tests, Mr. Edwin K. Cohan, Columbia's Technical Director, carried on a two way conversation from his office with Henry
Grossman, Division Engineer of Columbia, who
was in the plane and had charge of the technical set -up at that end.
The installation

was made in such a way that Mr. Cohan,
sitting at his desk by a window, from which
he could see the plane flying over the East
River, could talk from his office over the
ground "cueing" station, W2XDY, using no
other microphone than his telephone handset,
and give Mr. Grossman reports from time to
time on the reception of the tests from the
plane. As his loud- speaker was tuned in to
the tests, Cohan could not only hear Gross luau's voice broadcast from the plane, but his
own conversation with Grossman as well.
Immediately after the conclusion of the
broadcast, which was carried on for 15 minutes
during the afternoon of May 2, highly favorable reports started to come in, and for several
(lays after that congratulations were coming
to Columbia in profuse quantities. Despite the
fact that this was the most difficult aviation
broadcast yet' attempted,' ail' reports agreed
that it was entirely clear and most successful.
due to the many thorough tests and precautions
which were taken to assure the elimination
of all interference.
Congratulations are due to the engineers who
handled the broadcast : Messrs. Grossman,
Thompson, and Gilbert of C. B. S., and Manley
of the E. A. T. in the plane, and Messrs. Cohan,
Bowman, Sponseller, Hillegas, and Butler at
the ground station. With this, another unique
short -wave broadcast has been concluded and
added to the list of Columbia's trail -blazing
broadcast events.

By HUGO GERNSBACK and C. E. DENTON

(Continued from page 145)

Parts List (Denton Pocket Radio Set)
Antenna
1,

:i-ground Connection wire.
-.0001 mf. mica condenser (Aerovox
4- Tutting coils (see specifications).
2

5,
19,

LONG
TAP

6-Yaxley tip jacks.

15

20- Yaxley tip jacks.
7

-Phone tip

A.F
AMPLIFIER

10

4

17,1

plug.

8- -.0001 mf. tuning condenser (Dejur or

Pilot)

.

9 -.0001 mf. mica condenser (MicantoltD.
meg. 1/. watt resistor (Acratest).
10
50,000 ohm potentiometer, with filament
switch (No. 18 Frost).
12, 17 -Four -prong sockets (Pilot) .
13 -.001 mf. mica condenser (Micamol(1)
75,000 ohm ?G. watt resistor ( Lynch
15 -.004 mf. mica condenser (Mieamold
16-1 meg. resistor, 1/2 watt (Acratest).
X
ohm fixed resistor (Carter or Yaxley).

-2

11-

.

14-

.

I

FIG.1

-8

Two '30 tubes.
Batteries as descriited in text.

Wiring diagram showing how the various components of the pocket receiver are connected.
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DE
W1
tWoqwORI4!

Reception
Hear London, Paris, Rome
South America, Australia

With the New
MIDWEST

SHORTWAVE
CONVERTER!

-

of ample power
If you now have a late model super- heterodyne
it to an ALL-WORLD,

tubes or more -you can easily convert
ALL -WAVE set by adding a Midwest Converter to it. This new, selfpowered Midwest Converter easily converts any AC set of adequate senstations of
sitivity Into a short -wave receiver that will bring in foreign
Mexico, Australia and
England, Holland, France, Germany, Italy, South America,
most powerful but the lowest many other countries. This is not only the best and direct
from the factory saves
priced super-het converter on the market. Buying is backed
by 30 days FREE
Converter
Midwest
every
And
more.
or
50%
you
satisfaction.
of
guarantee
trial and a positive
9

NO PLUG-IN COILS

SellPowered
Many converters recently put
on the market depend on the
radio for power which puts a
strain on the power supply of
Not so with the Midt he set.
It has its
west Converter.
own power supply which not
only avoids overloading the

transformer and other parts
of the .set as well as poor reception due to reduced voltage.

Every Important Feature
Ball-bearing variable condenser floated in rubber
2. Accurately peaked I. F. at
1.

575 K. C.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

No changes required in set
Complete power .unit fil.

and B supply (80 rectifier)
Self -healing electrolytics
Scientifically shielded
Noiseless low -loss switching device

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Thoroughly filtered
Non -regenerative detector
Vernier 6 -1 slow motion
dial (illuminated)
No troublesome body capac ity.
Proven circuit
Shielded output cable
Extremely simple to connect

COMPLETELY

ASSEMBLED-

All Summer Long! USE WITH
Enjoy Radio
at
its best during the Spring and Summer months.
Short -wave reception is
When static and other interferences make your ordinary set unenjoyable.
you can have hour after hour of delightful entertainment listening to
foreign stations, ships at sea, airplane calls, Police messages and other
short -wave broadcasts. That's what it means to have your set equipped
with a Midwest Converter.

Read These Letters!

NEW ZEALAND USER HAS LOGGED
141 STATIONS ALL OVER THE WORLD

"I would stack my Midwest up against any other make on the market.
I have a log of 141 stations, 'Midwest gets 'em all over the world.' 36
Japan, 1 in China, 2 in
Qtations in New Zealand, 34 Australian, 10 in
2 in
India, 1 in Czechoslovakia, Bratislava, and Siam, 'Radio Bankok,'
U. S. A., including New York,
Honolulu, and a total of 166 stations in the which
would be hard to eclipse
Cincinnati and Los Angeles. This is a log
by any other make of any power." -Fred W. Morley, 1000 Fitzroy Ave.,
Hastings, Hawks Bay, New Zealand.

GETS MANY FOREIGN STATIONS

: FYA Pontoise, France ;
"During the past week I logged the following
City ;
Rugby, England HVJ Vatican City, Italy ; XLA Mexico
Canada 12Ro, Rome,
VK2ME Sydney, Australia ; VE9GW Bowmanville,
and VE9DR Drummondville.
Italy ; G5SW Chemisford, England ; CGA
from all over
Canada. Also picked up many amateur and airport stations
phones from both
United States. Numerous ships, shore and transatlantic
sharp. Several
sides and an Hawaiian Test Station came in clear and
been received but not yet
Spanish and German speaking stations have also FYA,
morning and afteridentified. Have received every broadcast from
The Midwest
noon, for over a week with wonderful tone and volume.
Combination Set is certainly one to be proud of. " -Wm. S. Teter, Winter park, Fla.

GBW

;

;

MIDWEST RADIO CORP.
DEPT. 88

Established 1920

ANY GOOD

SUPER -HET.usable
The Midwest Converter is

TERMS
LOW AS
AS

SC 00

with any standard super-heterodyne of ample power and selectivity. If you do not now have such
a set, mail coupon at once for the
big new Midwest catalog showing
sensational direct - from - factory
bargains in 9 and 11 -tube super- heterodynes, 13 and 15 -tube ALL WORLD, ALL -WAVE COMBINATIONS, battery sets, auto radios, etc.
Deal direct with the Midwest factory and SAVE UP to 50 %, whether
you need just a Converter or a complete new set.

DOWN

MAIL FOR BIG FREE CATALOG

AND LIBERAL
Midwest Radio Corp.
Dept. 88
Cincinnati, Ohio

TRIAL OFFER
( ) Send me SPECIAL,
USER AGENT'S
PROPOSITION

Without obligation send me your new 1932 catalog and complete
details of 13- and 15 -tube All -World, All -Wave Combinations,
4 -tube Converter, 9- and 11 -tube Super- Heterodynes, low factory
prices, easy terms and liberal 30 -day free trial offer. This is
NOT an order.
Name
Address

III Town

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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The Short Wave Beginner
By C. W. PALMER
(Continued from page 151)
Normally, each atom contains a definite
number of electrons and protons, in such a
combination that the charges just equal each
other. The atom is then said to be uncharged
or neutral. Figures 1 and 2 show examples
or normal atoms. However, if a force is applied to the atom, some of the electrons will
be pulled away from it and it will have an
excess of positive electricity compared to the
remaining negative charges. Conversely, if a
force is applied in the opposite manner, too
many electrons are present in the atom and it
is said to have a negative charge.
We can perform an interesting experiment
at this time, to illustrate the effect of charging a body.
this experiment we need a
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With the simple apparatus illustrated the
basic laws of electromagnetic induction can
be easily demonstrated.
rod of hard rubber (some fountain pens are
made of this material), a glass rod, a piece of
silk cloth and a small piece of pith from a
corn cob. We suspend the pith on a silk
thread, as shown in Fig. 3. Then we rub the
glass rod vigorously with the silk cloth and
bring it near the pith ball. It will be found
that the pith ball will follow the glass rod
it is attracted by it. Then we allow the rod
to touch the pith ball and notice that it now
repels it. Now rub the rubber rod and bring
it near the pith ball
attracts it.
The glass rod receives a positive charge
when rubbed and the rubber rod receives a
negative charge. This is the reason why we
notice the difference in their actions on the
pith ball. From this experiment. we learn that
two like charges repel (the pith hall and the
glass rod were both positive when they were
allowed to touch) and unlike charges attract
(the positively charged pith ball was attracted
by the negative rubber rod).

-

-it

Conductors and Non -conductors
Some materials. such as gold, copper, silver,
brass, aluminum, etc., present very little opposition to the passage of electric currents.
Others, such as cotton, silk, rubber, wood, mica,
.ete., will not readily pass a current. The first
-class Of substances is called conductors. The
atoms of most metals apparently do not have
a, very strong' hold on the electrons which
make up their negative charge. An external
force can easily remove some electrons or add
some to the normal number. The second class
of substances mentioned is known as nonconductors. They have a strong hold on the
electrons and will not readily change from

their neutral state.

Potential
We have learned

other and unlike charges have an Attraction
for each other. If we translate this into terms
of electrons, it will read : electrons repel each
other but attract protons, and similarly, protons repel each other but attract electrons.
-apparently the feeling of the protons and electrous is mutual.
If we charge a body with negative electricity
(add electrons) a stress or strained condition
is set up in that body by the electrons repelling each other. Some of these "free" electrons move to the surface of the body to get
away from the others. The more electrons we
put into the body, the greater becomes the
force of the electrons trying to escape. This
force which tends to return a body to neutral
is called a "potential."
The same effect is
noticed in a body from which electrons are

that like charges repel each

To illustrate the effect described, suppose we
refer to Fig. 4. The two balls shown are
charged, one negatively and the other positively. If we touch these balls together, the
excess electrons in the negative one will rush
to the positive one. It follows directly from
this that a current will flow, as we already
explained that electrons are electric charges.
Several other examples of current flow are
shown in Fig. 5. At A, the left copper ball
has a higher negative charge than the right
one, causing a current to flow from left to
right. At B, the left copper ball has a
higher positive charge than the right one and
a current will flow right to left -the right ball
has more electrons than the left one.
It will be noticed that the electrons move
from negative to positive and since we know
that electrons are electricity, it follows that
the current is also from negative to positive.
A number of years ago, before we knew as
much about electricity as we do now, physicists
experimenting with it decided that the current
flowed from positive to negative and this illusion has been passed down to the present time
and is still commonly used. We must keep this
discrepancy in mind as it is important in understanding the operation of vacuum tubes and
other electric devices.
The difference in potential, as that shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, is measured in volts. Because a
difference in potential always causes a current
to flow, we sometimes call it an electro- motive
force (E.DI.F.) Current strength, that is, the
number of electrons passing through an electric conductor per second, is measured in
amperes.

Resistance
that the current

We have found

flowing

through an electric circuit is dependent on
the potential. We also learned that some materials will carry a current (lose and gain electrons) more easily than others. The opposition that a conductor offers to the passage of
a current is known as resistance. The resistance depends on the kind of material, the
length of the conductor and the cross-sectional
area. To be exact, the resistance increases
directly as the length of the conductor. A
standard unit of resistance has been set up
and is called the ohm, in honor of the noted
German physicist, George Simon Ohm.
If we analyze the above information, we
learn that the current depends on the volts
and also on the resistance. In 1827, George
Simon Ohm put this relationship into terms
of arithmetic and it is known as Ohm's Law.
There are three forms of Ohm's Law. The
first tells us that the current in a circuit is
equal to the potential (volts) divided by the
resistance (ohms). The second tells us that
the resistance in a circuit is equal to the
potential (volts) divided by the current (amperes), and the third tells us that the volts
equal the amperes times the ohms. We will
learn the application of these three formulas
as we progress further into the subject of
short -wave radio.
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Production of an Electric Current

.

In the foregoing discussion, we have referred
to a force (E.M.F.) that would cause electrons
to be separated from atoms and move through
a conductor to other atoms, This E.JI.F. can
be maintained by means of a battery or a generator. The former consists of plates of certain materials immersed in. certain solutions
that cause a chemical action, resulting in the
production of free electrons at one of the
plates. We will not go into the details of these
chemical actions at this time. The interested
radio fan can find this information in books
on electricity or batteries. Several common
types of batteries are shown in Fig. 6.
The other common source of E.M.F. is a
generator which depends ou the effect of induction and magnetism. We already encountered the effects of induction when we noted
that the pith ball was attracted by the glass
rod, even though it was not touching it in any
way. Inductive actions are very important in
radio, in tuning coils, transformers, etc.

Magnetic induction is demonstrable by
plunging the steel magnet into the coil, the
current induced being indicated on meter.

Magnetism
When a current flows through a conductor,
two principal effects can be noticed. The first
is that heat is produced. The current encounters a certain opposition (resistance) in
the conductor and part of the electric energy
is used up in overcoming this "frictional" .resistance. The energy used up in this manner
makes itself evident in the form of heat.
The second effect is known as magnetism and
we can best illustrate this by considering Fig. T.
This illustration shows a coil of wire wound
around a bar of soft iron. A current from a
battery is flowing through the coil. While the
current is flowing, the iron bar will be found
to have the power of attracting small pieces
of iron and steel. When the current from the
battery is not flowing, the iron bar no longer
attracts the iron pieces. Thus we can see that
the current passing through the coil of wire
has given it a new property which we call
magnetism, and since it has this property only
when the electric current flows, we call it an

electromagnet.
Now, if we replace the soft iron bar with
one of hard steel and allow the current to flow
for some time, we will find that the steel will
attract the pieces of iron even when the cur
rent flow hits stopped. We have now made a
permanent magnet. A careful examination of
the soft iron bar will show that it also retains
a small amount of magnetism, although in a
smaller degree than the steel. The steel is
said to have a higher degree of retentivity
than the iron.
If we drop a permanent magnet into a box
of iron filings, we will notice that there are
two places on the magnet to which the most
filings cling. See Fig 8. These places near
the ends of the steel bar are called the poles
of the magnet. One pole is called the north
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pole and the other the south pole, or more
accurately the north -seeking pole and the south seeking pole, for if we suspend the magnet
from a thread, it will swing around until the
north- seeking pole faces the north and the
south -seeking pole faces the south. This is
the effect used in the magnetic compass.
Magnets and magnetism are used in a number of different ways in radio receivers. Headphones and loud speakers contain magnets.
The transformers used in radio amplifiers depend on magnetism. Even the actual transmission and reception of the radio waves depends on magnetic principles.

Induction
One of the greatest discoveries in electricity
was the fact that a magnetic field in motion
will cause a movement of electrons which we
know as an electric current. If we connect a
coil of wire across an indicating instrument
(such as a galvanometer, which indicates the
presence of current) and run a permanent
magnet through it, as shown in Fig. 9, the
needle of the galvanometer will move, indicating the presence of current in the coil. The
needle of the meter will quickly return to the
zero position when the magnet is at rest in
the coil, Then if we draw it out again quickly,
the galvanometer needle will again move, but

this time in the opposite direction. It will be
found that the faster the magnet is moved,
the greater will be the deflection.
If we substitute a piece of unmagnetised
steel for the magnet there is no current indicated. The difference between the magnet and
the steel is the presence of the magnetic lines
of force surrounding the former. This experiment shows that whenever a conductor is
placed in the presence of a moving magnetic
field, a current is produced. This current is
caused by induction.
A similar action can be obtained if the
magnetic field is produced by a current instead
of a permanent magnet. Suppose we wind two
coils and place them end to end as shown in
Fig. 10, one coil being connected to the galvanometer and the other to the battery, with
a switch to open the battery circuit. When
we close the switch, the galvanometer indicates a momentary current. Then open the
switch again and the galvanometer needle
shows another current, opposite to the first.
If we insert a piece of soft iron through the
coils, the action is the same as before, but
much stronger. This is the principle of the
tuning coils and transformers used in radio

reception. It will be noticed that we did not
move the coil as we did the magnet. The
magnetic field, building up in the coil when
we closed the switch, gave the necessary "moving" field to induce the current in the second
coil, or the secondary, as it is called.

Direct and Alternating Current
Up to this time, we have limited our dis-

cussion to currents flowing in one direction in
a conductor. This type of current is known
as direct current. It will be remembered that
when the magnet was plunged into the coil and
withdrawn, the current reversed its direction
when the magnet was withdrawn. To state
this in another way, we can say that the direction of the current was alternating in one
direction and then in the other. This type of
current is known as an alternating current.
Alternating currents are used extensively in
radio. In fact, the radio waves themselves are
alternating currents which reverse very fast,
in the neighborhood of 1,000,000 times per
second or even more. Currents which have a
frequency (reverse their direction of flow) of
less than 10,000 cycles (complete reversals)
per second are known as audio frequencies,
and those over 10,400 cycles per second as
radio frequencies.
It is suggested that the reader perform
the various simple experiments in this discussion in order to fix the facts firmly in mind,
as these principles are all directly applicable
to the operation of radio apparatus.

In the next issue, we will consider the
construction of a simple and inexpensive
short -wave receiver.
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NATIONAL

PARTS designed and
made especially for ULTRA SHORT WAVE USES

NEW

For successful operation on ultra short - waves, a whole new set of problems
must be met and dealt with successfully before radio parts will work efficiently.
These new NATIONAL Company parts for ultra short -wave are all newly
developed especially for the purpose. In addition to the parts shown below
NATIONAL Company, Inc., makes a full line of transmitting condensers,
transformers and other parts for every kind of broadcast receiving and short
wave circuit, amplifiers, power supplies, the NATIONAL NC -5 Short Wave
and the famous SW -45 Short Wave
most powerful made
Converter
sheets
MR -6 -32.
Receiver. Write for our catalogue

-

-

MIDGET ULTRA
SHORT -WAVE
R -39 FORMS and
COILS
Give stability, maintain calibration and
insure maximum efficiency and flexibility
in ultra short -wave circuits. Made of
R -39, wonderful low loss dielectric. 1"
diameter x 1 % " long. For 40 -80 MC
and 20 and 80 meter phone bands.
TYPE 100
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TYPE SEU

DOUBLE SPACE
CONDENSER

_

Isolantite insulation. Heavy 270° plates.
double spaced, insulated front bearing.
constant low impedance pigtail, standard
capacity is 25 mmf. For ultra short wave tuning or neutralizing in low
power transmitters.

~

ISOLANTITE
SOCKETS

,

T

in ultra
a minimum
short-wave work. For standard or Bub
panel mounting. In standard 4, 5 and
6 prong style and special 6 -prong type
for National Standard R -39 Coil Forms.

Reduce losses to
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TYPE BM

TYPE EMP

Ì

SPLIT -STATOR

'

NATIONAL

-

.

RADIO FREQUENCY
CHOKE
Extremely low distributed capacity, four
narrow spaced sections universal wound
on Isolantite form. Has stiff leads for
mounting but fits in grid leak clips.
50 ohms DC res.; distr. cap. 1 mmf.:
induct. 2% mh.; rated at 125 ma.

SPECIAL
ULTRA S. W.

1#

3" MIDGET
VELVET- VERNIER

CONDENSER

«

DIAL

A split- stator condenser for receivers and

low -power push -pull transmitters. Special low -loss Isolantite stator -insulators
are used. 1200 volt breakdown. Single
spaced.
Standard size 100 mmf. per
section, but can be furnished up to -350
mmf. per section.
TYPE TMP

TRANSMITTING CONDENSER
,_._,

f"

;0n

A smaller dial with the famous V.V.
mechanism for small receivers and trans -

mitters. Fixed ratio only. Type BMD
dual range 0- 100 -0; type BMC 200 -0
clockwise.
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.;-51-67 -WAV E-RAD C
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Split- stator type. For medium power
push -pull transmitters and "High C"
Circuits. Especially suited for five meter
work. Isolantite insulation. Polished
plates with rounded edges. Special bearings, rigid frame. For 3000 and 6000
volts.

"BELOW

TEN METERS

¶-?'
¶

TEN METERS"

A Handbook
of Ultra
Short-Wave Radio

First and only book of its kind. Corn piled by James Millen and Robert S.
Kruse. Full of new and fascinating information, "How to Build," etc., etc.
Send stamps, coin or money order.
Price, 50c

NATll®L 44>
Precision Radio Products

NATIONAL CO. INC. Sherman, Abbott & Jackson
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Demonstrating Short Waves
By D. L. BARR
In the models of antennas furnished with
the outfit, the lengths of the rods are adjustable by telescoping tubes, which may be adjusted to the proper length either by trial or
measurement or both. For attaching the Hertzian antenna to the oscillator, posts are provided for attaching a coupling coil and the
antenna rods may be attached to the ends of
this coupling coil by resistance -box plugs, thus
making good contact and serving as a support.
If a niilliammeter is connected across the
binding posts which are provided in the plate
circuit, it will be noted that the greatest current is drawn by the oscillator when the radiating antenna is adjusted correctly to one -half
wave length and when the coupling between
the oscillator coil and antenna coil is increased.
The coupling between these coils should be
adjusted so that excessive current will not
be supplied to the oscillator.
For coupling to the Marconi antenna, the
oscillator is merely placed on the metal base,
which simulates the ground connection. and the
vertical antenna is inductively coupled by moving the oscillator loop close to the vertical rod.
Maximum radiation will be obtained with the
rod adjusted to one-quarter of the wave length
being transmitted as shown by the maximum
brilliancy of the bulb connected between the
rod and the metal plate.
The waves are received by two telescoping
rods comprising a linear Ilertzian oscillator
which has connected in its center a flashlight
bulb.
The receiving antenna should be adjusted to one -half wave length for maximum
reception, and when properly adjusted, it will
receive waves being transmitted from the Ilertzian or Marconi antenna at the transmitter
at a distance of several feet.

(Continued from page 153)
Polarization Experiments

how modulation of inaudible radio waves is

Many interesting experiutonts may be shown
with this receiving antenna. The waves are
proved to be polarized in one plane by noting
that minimum reception is obtained when the
receiving antenna is rotated so that it makes
an angle of 90 degrees with the transmitting
antenna. Standing wares may be shown to
exist in the space between the transmitter and
a reflector. The reflector may be a straight
rod. one -half wave length long, which may be
placed at various quarter-wave distances from
the transmitter. A screen made of several
parallel wires spaced about four inches apart
and of the length of the radiating antenna
will screen these waves when they are placed
parallel to the radiating antenna, but not when
they are placed at right- angles to it. If a
meter is substituted for the bulb In the receiving antenna, field strength measurements
may be made, and it may be shown that beam
transmission occurs with the proper reflectors.
There is furnished for teaching purposes a
loop aerial adjusted to 150 meters which may
be plugged into the oscillator circuit, and a
similar loop connected to a straight detector
and resistance -coupled amplifier circuit. A dynamic loud -speaker is connected to this amplifier and a microphone is connected to a small
absorption loop. When the waves travel from
the transmitting to the receiving loop, nothing
but a slight hum is heard in the speaker ;
but when the absorption loop, which is attached to an extension handle, is brought in
proximity to the transmitting loop and the
microphone spoken into, the waves are modulated by the absorption circuit of the loop and
microphone, and sound -waves issue from the
loud- speaker. This experiment shows to a school
class (or club, etc.), in a rather graphic way,

PUSH 0 PULL TRANSMITTER
"THE HAM'S
FAVORITE"

accomplished.

Limiting the Tuning Range of
Short Wave Receivers
By R. NEUROTH
(Continued from page 150)
100 mmf. the total capacity of Ca and Ck
would fluctuate say between 10 and 16
mmf. (According to the formula for
series connection of capacities.) Now on
the other hand if we set Ck for 5 mmf.
then the capacity from Ca plus Ck will
lie between 3 mmf. and 4.5 mmf. In
the first case we therefore have a capacity change of about 6 mmf, in the second
case only 1.5 mmf. With simple parallel
connection of an equalizing condenser to
C of course, as things come out, nothing
would be gained, for with a single fine
adjustment condenser with fixed capacity
value, it is not possible to make such fine
adjustments as with the arrangement of
C, Ca, and Ck. As is easily calculated
from this formula:
X.

=

2.711/CcmX Lcm

with the indicated capacities by means
of the arrangement described the tuning
range of such oscillation circuits can directly be limited to wave bands of 1 to 4
meters.Funk Bastler.
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A NEW Super- Sensitive Short Wave

well Condensers, porcelain stand -off insulators,
polished and lacquered, special choke, Isolantite
leak, and other parts of hixhest quality are used
Get on the air" NOW itli a REAL, outfit and

MODEL TD
Less Plate
and Grid Coils

Can be used with any
UN tubes from 199's up
to 210's. Works on batteries or power pack.
Output of two 210's with
650 volts is over 30
watts! Putts out a strong
steady signal that will
carry all over the world.
Can also be used as
phone transmitter. Cardheavy copper tubing inductances
sockets, heavy transmitting grid
to make this superior transmitter.
experience a new thrill!

IN KIT FORM

6.95

-

$11.95

Sets of Inductances
20 Meters 1.10
80 Meters 2.15
40 Meters 1.45 160 Meters 2.55

NEW ROYAL 5 METER APPARATUS
THREE - TUBE RECEIVER
Super -Regenerative
An improved up -to -date model guaranteed to give superior results. Uses the
new 6 -volt tubes. Power pentode output.

Full vision dial. All aluminum chassis.
Requires 6 volts filament and 135 -volt
95
plate. Automatic C bias,
$177.
/ .7
Model RE

J

Three Matched Tubes $2.95
Complete Kit $12.95

QUICK SERVICE

PUSH -PULL TRANSMITTER
compact, highly efficient 56 Mc transmitter. Only 10 x 6 inches. Needs eight
to twelve foot antenna.
Provision is
made for use as phone transmitter. Any
I -x
tubes up to 210's may be used.
Highest grade parts such as
condensers, Isolantite sockets, Cardwell
vernier
dial, etc insures best rep
suits. Model TE
.77J
5
COMPLETE KIT, $7.45

Receiver especially designed for the
reception of broadcasting and code
from all parts of the world, airplane
reports, police transmissions, ship
conversations, etc. Guaranteed to
Royal Model RP
give better results than others sellList Price $25.00
ing for higher prices.
No idle boasting or misrepresentation on our part! We have many
letters from our customers verifying consistent reception of French,
Italian, African, New Zealand, English, and many other stations!
Sturdily constructed on a heavy metal chassis
and enclosed in a neat crackle finished cabinet, this remarkable two -tube receiver presents
an attractive, efficient appearance. A full vision
dial and a combination regeneration- volume
control makes tuning remarkably easy. This
set tunes from 14 to 200 meters (550 meter
coil 75c extra). A special "Ham" model
is available with the amateur bands widely
(State your choice.) The use of a
spread.
UX -232 screen-grid detector and a 233 power
pentode amplifier gives extreme sensitivity and
tremendous volume.

SPECIAL
$14.95
PRICE
Set of Full
Sized Burgess
5.45
Batteries . .
Set of Matched
RCA Licensed
2.55
Tubes
COMPLETE $21.75
IN KIT FORM -

$11.95

A

$11

Send for Catalog
"Everything in Radio"

DOERLE 12,500 MILE

Complete kit of quality parts to build this two -tube receiver described
in December Short Wave Craft. Isolantite sockets, vernier QQ
6 9
95
dials, drilled panel, coils wound on bakelite forms, etc.

4+

Same Kit using Cheaper Parts $4.25
Send for our specially compiled list of parts for any
Receiver or Transmitter described in this magazine.
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How to Become a Radio
Amateur
By JOHN L. REINARTZ
(Continued from page 143)
front from being marred, as the parts are
spaced so that each half of the panel balances
the other half. No trouble will be experienced

WAVE

C R A

The NEW
Acratone Recorder
An immediate Hit with Engineers of Broadcasting Stations

through drilling all holes from the back of the
panel. Over the center top of each dial on the
front of the panel make a line a half inch long
for a reference line, rub some white paint into
it so that it can be seen plainly. Be sure to
remove any excess paint that may have gotten
on the panel.

and Recording Laboratories
All that is necessary is to move the arm
to the center of the record and throw the
lifting lever to the down position. Tin, immediately starts the recorder on it, ..:1 of

Connecting the Parts
After all the parts are mounted we connect
the coil to the switch points at the rear of
the panel, starting with the beginning of the
windings as number one. Looking at the rear
of the panel, the right -hand top switch point
will be number one, the next loop connects with
number two switch point next to number one,
the next to number three, the next to number
four ; that ends the first set of loops. Now we
go to the center switch points. This time we
go from right to left, leaving the first one
blank for the time.- Connect coil wire number
five to the second point, number six to the
third point, number seven to the fourth point,

i--_ - sv

Price includes cut- TRADE PRICE
ting head, swivel
arm, threader, center spindle a n d
hardware.

$19.50

ALUMINUM BLANKS
Diam.
Price
Cat. No.

PHONES

1ST

15T
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MAIL COUPON NOW!

How many times have you seen those three little magic words? Sometimes offering free goods-other times
all times bringing you something worthwhile. SHORT WAVE
asking you to enclose money for an article
CRAFT offers a book of unusual value and interest to every Short Wave Fan. Turn to page 184 and learn

-at

.0005- MF
FIXED
CONDENSER
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Jd'iedPurchaser inc.

BINDING POSTS
NOT USED NOW

u
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FIG.

evenly grooving the remarkable number of
96 grooves per inch.
Recordings of from 5" to 12" may be made
at either 78 or 33 5 r.p.m.
!6.00 each
Diamond Cutting Needle

13e
5"
5070
7t/2"
20e
5071
12"
S0c
5072
25 Park Pl., Dept. S, New York, N.Y.
33c
10"
5073
details of this job, as well as a copy of "RADIO
complete
have
the
should
Every sound engineer
BARGAIN NEWS" -our 100 -page catalogue containing over 3.000 radio items. Write for free copy.

CRYSTAL
DETECTOR

15T
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NOT USED
NOW

Mr. Reinartz's simple receiver circuit using
a crystal detector.
number eight to the fifth point, number nine to
the sixth point, number ten to the seventh
point, number eleven to the eighth point and
number twelve to the ninth point. Number
thirteen we connect to the rotary plate connection of the left hand condenser looking at
the rear of the panel. Number fourteen loop
of the coil connects to the bottom switch point
of the left -hand set looking at the rear of the
panel, number fifteen to the next point to it,
number sixteen to the third point, and we
leave the last or top point empty for the time
being. This connects the coil into the receiver.
Still looking at the rear of the panel, we
connect a wire from the top left -hand binding
post fib the stationary plates of the left-hand
condenser. This same wire also connects with
the left -hand switch lever. The bottom binding post on the left-hand side connects with
the rotary plates of the left -hand condenser
and to the bottom binding post on the right hand side of the panel. The top binding post
on the right-hand side connects to the bottom
switch lever in the middle of the panel and
also to the rotary plates of the right -hand condenser, while the stationary plates of the same
condenser connect with number five end of the
coil. The three binding posts at the top center of the panel connect to the switch points
as follows : at the rear of the panel the left
binding post connects to the top switch point
of the left lever. The center binding post connects to the rotary plates of the left condenser, and the right binding post to the empty
point on the bottom set of points. We have

more about this unusual offer.

PATENT

1

EAS

FREE

Small Ideas May Have Large This
Commercial Possibilities BOOlt,a

ow,a

¿ttu

proIf you hope to realize profits from your invention, you must
you may find
tect it with a U. S. Government Patent. Otherwise
it
often
that all your time and labor leave been .lost, because
idea. IF
happens that other inventors are working on the same PATENT
A
YOU HAVE AN IDEA, TAKE STEPS TO GET
FREE BOOK. It tells
AT ONCE! Your first step is to get my
you must do, how you
you in simple, plain language just what
must proceed in order to secure Patent prot ection.

I

Serve You in
Secrecy

You can communicate
me in perfect
with
confidence. Any drawings, sketches or letters you send nie will
be kept in strong, steel,

"Record of Invention"

FREE

act

promptly I w
send you this valuable Record of Invention blank absolutely FREE. It may help
you to prove your right to
your invention later on.

fireproof files, that are
accessible only to authorized members of my
staff. I have served inventors located in every
state in the Union.
My service is prompt,
careful, efficient. Your
the move
first step
you should make today-is to SEND THE
MY
FOR
COUPON
FREE BOOK.

O'Brien, Registered
Attorney, 23 A Adams
Building, Washington, D. C.

Clarence

-

Patent

Please send me your free book, "How to Obtain
a Patent," and your "Record of Invention"
form without any cost or obligation on my Dart.
Name

Clarence A. O'Brien

Address

(Important-Write or print plainly)

Registered Patent Attorney
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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now completed the entire panel connections
and proceed to mount the panel in a nice looking cabinet of your own choosing.
Next we take a small wood base and mount
on it two battery clips, one with the jaws
vertical and one with -the jaws horizontal,
about three inches apart. See Fig. 3. One of
the clips will hold a piece of galena crystal,
which can be purchased from most radio supply houses for about twenty -five cents and the
other will hold a piece of brass rod with a
handle on one end and a piece of No. 30 or 32
copper wire on the other. This "cat whisker"
wire is to just touch the piece of galena crystal. The jaws of the clip will allow it to be
moved about until the most sensitive spot on
the crystal is found. This crystal is connected
from the top right -hand binding post on the
front of the panel to a pair of phones and then
back to the lower right -hand binding post on
the front of the panel. The antenna connects
to the top left -hand binding post and the
ground connects to the lower left -hand binding
post.
We are now ready to try out the receiver.
If we are near a powerful transmitting station
we will have no trouble adjusting the crystal
for greatest sensitivity. If we are more than
twenty -five miles away from a station we will
have to get ourselves a small buzzer and connect it to a dry cell and a push- button. We
connect one wire from the buzzer to the antenna connection and while it is buzzing adjust the crystal for the greatest response in
the ear phones. Then we shut off the buzzer
and try different switch points with the center
and the right hand switch levers until We
hear a station best. The tuning range as we
have built the set is from 100 meters to 500
meters. This will take in the police transmissions, many amateurs and all the broadcast
stations between 200 and 500 meters.
The left -hand switch lever is not in use, nor
are the binding posts in the top center of the
panel. These we are going to use later when
we change our crystal detector for a tube detector.

It may be necessary to shunt a small fixed
condenser across the phones. Try a .001 or a
.0005 mf. We can use it later, so it won't
be wasted. The complete schematic diagram

is shown in Fig. 4.
In our next article we will show you how
you can add a tube detector to this receiver

with very little trouble and not have to undo
a thing.

New Five Meter Apparatus

In keeping with their policy of ever being
in the van of short -wave progress, the Royal
Short-Wave and Television Company of New
York City have just announced through their
distributors, the Harrison Radio Company, the
introduction of several new five -meter receivers
and transmitters.
Model IIE is a three-tube super -regenerative
receiver using two type 237 tubes and a type
238 power pentode output tube. By painstaking research and experimentation this company
has developed a superior receiver giving unusually fine results. Outstanding features of
this receiver are all aluminum chassis, micro vernier full- vision dial, wavelength range of 3
to 10 meters, no special antenna needed, extremely easy operation, and the use of highest
grade apparatus throughout.
Batteries required are three 45 -volt "B" batteries and a
six-volt storage battery or four dry cells. By
use of special AC tubes the entire receiver
may be operated from a power -pack.
Because of its compact size and light weight
this model is excellent for use as a portable.
It is ruggedly built to withstand hard knocks
and to give consistent service.
Transmitter, Model TE, is a compact, highly
efficient push -pull oscillator using any UX base
tubes from '99s up to '10's. Special provision
is made for its use as a phone transmitter. A
power -pack or batteries may be used ; it needs
only an 8 to 12 foot antenna.
It must be borne in mind that five meters
is useful solely for short -distance work. The
average range of a low -power transmitter is
only about G to 12 miles.
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No Fading With These
Aerials
(Continued from page 142)
Between the ends of the beams are stretched
the most varied wires and ropes. About 15
meters (49.2 ft.) apart lie four square of
wire contains four wires a, al, b,- bl, mutually separated by several insulators. Each
of these wires is again 15 (49.2 ft.) meters
long. Two wires in each square, a and al, b
and b1, always form together an antenna. Each
wire oscillates in half a wave length, and also
in fact the individual antennas in each square,
taken together with half a wavelength phase
displacement, with regard to the antennas of
the square lying below. Besides this, however,
the four individual antenna wires of each
square work together as follows:
Wires a and b or al and b1 oscillate in the
same phase, but the wires a1 and b' are again
displaced in phase 180 degrees or half a wavelength with respect to a and b. The lead wires
are attached at corners A or B. The ends lying
at these corners of antennas a are joined together by a conductor La the ends of wires a'
by a conductor La'; correspondingly antennas
b by a conductor Lb and antennas b1 by a
conductor Lb'. These conductors lead to the
transmitter as so- called energy conductors.
;

According to theoretical calculations the new
antenna produces at the point of reception, eight
times as notch reception energy; in practice,
however, the signals are radiated in all directions equally. It forces the waves, as it were,
toward the ground, and above 20 degrees from
the transmitting antenna, sends practically no,
wave out into space.
The antenna plan as drawn does not entirely
correspond to the antenna actually built, but
shows better than any photograph the effect
and operation of the new antenna.

w
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BROADCAST
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Most efficient televisor produced for home
use. Equipped with Duraluminum lens disc
16" diameter. Each of its 60 lenses accu-

A six -tube receiver, designed to give the ultimate in

definite images on screen. Disc driven by
heavy duty Synchronous motor, with switch
and framing device operated from front
panel.

tone, selectivity and power. Uses the following tubes:
two 235 Multi M.u, one 224A Detector, one 227 and one
247 Pentode output with 280 rectifier. The tone quality
of the set is due to the accurate matching of all parts.
Its eight -inch Dynamic speaker handles, without distortion, the tremendous output of the pentode tube. Designed especially for reception of the synchronized voice
with television image.

SHORT WAVE

TELEVISION

The Rawls Short Wave Unit in connection
with the broadcast receiver has been especially designed for long distance short
wave reception from 15 to 200 meters,
Super Heterodyne Circuit incorporating 9
tubes in the combination. The use of the
new multi mu and pentode tubes give exceptional tone and power. To switch from
one short wave band to another, it is unnecessary to change coils-just the click of
a panel switch and the change is made

The television receiver is the most important receiver
of the combination. Eight tubes, T.R.F. circuit, using
two 235 Multi Mu in R.F. circuit, one 224A Detector,
one 224A, one 227 and two 245's in audio circuit, also
with the 280 rectifier. Very careful attention has been
given the audio amplifier and its frequency response is
flat from 15 to 75,000 cycles, which is necessary to give
clear, definite television images. Its two 245 tubes are
so connected to supply the undistorted output and current necessary for proper operation of the Rawls crater
point lamp.

rately adjusted focally to produce clear,

automatically.

W. C. Rawls & Company

SW2

Bankers Trust Building
Norfolk, Virginia
Gentlemen : Please send me complete
information about your dealer's franchise.
Name
Address
City

State

MODEL TV 85
SCREEN PROJECTION
ALL WAVE RECEIVER

W. C. RAWLS & COMPANY
SW Bankers Trust Bldg. NORFOLK, VA.
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TELEVISION with
Synchronized Sound
LIST PRICE

$295.00

Originators of
"Rawls
Yellow Base

Tubes"
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BIG NEWS
The New Powerizer Micromike solves
the public address problem.
A speaker may now move freely or
remain seated and speech can be reproduced the same as thru the finest
Full Size
broadcast microphone.
Weight 11/2 ozs.
The new Micromike is a small sized
with the same precision and care
made
microphone
broadcast
finished
in opal silver and has a
It
is
types.
as the finest
the
clothes.
to
holding clip for fastening
Micromike has a stretched alloy gold plated diaphragm and
is precision made and tested.
Micromike gives perfect reproduction.
Micromike with Mikontrol (hand or pocket volume control)
is the last word for public address work.
$12.50
List Price
3.50
Mikontrol

CO., INC.
RADIO RECEPTOR
Y.
N.
City
106 -7th Ave.,
Special Offer

-

Sore $3.25

RADIO RECEPTOR CO., Inc.
I06 -7th Ave., New York City
Send sample of Micromike to cost
Delivery paid C.O.D.
Mikontrol to cost
Include

$

0.00

1

2.75

1

USING MICRODHKE WITH POWERIZER

Send me your dealer's P. A. merchandising plan.

MAKIN G AND USING
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INCH WAVES

By H. RINDFLEISCH and DR. L. ROHDE
(Continued from page 159)

will be pointed out that with a simple detector receiver in the vicinity of the transmitter, one
can conveniently test the modulation.

The Magnetron
entirely different and quite peculiar
method of producing electron oscillations depends on the effect which a magnetic field exerts on the paths of flying electrons. In this
case tubes are used having only a filament and
a cylindrical plate. The electrons, normally
flying radially from the cathode to the plate,
describe, under the influence of the magnetic
field (which is produced by a coil applied on
the outside) curved paths, analogous to the
deflection undergone by a conductor with current flowing through it in the magnetic field.
With a definite strength of the magnetic field
the deflection of the paths is so great that the
electrons only just reach the plate. Then the
conditions are propitious for the formation of
eléctron ose lations, for whose frequency the
running time from cathode -to -plate is the determinant. With such tubes, which bear the name
magnetron (German tube) one can in the
case of the One -meter wave length, produce up
to, l0 watts;- while the shortest attainable wave
length has been G cm. (2.4 inches).
An

Propagation of Decimeter Waves

The shorter the waves, the nearer they approach the light waves in their propagation.
Hence the waves of less than one meter (3.28
feet) in length become an important means
for communication within the field of optical
vision. Reception is possible only at points
at which there is a .clear view to the trans natter, for which rearm locating the sets .high
up is advisable. Experiments have shown that
reception is strongly affected by obstacles in
the way of direct vision, like trees, houses,

and the like. In this the decimeter (.1 meter
or 3.2S inches) waves accordingly differ entirely from the waves of G to 9 meters (19 to
29 feet, approx.) which, because of their favorable propagation conditions, were proposed
years ago by Prof. Esau for local radio broadcasting. In contrast with optical methods of
signalling, the electric ones have the advantage
of being independent of the state of the atmosphere. Since the energy can be concentrated
in a very sharp pencil, and also since there
is the possibility of strong low frequency amplification, on acci>unt of the unimportance of
atmospheric disturbances in this region, the
range of a decimeter (.1 meter) wave transmitter is, above all, limited only by the bounds
of direct vision. For two points with heights
h1 and h.,, this is calculated as.

akm = 113(

}-1/7-4171+

h2 Km

(4)
On the ocean there results, for example, for
two sets raised 10 meters (32.8 feet) above

sea level, a range of 2.2.6 kilometers

(13.56

miles).
The special advantage of the decimeter waves
as against one -meter waves lies in the convenient possibility of concentrating the energy
with mirrors. For one-meter waves the mirrors
take on huge dimensions and therefore are
impractical, especially for most transportable
sets. A decimeter wave mirror, on the other
hand, already has very handy forms. In the
simplest form it' consists of a plane quadratic
sheet of metal, which is set up behind the
transmitter, parallel to the plane in which the

www.americanradiohistory.com

radiation dipole And Lecher system lie. One
attains thereby a concentration of the energy
in a ray, perpendicular to the plane of the
mirror, so that in a receiver located in. this
direction an amplified sound intensity is attained, while outside the ray no reception is
possible. The directional effect is, at the same
time, much sharper than is attained with directional antenna systems with short waves of
20 to 40 meters (1 meter equals 3.28 feet).
The edge length of such a mirror must he
at least 1.5 times the wave length. An important factor is the right distance from the
transmitter if one increases the distance and
et the same time observes in a 'receiver the
s oind intensity in the direction of radiation,
thca one determines periodic maxima and min ima., which follow at distances of one -quarter
the wave length. The first maximum lies about
of a wave length from the dipole ; frequently
a better directional effect is obtained by operating in the second maximum.
Instead of the solid metal mirror one can
also used mirrors of wire netting or wire
mesh, which give about the same amplification
and are especially suitable for portable sets,
on account of their slight weight.
The greatest amplifications are obtained with
cylindrical -parabolic or paraboloid mirrors, as
they have been used above all with 20 cm. (S
inch) waves. Likewise, at the receiving end
mirrors have an amplifying effect, which however in the case of the same arrangement is
less than at the transmitting end.
;

Reception Methods

The decimeter (.1 meter) waves could not
be" used for communication until one had
learned to build sufficiently sensitive receivers.
which was chiefly made possible through the

182
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use of the super -regenerative method of reception. First, however, take a glance at the

simplest receiver (Fig. 7). It consists of a
tuned dipole, whose halves are joined by a
detector T. From the detector a conductor
leads via chokes to the phones. It is not a
question of exact tuning, since on account of
the high detector resistance, the dipole becomes
almost aperiodic. This fact one can also use
for testing the transmission modulation, since
such a dipole cannot receive a transmitter with
only frequency modulation.
For the detector there come in question only
a few of the combinations usual with longer
waves. By experiment the old Telefunken detector with pyrites and a gold point has proved
very serviceable; likewise the steel-carborundum
combination. On account of its very slight
sensitivity, the detector receiver can be used
only extremely close to the transmitter, say,
for testing the modulation, the directional
sharpness, etc.

What
Wouldn't
You Do
for Them
.nbS'tlaríc3

..

The polarization of the waves can also be
very beautifully demonstrated with it. One
hears only when the receiving and transmitting
dipoles (aerials) are approximately parallel.
h'or increasing the sensitivity one can use instead of the crystal detector a vacuum tube
with galvanically coupled, tunable Lecher system. Even here, however, the running times
of the electrons can make themselves disturbingly perceptible. In the receiver it is better
to use the same principle as in the transmitter,
and to construct a sort of oscillation detector
in a Barkhausen hook -up. At the start of the
oscillations, as we already saw in the transmitter, a rectifier effect of course sets in in
the plate circuit, whereby the high frequency
can be demodulated. One therefore gets maximum reception sound -intensity in the field of
the strongest change of the rectifier effect.

......._..:;:#:iç;;.

YET you may be overlooking the most vital thing of
all for their future security and happiness- MONEY.
If you were taken away tomorrow, what would they
have to live on? Could the children go on through
school? Could mother earn enough for them?
Life insurance is now sold by mail at so small a cost
NO ONE need be without its splendid protection. We
now offer a special old line, legal reserve life policy for
as low as $4.13 at age 35 (other ages in proportion)
a policy paying you $1,000, with an additional $5,000
special travel accident benefit; disability benefits, loan
values, and other advantages. Think of it! No family
can afford to be without such protection, at so trifling
a cost.
We sell entirely by mail, hence these savings -no
agents' commissions, no medical fees, no extras, no red
tape. YOU save the difference.
Mail the coupon below. We will send you a free
sample policy which you can judge for yourself. If you
like it, keep it. If you don't, there's not a cent of cost
or obligation.
For your own peace of mind, for the security of those
you love, get this low -cost protection while you CAN.
Mail the coupon now.
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Basically, the receiver does not differ in its
construction from the transmitter ; only in its
case the Lecher system is not needed, which is
used at the transmitting end to increase the
energy. The dipole is directly connected to
the electrode lead -outs, and for tuning to the
transmitter wave it is provided with a mechanism (geared) for changing its length. For
reception one first tunes the dipole approximately to the transmitter wave, and then starts
the electron frequency in the tube for regulating the voltages. By increasing the heating
the emission is then increased, until the oscillations set in, when one tunes the dipole to
the maximum sound intensity. It is best to
have the phones in the plate circuit.
For reception the same tubes are suitable
as for transmitting, especially also the double
grid tube.

FREE! Mail this coupon TODAY for sample policy and
complete details.
Union Mutual Life Company of Iowa,
(Box'214)
Des Moines, Iowa.
Send me above described Free sample policy and complete
details-this is not to obligate me in any way.
Name
Address

Heterodyne reception has thus far not been
worked out for decimeter waves, since the
constancy of frequency of transmitter and receiver is far from sufficient.

- Occupation

Age_

Super- Regeneration

TELEVISION
Pioneer T -3 Televisor complete with
Neon Tube
$10.00
Pioneer R-1 S -W Receiver, wired and
tubes
30.00
Supply everything to make up your own
plain hole Televisor or Lens -Disc Television
Projector: Blank Discs, Hubs, Motors, Plate
Neon Lamps, Crater Lamps, Lenses, Phonic
Wheels, Screens, Radio Tubes, also 12" and
16" F.C.B. and Alum. 45 or 60 -hole single,
double or triple spiral Scanning Discs. What

do you need?

ARTHUR M. POHL
3541 Michigan Ave.

Detroit, Michigan

A number of the above difficulties of reception can be removed by using super- regeneration
(Figs. 8 and 9). The grid direct potential has

New inventions and improvements open up new fields for
the Radio -trained
By following the Association moneyI

making plans, our members earn
$3 an hour upwards, full time or
spare time. Tremendous demand
now for association- trained service
men. Investigate how we train you,
start you in business without capital, prepare you for big -pay positions.

Z.H. POLACHEK
YOUR IDEAS 1

REGISTER YOUR

TRADEMARK

s?ie

BY

1234 BROADWA

31st NEW

YORK

PATENT ATTORNEY PROF. ENO/NEER

DO
IT
NOW

WHAT IS YOUR INVENTION?
Send me a simple sketch or model for
CONFIDENTIAL ADVICE

Set Analyzer
to all
members.
Locates
troubles
in all types of
sets. Tests circuits, measures
resistance and
cacondenser

-sent

pacities, detects
defective tubes.

No -Cost Memberships Now Open
To a number of ambitious men, we
will give No -Cost Memberships that may not-need notcost you a cent. Write for details and free Radio Handbook explaining how easily you can now cash in on
Radio quick.

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION
4513 Ravenswood Ave.

OF

AMERICA

Dept. SWC -7
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Chicago, III.

superimposed an auxiliary frequency lying above
the limit of audibility, the latter being so
regulated that the oscillations start and stop
ill the rhythm of the auxiliary frequency. By
this means one attains the high amplification
characteristic of super -regeneration. A special
advantage of the use of this reception prjnciple for decimeter waves lies in the fact that
because of the superimposed auxiliary frequency
the wave of the receiver fluctuates- whereby
an easier tuning of the receiver results. One
obtains, so to speak, a wide resonance curve
with high amplification. The super -regeneration
frequency may also be produced in the same
tube by using the falling characteristic of the
plate current, which results for some oscillation
fields (Fig. 10).
A disadvantage of the super -regenerative reception is the well --known whistling noise.
For every receiver a high position is desirable, aside from the thereby increased range,
so that there may not be disturbing reflections
from the ground, due to the brushing fall of
the wave.
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How Far on What K -C?
(Continued from page 160)

ception in the presence of actual background
noise. For the broadcasting frequencies this
does not mean satisfactory program reception.
The limiting field intensity is taken to be 10
microvolts per meter for frequencies up to
2,000 kc., decreasing from this value at 2,000
kc.. to. about 1 microvolt per meter at 20,000
kc. When atmospherics or other sources of
interference are great, e.g., in the tropics, much
larger received field intensities are required
and the distance ranges are less. The graphs
assume the use of about 5 kilowatts radiated
power, and non -directional antennas. For transmission over a given path, received field intensity is proportional to the square root of
radiated power, but there is no simple relation
between distance range and either radiated
power or received field intensity.
Separate graph sheets are given for day
and night transmission. Above about 3.000
-ke., as shown, the distance ranges (and in
most cases also the skip distances) are greater
in the winter than in the summer. The dis-

tance ranges in spring and autumn are intermediate between the limits shown for summer
and winter. In general. the distance ranges
for paths which lie partly in day and partly
in night portions of the globe are intermediate
between those shown in the day and the night
graphs. For such paths, the distance ranges
are greater than would be expected from inspection of the day graph, as the waves under
these conditions travel over greater distances
in the illuminated portion of the earth's surface ; for this reason it is possible to use
a lower frequency for a part day, part night
path than is indicated for the day portion of
the path on the day graph.
The distance ranges given in the graphs are
the distances for reliable reception ; they- are
not the limits of distance at which interference
can be caused. A field intensity sufficient to
cause troublesome interference may be produced at a much greater distance than the
maximum distance of reliable reception.

An Automatic "CQ" Call for the Amateur
(Continued from page 172)

that the illumination of the photo-cell
would be insufficient. The width of the ray is
best chosen as 20 mm. (.8 inch) (width of
disc) ; the height is on the other hand to be
mm. or .04
made as Ñmall as possible (1
to .12 inch). As a source of light one can
use any usual projection lamp of high candlepower. The colored glass can be inserted at
any desired place between the source of light
and the slit.
Regarding the details of construction of the
rotating parts, a few words may be said. It
is well to select the disc 200 mm. (8 inches)
in diameter and 20 mm. (.8 inch) thick. For
propulsion one can use the spring system of
an old phonograph, on the hub of which is
put a pulley 50 mm. (2 inches) in diameter.
Of course one can also use a small electric
motor, but it must be possible to regulate the
number of revolutions. which must be relatively small on account of the small size of
the code signals applied to the disc. The number of revolutions must be between 5 and 40
per minute.
Since the signal band. is the principal -part
of the machine, it is to be made with the
greatest care. As already said, we use for it
white glazed paper and the strip of paper must
ke 628 mm. (25.1 inches) long. In putting
on the signals it is to be watched that a
coloring matter is used which absorbs as
strongly as possible the rays of light striking
it. In the case of a photo -cell with a potassium cathode, one uses for this purpose red
so

-3

color. If the photo-cell is provided with a
copper cathode, then one uses as filter a red
glass and for "writing" indigo blue or, still
better, violet. The code dots are made 6
mm. (.24 to .28 Inch) long, the dashes being
2 to 21/2 times as long.

-7

Cell Should Have High Sensitivity

In choosing the photo -cell one will naturally
take care to use a cell of high sensitivity.
Therefore the photo -cells filled with an inert
gas are preferable to vacuum cells, for the inert
gas cells are about ten times as sensitive. Also
in the case of these an ordinary, two -stage
audio frequency amplifier is sufficient to activate the relay of the transmitter.
The arrangement of the discs is seen in
Fig. 4. The two discs, made of light wood,
each 20 mm. (.8 inch) wide, are mounted 10
mm. (.40 inch) apart on a metal socket, in
such a way that they are fixed firmly on the
socket, whose diameter may be chosen at will.
The length depends on the number of discs,
since one can of course also use more than
two. The socket is fixed so as to be easily
slipped on the propulsion shaft and is-provided
with a slit 30 mm. (1.2 inches) long (from
the middle of disc 1 to the middle of disc 2).
On the same axle or shaft is the propulsion
pulley, which is to have a diameter of 100 mm.
(4 inches), if the spring system of a phonograph is to be used for propulsion. Then one
obtains a maximum rotation of 40 revolutions
a minute. -Rafa.

All your radio tube
requirements can be
supplied by
X-866, $5.00

KRES4E
S. S. KRESGE
Green Front Stores

-

Here you will find all types of VAN
DYKE Radio Tubes -R.C.A. licensed
double tested at the factory and guaranteed to satisfy you.
VAN DYKE Radio
Tubes can be purchased only in S. S.

Kresge Stores.
Technical data bulletins available in all
these stores or will
be forwarded npon
request.

VAN DYKE
LABORATORIES
5 Central Avenue

E. NEWARK, N. J.

St. Charles
An Entire Block
On the Boardwalk

ATLANTIC

CITY

An Amateur Receiver with New Kinks
By REX E. LOVEJOY
(Continued from page 166)
number of turns is given in the table pentode and the former's high sensitivity
under Fig. 1.
brings signals through that cannot be
C11 and C12 are 1 mf. by -pass conheard at all with a pentode or a type '27.
densers and may be placed in the power List of Parts
pack or in the receiver proper.
-See text for details.
The panel thould be of aluminum, cop- Cl, C20.00015
mf. variable midget condenser (23
per or brass, to eliminate body capacity C3plates).
effects, etc. A metal subpanel is advis- C4- 0.0001 mf. fixed condenser.
able, with filament wires below it and all C5- 0.0001 or 0.00025 mf fixed condenser.
C8, C10 -0.01 mf. fixed condensers.
other wiring above. A non -metal sub - C6,
C9, C11, C12 -1 mf. fixed condensers.
panel can be used; if the filament wires C7,
R1 -3 megohm grid leak.
are twisted together and kept as far R2- 0- 100,000 ohm potentiometer.
grid leak.
from other wiring as possible, induced 113 -2 megohmbias
resistor.
R4 -400 ohm
hum will not be noticeable.
R5 -20 ohm center- tapped resistor.
For amateurs desiring to listen to L1, L2-Tube -base coils.
phone transmission, it is better to sub- L3, L5 -Audio transformers primary and secwindings in series (see text).
stitute 1 mf. condensers for the 0.01 mf. L4- Radioondary
-frequency choke, about SO millihenries.
condensers used as C8 and C10. For
TUBE BASE COIL DATA
C. W. work there is no benefit.
No. 30 S.S.C. Wire
Number of turns
The author has tried several types of
L1
Band
L2
tubes for T2 and has found that a '24
2rí
11
80 m.
is best of all. More volume was exm.
40
12
9
m.
perienced with a '24 than with a '47
5
20
7

-
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A Smart Hotel in
America's Smartest Resort
PLATFORM "points with
pride" to the comfort and satisfaction enjoyed by guests of the
St. Charles. It "views with alarm"
your failure to take advantage of the
attractive rates, superior meals, daily
radio concerts and good fellowship,
which have won a world -wide vote of
approval for the St. Charles. "Vote
early" for your summer coat of tan
and surf bathing direct from the St.
Charles. "Repeat" your summer visit
to this famous hotel as often as you
can -each stay will make you more
enthusiastic over "our platform."
OUR

European or American Plan
French and German Cuisine
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HOW TO LEARN THE CODE
By H. L. BLOXOM
(Continued from page 157)
an eight-penny nail by hammering and dressing until the end presented a square with
clean cut edges. The second was made from
a much larger nail. The heads were cut off
and the punches made short to improve their
cutting qualities. Then a piece of hard, thick
cardboard was placed upon a smooth solid surface and the paper to be punched was pressed
down upon the cardboard with a straight edge.
so that the edge of the paper was exactly
parallel to it. With a light hammer the
punches were driven through the paper into
the cardboard to form the characters as shown
in the second illustration. The punch with
the square end tv:rs used for the riots and the
larger punch for the dashes. Between dots
and clashes a space equivalent to one dot wa
lift, but between letters more than the ordinary space was left to give greater time for
recognition.
Several rows were made on one sheet, since
the contact brush could be made to follow
any one of several rows by simply bending
it into place. In these rows a letter that is
often mistaken for another was arranged to
succeed the one it resembles. Compare in
succession, for instance, V, X, Q, and C or
Several such sheets with
W. R, L, and D.
letters rearranged, and with short words, were
also prepared. Such words as tire, this. that,
anti, etc., may well be learned as units.

LARGE METAL-'
DRUM

PERFORATED PAPER
OVER TIN OR
OTHER METAL

4

..;'.

It is bad practice to listen long to code
that is sent too fast, recognizing letters here

CODE ALPHABET
AND NUMBERS
ALL IN LINE

and there while those intervening escape attention. It develops a habit of suspended
attention that is very hard to overcome. The
advantage of this device is that the listener
can control the speed and develop a tendency
to associate absolutely every group of sounds
with the intended meaning. It is certainly
worth the time required to construct it.

A De Luxe Amateur Station
Built in a Tiny Space

OR CAN BE

MADE ON FLAT
DISC AS ABOVE

By ROBERT HERTZBERG

CONTACT

FiNGER

TIN OR OTHER
METAL

One way to arrange the code drum -use a
large diameter form to accommodate the
whole code.

Contrary to what one might think, previous
knowledge of the order of letters did not relieve the effort required to name the letter
sounded, for by turning at just the right
speed the learner's attention was devoted en-

:

tirely to the recognition of letters, rather than
the recall of arrangement. The element of
surprise remained and it proved excellent prac-

Paper Wrapped Around Drum

One of these sheets was wrapped around
the drum so that its ends matched perfectly
and was held in place by stout rubber bands
along the edges, or simply glued. When two
dry cells and a buzzer were connected in
series with the assembled device and the crank,
was turned slowly and steadily, the buzzer
repeated the letters with surprising and pleasing accuracy, so that mistakes that- had been
made in keying could even be detected.

tice.

See Next Issue
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FROM THE SIMPLE
TO THE INTRIICATE
-Tube Receiver to a 9 -Tube Super This book covers most of the popular
Wave Receivers now in operation by
Wave enthusiasts.
On the lips of thousands of Short Wave enthusiasts-in the shops and homes of thousands
of "hams" -HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS is now recognized
as the GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND
EVER PUBLISHED'.
We hear favorable comments everywhere
the ether is chock full of gossip by "hams" about
the Short Wave Book. Those in the "know" have
written us that they have found this book most instructive
and makes a valuable addition to their Short Wave Library.
EVERY SHORT WAVE ENTHUSIAST SHOULD HAVE A COPY
The book has been edited and prepared by the editors of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT, and contains a wealth of material on the building and operation, not
only of typical short wave receivers, but short wave converters as well.
Dozens of short wave sets to be built will be found in this book, supplemented
by hundreds of illustrations; actual
photographs of sets built, hook- Iups and diagrams galore.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
a

1

-

I

Published by the publishers of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT magazine. This alone will
be your guarantee that it is a really worthwhile publication.
We know that if you are at all interested in short waves you will not wish to
do without this book. It is a most important and timely new radio publication.

MAIL COUPON NOW!
This Book is Not Sold on the
Newsstands.

96-98

Park Place,

New York City.

SW -3 -3

:-

Gentlemen
I enclose herewith fifty (50e) cents for
which please send me a copy of your new
book, HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS. (Send money
order, check, cash, or new U. S. Stamps.
Register letter if it contains currency or
stamps.)
Name
Address
City and State
.
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cabinet.
The walls of the room are filled with large
maps, and a 15 -inch globe occupies a prominent position on the left of the operating
table.
Some outfit, boys, what?

The "MEGADYNE"
Hugo Gernsback's Newest
Sensation in S -W Receivers!

From
Het.
Short
Short

(Continued from page 141)
tiens excepted, it contains a single card for
every short -wave station in the world, each
card being marked with call letters, location,
name of owner, frequency, and class of service.
Cards of different color are used to distinguish
between different classes of stations, the color
scheme being as follows : white, land telegraph
stations ; cherry, ship stations ; blue, land
phone stations green, aircraft stations brown,
television stations yellow, beam transmitters ;
and orange, portable stations.
In checking and maintaining this extraordinary "log." Mr. Parsons follows the Radio
Service Bulletin of the Department of Commerce, the Berne list, and numerous tall books.
The amount of time and effort involved in
this undertaking may well be imagined. Fig. F
shows a close -up of Mr. Parsons at the filing
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New Tubes for S.W. Receivers
By LOUIS MARTIN

(Continued fro m page 163)
in short -wave work, when they are .swan, then
every precaution must be taken to stabilize the
mu of the tube.
The requirements of a tube in order that it
be suitable for short -wave work, then, are as

follows :
(1) Low grid -to -plate capacity, in order to
minimize oscillation ;
(2) Il1gh amplification factor (mu) in order
to secure high gain but at the sanie time have
a low input capacity. As may be seen by reference to the formula above, this may be
secured by making the grid-plate capacity as
low as possible, as stated in (1) ;
(3) Have a rigid construction, thus minimizing microphonic noises ;
(4) Be of the "low noise" type, that is, they
should not generate any (or at least a small
amount of) noise so that reception of weak
signals is possible.
I-low the latest tubes meet these requirements
will be seen in the following discussion.

Tube Factors that Effect Tuning
This new tube, illustrated in Fig. A, while
not especially adaptable for short -wave work,
will be described because it is one of a series
of new tubes which may be used as either
amplifier, detector or oscillator.
In appearance and general construction it is
similar to the familiar '27, which has found
such wide application in radio. The size of
the envelope, however, has been reduced, the
plate blackened and the filament consumption
reduced to 1 ampere.
The following are the characteristics of the
tube when used as a class A. amplifier :
Heater voltage, 2.5 ; plate voltage, 250
(max.) ; grid bias, -13.5 (if a grid -coupling
resistor is used, its value should not exceed
1 megohm) ; amplification factor, 13.8 ; plate
resistance, 9500 ohms ; mutual conductance,
1430 micromhos ; plate current, 5 ma.
When used as a biased detector, the grid
bias should be changed to -20 volts ; the plate
current should then be 0.2 ma. with no A.C.
signal input.
When used as a grid-leak detector, the grid
condenser should have a value of .00025 mf.
and the grid leak 1 to 5 meghoms.
As an oscillator, the plate voltage may have
a value of 90 volts and the grid bias a value
of (1 (returned directly to the cathode).
The connections, looking down on the socket,
are as shown in Fig. 5.
For purposes of comparison with other tubes

to follow, the various capacitances of the tube
are as follows
Grid -plate capacity, 3.2 mmf. (micro- micro:

farads)

;

Grid- cathode (input) capacity, 3.2 mmf.
Plate-cathode capacity, 2.2 mmf.

;

As stated heretofore, this tube has no really
important meritorious features which warrant
its use in short -wave receivers, but it is described solely for the purpose of comparison
with the types "57" and "58" to be described
shortly.

The "57

"-Amplifier,

Detector

Figure B shows a tube that is especially
adaptable for short -wave work inasmuch as
special precautions have been taken to reduce
the inter -electrode capacitances. This tube is
especially suited as a biased detector in A.C.
operated receivers.
Other uses are as a
screen -grid amplifier for small signals and as
an autoni(Itic rolume control tube. For .Niiort
2vttres, however, the only interesting feature
is its use as a detector.
The suppressor grid (third grid) used in this
tube is placed between the screen -grid and the
plate and has its own base -pin connection ; this
grid may or may not be connected to the
cathode, depending upon circuit requirements.
When the cathode is connected to the suppressor grid, the tube is a typical pentode and is
effective in eliminating the effects of secondary emission from the plate. thus producing
a smooth plate -voltage -plate- current curve.
The effect of this connection, therefore, is
to make possible the efficient operation of the
tube at low plate voltages-which is not possible with present -clay four -element tubes. In
view of the above, of course, it cannot be used
as a dynatron oscillator.
When the suppressor grid is not connected
directly to the cathode, the tube may be used
in a number of unique ways for obtaining
modified tube characteristics and for the application of the tube to special circuits.
An internal shield is a distinctive feature in
the design of this tube. As may be seen by
reference to the photograph, it is placed in
the bulb dome above the element assembly and
is connected within the bulb directly to the
cathode. This dome top bulb makes possible
the close proximity of the external and internal shields. The close spacing of the two
shields makes available a low effective grid plate capacity, which is all important in shortwave work. In fact, the physical shape of the
(Continued on page 188)

A New High Gain T.R.F. Receiver
(Continued from page 156)
background noise, which, added to that already
prevalent on short waves, mitigates strongly
against the use of such a receiver. While it
is true that by special design, such as directional systems and the highly elaborate receivers employed commercially in trans- oceanic
work, these disadvantages can be considerably
circumvented, the cost is prohibitive as far
as the amateur and the experimenter are
concerned.
A highlyilefficient tuned radio frequency receiver, such as that diagrammed in Fig. 1,
and photographically displayed in Figs. 2. 3
and 4, is probably the amateur's best bet. The
efficiency attained through the use of the lab oratory apparatus previously referred to. plus
the added advantages contributed by the new
radio frequency pentodes, result in sensitivity
and overall characteristics which compare favorably with those of a high grade superheterodyne, with the added recommendations of simplicity and economy. This receiver represents
the most advanced stage in the evolution of
the famous line of "Thrill foxes"-the SW-3,
SW -5, the SW -45 and the SW -58.

The 'R.F. Pentode
The type '58 tube has been made to order
its high am-'for a circuit of- this design.

plification factor, trans- conductance, and above
all its high plate impedance, enable the en
gineer to obtain a degree of sensitivity and
selectivity in the radio frequency circuits which
has previously been impossible.
These tubes, having twice the impedance of
the '24, of course necessitated the design of
special coils, data on which are contained in
the following coil table :
COIL WINDING DATA

Coil
No.
No.
No.
No.

61
62
63
64

Tickler

Primary

Secondary

6% turns

6% turns

2

turns
turns
turns

21/2

10%
15%
28%

turns
turns
turns

11%
19%
34%

3
3

turns
turns
turns
turns

The tuning curves in Fig. 5 show the manner in which the various bands are covered
with these coils. The inductors are wound
on the low loss R -39 material, which, in conjunction with Isolantite, is the only insulating
material employed in the SW -58. The two
tuning condensers each have a capacity of
9f1 mmf. and the R.F. choke has an inductance
of 2.5 m.h.
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HOBBY

_'- Short waves carried concert from large
airplane flying over New York City to special
pick -up station and antenna mounted on the
roof of the Columbia Broadcasting System
Building, from which it was broadcast over
the Columbia network throughout the country.

May

SHORT WAVES
a regular department
devoted to
this f aseinaing field

I-

1Blimp was used to direct traffic during "Beer" parade in New York City. The
location of traffic snarls was radioed by
short waves to police headquarters and short
wave orders relayed in turn to police cars
stationed along the route.

May

15- Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., at
East Pittsburgh, Pa., announced that the
short wave transmitting equipment of the
Westinghouse radio station W8XK has been
consolidated with the broadcast wave transmitting facilities of KDKA, the famous station located at Saxonburg, Pa., about 30
miles from Pittsburgh.

May

17- Television demonstrated on ultra short
waves on a wavelength of 6.8 meters from
the R. C. A. transmitter on top of the
Empire State Building, New York City, the
images having been picked up and demonstrated at a private exhibition to the licensees
of the It. C. A., shown by means of the
new R. C. A. cathode -tube receivers. The
image was about 5 inches square and said
to be quite clear. Direct pick -up of living
persons as well as images from movie films
were shown. After the demonstration it was
reported that the R. C. A. officials said their
television apparatus was not yet ready for
the public and that it was not to be shown
before it was suitable and in satisfactory
form to be used for public entertainment.

May

= A.OI,..v"VTa -i-e,,a3WO,
áwood
V,,u, n.t«,
rpa..ui.C
tlOAN@!OBIItFAftlt?
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25c
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a

Copy
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Kiwi

4 -Color Cover
Over 100 Illustrations
96 Pages -9x12 inches

HUGO GERNSBACK's latest magazine
contains the most important and recent

MR.

developments in Science, Mechanics, Radio,
Television, Aviation and Chemistry. For everyone,
regardless of age, EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND
MECHANICS will be found to be useful and
instructive.
Thoroughly illustrated with scientific events from all parts of the world, and
helpful to thousands of high school, university
students and instructors who wish to advance
their scientific knowledge.
Many excellent pages for the home workshop
man who finds pleasure in building things experiments in electricity, chemistry and formulas
of all kinds.

May 21 (London) -Passengers traveling from
London to Glasgow on the crack train, The
Flying Scotsman, at a speed of ninety miles
an hour, today directed by short wave radiophone the movements of a forty -passenger
air liner Hercules, flying overhead. Pilot O.

turned the machine whenever requested, while several of his passengers spoke
with persons aboard the train. This is h
lieved to have been the first two -way conversation between an airplane and a train.
An aerial was slung inside the observation
car, as there was not sufficient clearance
on the roof when the train passed under
bridges.

Short Wave League

Just to Mention a Few Departments

--- -

Special Offer!
8 MONTHS FOR $1.00
On All Newsstands
Mail Coupon NOW!
EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS
Park Place, New York, N. Y.
SWC -3
I enclose herewith One Dollar for which you
are to enter my subscription to EVERYDAY
SCIENCE AND MECHANICS for the next
Eight Months.
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Being a precision instrument, the Stoppant Compass lends
itself admirably for use in the Radio Experimenter's test
laboratory. It affords an ideal means of determining the
polarity of magnets, electro- magnets and solenoids carrying current. Since the compass needle is Itself a magnet,
having a North -seeking pole (which is actually the South
psle) and South- seeking pole (which is actually the North
pule); and since, as we all know, like poles repel each
other and unlike poles attract each other. It is merely
uocessary to bring the compass in the vicinity of the magm t under test.
The North pole of the compass needle
will then point to the North pole of the magnet under test
or the South pole of the needle will point to the South
pole of the magnet depending, of course, upon their relative positions.

May Be Used As a Galvanometer

Because of its uniform magnetic properties, high sensitivity, and delicate frictionless bearings, the Stoppant
compass may be utilized to advantage as a highly precise
galvanometer for detecting electric currents In experimental
or conventional radio circuits. The Compass is easily and
readily converted into said galvanometer by merely winding
several turns of ordinary radio wire completely around the
face and lower case of the compass; leaving small spaces
between turns to observe the movements of the needle.
The ends of the wire are brought out as test leads to be
inserted in series in circuits under test. A deflection of
the compass needle in either direction indicates the presence of an electric current. Incidentally the Intensity of
the current may be closely approximated since the force
with which the needle gyrates is proportional to the Intensity of the current flowing through the wire.
Stoppani Compass is an ideal SURVEYORS instrument
with elevated sights. It is made of Solid Bronze, Parkerized, non -rusting, graduated in 1/10, Ruby 'Jewelled, 4
inches square.
Fitted in a hardwood case, with set
screw in corner to hold needle rigid when not in use.
The United States Government paid more than $30.00 for
this precision instrument.

Our Price $4.50

Gold Shield Products Company
102 Chambers

Street

SWC

New York, N. Y.

B. Jones

;

LATEST INVENTIONS
AERO- MECHANICS
KINKS
SHOP
TELEVISION
SHORT
WAVES
EXPERIMENTS
FORMULAS
WOOD AND METAL CRAFTS
CHEMISTRY
RADIO KINKS
AND OTHERS

Stoppani
Belgian Compass

(Continued from page 155)
Rhort Wave League:
I buy your magazine from the newsstand
every month and think it a fair magazine.
Lately you are having too many articles on
I'ltra -Sho rt- Waves."
I certainly agree with you that a C -W examination does a 5 -meter phone operator no
good. If it wasn't for the code. exam. I would
ho operating a good transmitter at 5 meters.
I have built many receivers and know what
hind of results that I can get. But if I built
a transmitter I couldn't even test it just because of the C -W exam. required by the F.R.C.
If I operated on 5 meter phone I would try
to experiment with different apparatus to get
as good 1)_X as possible.
The transmitter I have in mind is the one
described in April ,SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and
would use a 250 modulator and 2 amplifiers
with 500 volts on plate from 2 81's.
I think this arrangement would work but
I can't, as you know, test it.
Hoping that the F.R.C. omits the C -W exam,
I remain, a
"Would -Be Ham ",
CLARENCE GRIMM,
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
-
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DATAPRINTS!!
ARRIVED AT LAST!
Blueprint Construction Data for Building Apparatus that many amateurs
have longed to own, but lacked the
Construction Data.
flow to build 1 /16 H.P. 110 volt A.C. 60 cycle
motor (Suitable for Television)
$1.00
)low to build 60 cycle Phonic Wheel
.5)
Data for a 1,200 cycle Phonic Wheel
.50
Construction data for powerful battery electromagnet.
.50
Data for 110 volt, D.C. magnet to lift 25 pounds .50
Data for 110 volt, D.C. Solenoid to lift 2
pounds through 1 inch
.75
Data for 110 volt, D.C. Solenoid to lift 6
pounds through 1 inch
.75
Data for 12 volt, D.C. Solenoid to lift 2
pounds through 1 inch
.50
Tesla or Oudin coil data for 30 -36" spark
.75
Tula or Oudin tail data for 6 to 8" spark
.75
Transformer data: 100 to 5,000 watts (1 primary
and 1 secondary) (specify size and voltage
desired)
1.00
)tome Refrigerating Machine
1.00
Telegraphone (records voice on steel wire)
.75
10 Short wave operating kinks
.75
10 Television operating kinks
1.03
(Including lens disc and crater tubes.)
Electric chime ringer for ordinary clocks
.75
20 Telephone Hook -ups
1.00
Send Check or Money Order (cash at own risk) no
stamps. Prices quoted are postpaid.
20% discount on orders for $5.00 or more.

The DATAPRINT
Lock Box 322

Company
RAMSEY, N. J.
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to Boston, where he became associated with
the National Company at Malden. Here he
has resumed his amateur activity through
Mr. Millen has done considerable
W1XAL.
writing on radio subjects and has acted as
consulting expert to several tube and resistor

EDWIN K. COHAN

EDWIN K. COHAN, technical director of the
Columbia Broadcasting System.
It was long before the World War broke
out, in fact it was coincident with the sinking
of the Titanic, that Edwin K. Cohan was
bitten by the wireless bug.
Cat -whiskers, galena and coils soon appeared
in the Cohan home in New York City and before you could say CQ twice, young Ed Cohan
was listening -in. This, naturally, could not
last long . . . not long, anyway, before Cohan
reached the stage where he simply had to
have a transmitter with which to talk to all
the "hams" he heard on his home -made receiver.
Cohan's first transmitter consisted of a crude
one-inch spark coil transmitter that emitted
varying waves on equally varying frequencies.
Several months later his station, licensed under
the call of 2MY, became the pride of New
York. It had a half-kilowatt spark transmitter
that roared and sputtered until the neighbors
wondered whether the world wasn't actually
coining coming to an end.
In 1917 Cohan received his commercial radio
operator's license. After the war his station
became "key" station in the New York area
for the U. S. Army Amateur Radio Reserve.
In the spring of 1918 Cohan became radio
engineer for the Panama Canal Commission
grid in the fall of the same year was appointed engineer for the Naval Radio Laboratories.
Early in 1921 he stepped Into commercial
radio as service manager for E. B. Meyers
Radio Tube Company, which took him into
the field of broadcast sets. He participated
ill the "gold rush" of building receivers, manufacturing them and selling them from 1922
to 1926.

Edwin K. Coh an, who
holds the highly importent position of
technical director of
the Columbia Broadcasting System. Mr.
Cohan started as a
radio amateur and
his enthusiasm and
education in radio

matters hare carried
him. to his present
position, where he
directs the technical
d, ...tiny of 89 broadcasting stations
spread across the
country.
Soon afterward he joined the technical staff
station IVOR and in 1929 resigned to become Managing Director of the Judson studios.
Since 1930 Cohan has been technical director
of WABC and the Columbia Broadcasting Sysof

tem. During this brief period he personally
supervised the installation of the new C. B. S.
key static); WABC, one of the most modern
50,000 -watt' broadcasting stations in the world.
Edwin K. Cohan is a member of The Institute of Radio Engineers : The Society of Motion
Picture Engineers ; American Academy of Air
Law ; Engineering Committee of the National
Advisory Council on Radio in Education and
the Engineering Committee of the National
Association of Broadcasters. -Bill Schudt, Jr.

JAMES MILLEN

JAMES MILLEN -one of the rapidly rising
stars in the radio manufacturing and engineering firmament. Mr. Millen is a radio
"ham" at heart and he started "rattling a
key" back in 1921, in New York City. His
call then was 2B)7P. In 1925 Mr. Millen
joined Radio Broadcast magazine, for which he
devised many new circuits and wrote numerous
articles. In 1926 he left New York and went

manufacturers.
James Millen, or "Jim" as he is familiarly
known to his many friends, has contributed
a wealth of ideas, both from an engineering
and business point of view, to the manufacturers of the well -known National line of radio
receivers and transmitting equipment, and he
combines a pleasing personality with excellent
business and technical attributes. Mr. Millen
is a graduate of the Stevens Institute of Technology, where he took the degree of Mechanical
Engineer.
Just what constitutes a successful executive
in radio industry today? That is a difficult
question to answer and probably the easiest
way to find the answer is to analyze or study
those who have been successful in such a
position with its many attendant responsibilities. Mr. Millen has the faculty of sensing
the business and technical possibilities of a
new invention very quickly and this is an
asset which has been lacking on the part of
many radio executives. Many new radio inJames Millen is responsible for the rapidly growing popularity and improved
engineering designs
offered in the well
known National Receirers and transmitting equipment. Mr.
Millen is a graduate
Mechanical Engineer
from the Stevens Institute of Technology; he is a radio
amateur at heart and
first started "pounding brass" in 1921.
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12,500 MILES
ON A 2 TUBE SET
COSTING ONLY

`*

The above price includes all parts necessary for building this remarkable set as
described in detail in Nov., Dec., and Jan.
issues of Short Wave Craft.
Refinements have been added to make it
even more sensitive, such as aluminum
chassis and panel, 3 plug -in coils covering
from 10-110 meters. Instructions and blueprint free with each kit. This set uses 2
230's, 2 dry cells, and 2 B batteries. Can be
supplied for all electric AC operation at no
$4.50
extra cost. KIT COMPLETE

-

ABOVE SET
$ 9.00
All wired and tested
7.00
Assembled but unwired
Pentode Tube output 2 tubes
makes set 3 times as loud
5.00
Complete Kit
10.00
Pentode all wired and tested
8.00
3 tubes- Pentode output, kit
15.00
All wired and tested

SHORT WAVE PARTS
OUR SPECIALTY

-

We Specialize in Obtaining Kits
as Described in Short Wave Craft

UNITED RADIO BUILDERS
1234 -1236 Springfield Ave.
Irvington, N. J.

ventions are placed on the market which do
not have sound engineering behind them, and
when this is the case it is rare indeed that
a new receiver or other radio apparatus can
command a substantial and lasting market.
To hold a position as Important as Mr. Millen's
today, one has to be an inveterate reader of
radio literature so as to keep abreast of the
very newest developments in radio, both from
a technical and business standpoint.
(Clip and paste this column in your scrapbook and in the course of a hear, you will hare
an interesting and valuable list of the prominent men affiliated in some manner with this

Two Great
MAGAZINES
for One Price
Until the 30th of July, this opportunity
is yours -this chance to read radio's two
great magazines, SHORT WAVE CRAFT
and RADIO -CRAFT, at a saving of $2.00.
Regularly the rate for eight months of
RADIO -CRAFT and SHORT WAVE CRAFT
For a brief period only, our
is $4.00.
readers can enter their subscription to receive both magazines for $2.00. This is a
reduction of 30 per cent and represents a
saving of $2.00.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT you have read, and
it is needless for us to say that you are
well pleased and want to read every issue.
It is the "Town Crier" of new developments in the short wave field.

great industry.)

A Nifty 3 -Tube Receiver
(Continued from page 167)
knows these stations and cares to ask them,
they can verify the reception of this test conversation. It is not clear in my mind whether
the PPI station was located in Rio de Janeiro
or Buenos Aires, due only to my absent- mindedness at the time, for the reception was perfectly clear.
I enclose herewith a sketch of the revised
set I am now using, which has the headphones
cut in the circuit of the first audio, and which
allows the speaker to he cut in by merely

completing the filament circuit of the pentode.
This makes for very good DX, and I have
gotten plenty which I will not list, as I have
not taken trouble to get verifications. I (L,
not hesitate to recommend this circuit as beiu:
about the best I have tried, next to a superhet
of course, and it is very economical, both of
operation and construction. A panel of aluminum or copper is almost a necessity, and I
use a tube shield over the detector, which helps
some on capacity effects, but' the average person can construct this outfit with a metal
panel and will have no difficulty with body
capacity.
I hope the appended diagram may be of
D. Elder,
interest to some of the boys.
Spring Valley, Wyoming.

-0.
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And RADIO -CRAFT, also edited by Hugo
Gernsback, is the radio magazine selected
by the greatest number of service men,
dealers and radiotricians. Of course, thousands of amateurs read RADIO- CRAFT,
too.
Each month, men of outstanding
prominence in the radio field contribute
articles of real interest to all.

Mail Coupon TODAY!
9R-C 3 -3
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
100 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
As per your special offer, I enclose $2.00, for which
you are to enter my subscription to SHORT WAVE CRAFT

and RADIO- CRAFT for the next eight months.

Name
Address
City

State

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

New Tubes for Short Wave
Receivers

SEND 15e
FOR SAMPLE
COPY

The
Television

(Continued from page 185)
oxternal shield may be varied to obtain a minimum of grid -plate and output capacitance.
This tube should always be used with an
external shield -can, if its true merits are to be
realized.
When (and if) used as a class A amplifier,
the following characteristics should be noted:
Heater voltage, 2.5 ; heater current, 1 ampere; plate voltage, 250; screen -grid voltage,
100; control grid bias,
; amplification factor, 1500 ; plate resistance, 1.5 meghoms ; mutual conductance, 1225 micromhos ; plate current, 2 ma.; screen current, 1 ma.
The effective inter- electrode capacitances of
the tube are as follows:
Grid -plate capacity, .01 mmf.;
Input capacity, 5.2 mmf.;
Output capacity, 6.8 mmf.
When used as a detector, all applied voltages are the same as stated above with the
exception of the grid bias, which is changed
to
volts. For the plate load, a 260.000
ohm resistor or a 500 henry choke shunted by
a .25 megohm resistor may be used. With a
resistive load, the voltage of the source of
supply must be equal to that required on the
plate, plus that lost as voltage drop across
the load. Thus, when operated as a detector
(in which case the plate current would he
approximately .1 ma.). the plate supply voltage
must be 275 volts in order to obtain 250
volts on the plate.
The base of the tube is of the small 6 -pin
type, requiring the use of the new 6-prong
sockets, the connections of which, looking
down, are as shown in Fig. 6.

(See Coupon)

-3

Trend...
Timely developments In radio's latest
wonder, Television, are published in
every issue of TELEVISION NEWS
-Mr. Hugo Gernsback's latest magazine. Rapid advancement in this art
today is becoming a repetition of the
radio cycle of years ago. Daily broadcasts are becoming more numerous and experimenters are following in quick order in building
television sets for experimental
purposes. Foresight of its development can be seen by the pioneers
of radio -they are equipping
themselves now with television
experience.
The
published in
TELEVISION NEWS are of

-6

articles

The "58"-Variable-Mu Amplifier

primary importance to experimenters -they are simple in
construction,
understandable
and replete with diagrams,
photographs and illustrations.

A Fein

The s7 deserihed above is especially suit able as a detector, since the "cut -off" point is
sharp -that is, the plate current very rapidly
reduces to a value approaching zero, thus
making the tube suitable as a detector. If it
were used as an amplifier of strong signals, the
plate current would he cut off during certain
parts of the cycle, rendering the tube useless.
In order to reduce the rate at which the tube
"cuts-off," then, the grid action must be so
changed that, with any reasonable size signal,
the grid -voltage-plate- current curve must be
a slanting straight line. This is exactly what
is accomplished by the variable -mu action of
the "58," illustrated in Fig. C.
The construction of the tube is exactly the
same as the "57" described above, with the
exception, of course, of the grid, which is
non -linearly space -wound in order to produce

of the Interesting Articles

Latest Ideas in Cathode Ray Television
The Studio Aspect of Television
Phasing the Television Image
Synchronizing D.C. Motors
Single Side -Band Transmission
How to Make Accurate Scanning Discs
The Dalpayrat System of Dynamic Scanning
Frequency Requirements for Televisic n
Narrow Band Television Transmission
Steadier Television Images with the Phonic Wheel
Single Control Super -Heterodyne for Tele- Reception

-------------I elevision N'rN s,
98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Mark X in square which offer desired:

SW'

D As per your Special Offer. I enclose $1.25 'Canada and Foreign $1.501, for which enter my
subscription to TELEVISION NEWS for one year.
D Send me a sample copy of TELEVISION NEWS for which I enclose 15c (U. S. Stamm or
coin accepted).
Name
Address
City

July, 1932

E NEVISI
Stu:, ..

.

variable -mu action. The question of shielding,
filtering, cte., is exactly the same as for the
"57" and consequently will not be repeated
bere. Except for the method of volume control, the discussion would he about complete.
In the ordinary four -electrode tube used as
an amplifier, control of volume is usually
secured by varying the screen -grid voltage.
When the screen voltage is lowered, the plate
impedance of the tube is raised and the volume
is decreased ; the opposite is true for an increase in screen voltage. Now in such a tube,
if the screen voltage is raised to too high a
value, it becomes about equal to the plate
voltage during certain parts of the cycle, secondary emission takes place and the output
is distorted. With the addition of the fifth
element, the suppressor grid. the effects of
secondary emission are minimized and consequently the above -mentioned distortion does
not take place. Thus the tube is capable of
amplifying greater signals than was heretofore
possible.
It would seem, therefore, that an R.F. pentode solves the above problem successfully. It
does, but not successfully enough. When a
very strong signal is received, the plate current would cut -of due to the action of the
grid, and when the screen voltage is lowered
in order to reduce the volume, the cut -off
point is approached more rapidly. thus hastening the production of distortion.

(Continued on page 191)
www.americanradiohistory.com
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A LOW -POWERED PHONE TRANSMITTER.

FREE

OF THE PORTABLE TYPE
By JOHN B. BRENNAN, JR.
W2DJU
(Continued from, page 148)

-

lug the neon tube against some portion of
this circuit, maximum glow is obtained. At
point of maximum glow this circuit is said
to be in resonance with the previous circuit.
Next, proceed to the push -pull power amplifier
stage and repeat the process of determining the
proper "C" bias voltage and then tuning the
circuit to resonance with the previous stage,
having first reconnected the coupling condenser, C9.

r

FRONT

PANEL

SIDE

;4

FLAP
COVER

-I

f+--- 16"-H
[4---l7"

HINGE

'--- 12"---sII

143;14--

15"

FLAP
COVER OPEN

tap on the existing secondary, as indicated in
the table.
The antenna coil, L4, has been put in the same
form as that holding L3. This is the only
coil having five connections. Approximately
10 or 12 turns compose this winding, which
is located on a separate piece of tubing and
then inserted within the coil form. Experimentation is necessary in the proper placement of this coil, IA, so as to obtain the
correct value of coupling between it and L3.
It will be noted that the parts list does not
call for dials. It was felt that for a transmitter which would be tuned to probably no
more than four different settings, that expensive dials were unnecessary, a plain knob serving just as well. For this reason the shafts
of the tuning condensers have been fitted with
large knobs and it behooves the constructor,
in tuning and adjusting the transmitter for
operation, to make marks on the panel surface at appropriate places above these knobs
to indicate the correct setting of the knobs
for any particular or specific frequency adjustment.

Wholesale Radio
Catalogue
The Big Book (136 pages)

Thousands of radio items at real
bargain prices. Featuring Short
Wave, Transmitting and Public Address Equipment, Microphones, Amplifiers, Recording Equipment, Radio
receivers, Replacement parts, etc.
Send for your copy today.

American Sales Company
S -44 W. 18th

UNIVERSAL BULLET TYPE
MICROPHONES
Carbon Granule Type With
Hiss Eliminating Filter.
A new Universal product designed
to give the public address man the
ultimate in appearance and proved
lNIVERSAL performance at very
reasonable cost. Elegant design.
Rugged construction. Special adjustment screw for adjusting microphone to varying acoustic conditions. Hiss level far below backFinground noises encountered.
ished in highly polished Aluminum
Chromo Plate. Available in Models
BB, KK and I.L.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO..Ltd.
424 Warren Lane,
Inglewood, Calif., U.S.A.

Parts List

4

FIG. 10

National SW condensers, 100 mmf., type
SE100.

1= -Mr.

National 6 -prong coil sockets.
National 6 -prong coil forms.
8 Pilot 5 -prong tube sockets, No. 217.
5 Acratest by -pass condenser blocks, 0 -.1 -.1 mf.,
3
3

Fig. 10
Brennan's suggestion for
portable phone transmitter cabinet, with
leather handle on one end for carrying.

New York City

St.,

No. 2784 (C6 -C7, C10 -C11, C12 -C13, C14C15, C16 -C17).

5 R.F. choke coils.

It is not

a bad idea to

retrace your steps

and repeat the whole process so as to make
certain that you will not be working "off
frequency."
In checking over the operation of the audio
system, merely keep in mind that you are
working with a straight audio amplifier. The
rules which govern the construction of any
good audio system hold true here also. For
the purpose of determining whether the amplifier is functioning properly, a loud speaker
may be connected to the plates of the two
output push -pull tubes.
Iii closing, it is well to point out that the
constructional details outlined here must not
of necessity be adhered to rigidly. It is assumed that the prospective builder has obtained a portable station license and has complied with government regulations in the operation of radiophone transmitters by passing
successfully the required examinations, which
will allow him to operate either under the
regular amateur license, or else under the
special first class, 'unlimited radiophone class
of license. In either case, sufficient knowledge
of the operation of transmitters and receivers
must have been demonstrated to secure the
license, so that detailed information on the
construction, wiring and adjustment is not
only out of place here but also an insult to
the intelligence of the builder.
For the sake of convenience and economy,
but at the cost of some slight distortion (harmonic), or shall we say, tone quality, the
choke and condenser combination, shown connected to the outpg t circuit of the class B
output tFansformer,ilin Fig. 9, has been eliminated. For those whose constructional layout
and pocketbook allow it, the use of this equipment is recommended. Instructions for its use
are supplied by the manufacturers of the

1

Lynch resistor mount for Rl.

2 Aerovox mica fixed condensers, .002 mf. (C8,
1
1
1

1
2
1
1

1

1
2

0
1

I
6
1

1
1
1

2
2
1
1

Co).
Aerovox mica fixed condenser. .00025 mf.
(C2).
Aerovox mica fixed condenser, .0005 mf.
(C18).
Electrad potentiometer, 0- 500,000 ohms (R4).
pilot -light and socket (P).
binding posts.
Thordarson microphone transformer, No. 3020

(T1).
National interstage audio transformer, A100
(T2).
National class B input push pull audio
transformer, type BI (T3).
National class B output push -pull audio
transformer, type BO (T4).
Triad T -237 tubes (V1 and V5).
Triad T -238 tubes (V2, V3, V4, V6, V7,
V8).
contact strip, 8 posts.
copper shield can for oscillator stage (see
Fig. 6 for details).
National grid grips.
wood base, 12 inches by 16 inches.
panel, 73/4 inches by 17 inches.
Lynch pigtail resistor, 20,000 ohms (R1).
Lynch pigtail resistor, 2,000 ohms (R5).
Lynch pigtail resistors, 1,700 ohms (R2,
R6).
Lynch pigtail resistors, 850 ohms (R3, R7).
cabinet (see Fig. 10).
Frost DB (double button) microphone : 200
ohms per button.

Every short wave listener needs this accurate, up -to -date log.
32 pages of valuable

information. With the
Listeners Official Radio
Log it will be easy to
get police Trans- Atlantic
aeronautical and
relay broadcasting stations. All stations from.
15 to 550 meters are
listed by call letters.
Frequency, location and
U.S. time of broadcast.

-

-

Also worldwide and U.
S. time map. Send 25c
for your copy NOW.

ALL AMERICAN SERVICE
Chicago, Ill.

5705 N. Clark St.

When You Plan to

EXPORT

Short wave sets, adapters or parts.
Consult with us first and avoid regrets.
12 years of successful experience in
creating PERMANENT CONNECTIONS.
write or wire

L. L. MINTHORNE COMPANY
116 BROAD ST.,

transformers.
The coils employed in the tuned circuits of
this transmitter are of the plug -in type, allowing for change from one band of frequencies
to another, and are wound on standard National coil forms ordinarily used for receivers.
In the table accompanying are given the
winding details for the so- called 80 and 160
meter phone bands. As a matter of fact, the
coils used by the author are revamped receiving coils, supplied by the National Company for
use in their SW -5 short -wave receiver. The
revamping consists of removing the primary
and tickler coils and in their stead making a

WORLD SHORT
WAVE STATIONS
at your command

NEW YORK CITY

SPECIAL BACK NUMBER SALE

All Copies of
S H O R

Fig. 9 -Choke and condenser arrangement
connected to the output circuit of the
"Class B" output transformer.
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ASTRONOMY

CHEMISTRY
THE AMATEUR CHEMIST. by A.
I.
coffins. Cloth covers, size
210 pages, 77 tllus
trat ions. Price
An extremely simple hurt thoroughly
A vast
practical chemistry hook.
amount of practical information is
given. also how to make and do
things which will save time and

$2.50

ASTRONOMER,
('loth covby Camille Flammarlon.
DREAMS OF AN

$2.50

223
ers. size 5 1/2x8 1/2.
Price
pages.
The study of the heavens by the
famous astronomer made as attractive as fiction. One of the most
complete anti authentic books on
the subject ever written.

AROUND US,
THE
by Sir James Jeans. ('loth covers,
UNIVERSE

size
24

53x33,

351

pages,

illustrations. Price...

$4.50
"! 7

which roves
through the mysteries of modern
physics and astronomy, opening up
new vistas for the imagination.
The very latest word In physical
science. A marvelous work.
A

non - technical

book

SIGNALS FROM THE STARS.
George EIlery Hale. Cloth covers.

illustrations.

56

pages,

138

5x8.

size

Price

$2.00

An amazing hook on the possibilities
of large telescopes. problems in
building a 200" mirror telescope.
how solar explosions alter the magnetie field of the earth and many

-$1.50

size

5x71/2, 281 pages, 20

illustrations.

$2.00

Price

a brilliant compound
of wisdom. and up-to-date information on what Man and Nature are
A
accomplishing between them.
myriad new angles of science.

This hook is

money.

WONDERFUL STORY OF SCIENCE, by I. MeFee. Cloth covers.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY, by

size
125

Fred Collins. Cloth

A.

covers, size

276 pages. 108 11- $
uustrations. Price
here is a book that approaches the
fascinations of chemistry in a new
way. Contains a vast store of interesting and unusual material. THE
book for experimenters.
5x71/2,

2.00

1

THE MAKING OF CHEMISTRY,
by Benjamin Harrow. Cloth covers,

$2.00

size 51/2x7%.

Price
A history of chemistry for laymen,
told in terms of personal activities

of great chemists, with special emphasis on modern industrial chemistry and its contribution to our

civilization.

EXPLORATION
TOLD
CLUB,

AT

THE

EXPLORERS

Vilhjalmur

Stefansson,
Sir Hubert Wilkins, Col. Chas. A.
Lindbergh, Capt. Felix Riesenbergh,
Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews and
Edited by Frederick A.
others.
Blossom, Ph.D. Cloth cover, size
425
6x9.
pages, 34 illusby

$3.50

51/x8,

400

$2.50

pages,

Illustrations. Price..

A complete story
enees interestingly

of the seven scland clearly told.

Answers many questions that come
up in every-day sciences. A most
practical book.

MASTERS OF SCIENCE AND INVENTION, by Floyd Darrow. Cloth

covers, size 5x8, 352

pages,$2.25

G G
illustrated. Price
Brief but fascinating biographies of
50 leading scientists from Galileo to
Einstein that place each man against
the background et the ideas of his
time and then show him working
out his discovery.

HEALTH

40

$1.50

illustrations.

Price

This book convincingly points the

way to the achievement of robust
Id age. Once begun, you will read
straight through -and with much

profit.

INVENTION

between two covers,

$2.50

GENERAL SCIENCE

.\ comprehensive picture of the inside of the inventor's mind. Observations from 710 prominent inventors
are quoted. Many absorbing topics

Modern astronomy and the wonders
of the universe as seen through the
giant telescopes of today. An Informal conversational style, and
simple language lias been retained.

THOUSAND YEARS OF
SCIENCE. by R. J. Harvey -Gibson
('lath covers, size 5 %xta!i. 7íT2
3
pages.
fully illustrated
Price
This authoritative work is meeting

ether fascinating topics.

THE STARS IN THEIR COURSES,

by Sir James ,leans. Cloth covers,
size 6:04%, 172 pages, 50 illustrations and maps.

Price

POPULAR ASTRONOMY, by Camille Flammarion. ('loth covers.
size 614x91/2.
291

696

pages.

illustrations. Pt-lee..

$6.00

A general description of the heavens
written in an interesting and lucid
manner for those who wish to ac-

quire

a

knowledge

without technicalities.

of

astronomy

ever

gathered

told by America's greatest explorers.
A marvelous book.

TWO

$J [0
J

of the greatest Science needs
of the general reader. Fascinating
histories of the great inventors and
discoveries with lucid explanations
of their work.
one

UP FROM THE APE, by Earnest
A. Houton. Cloth covers, size 6 1/2x
914, 605 pages, 86 illus-

trations. Price

is evidence which scientists
offer as proof of man's evolution.
An amazing array of facts, figures
and pictures set forth in an unusually entertaining manner. Whatever
your own beliefs, you will find this
book of Intense Interest.
}(ere

AVIATION
WINGS OF TOMORROW, by (le la
Cierva. Cloth
284

pages,

covers.

31

size

illustra-

$2.50
J

G
When the inventor of the most n v-the
sra -aircraft
stirs
ol utionary
speaks. we listen with respect. This
book is a notable conn-ihntion to
Dons.

Price

air transport
and

set

convincingly.

forth interestingly

OPPORTUNITIES IN AVIATION,
by Walter Ilinton. Cloth covers,
size 51/2x81/2. 255 pages. 14 illustrations,

map

and

charts.

$3.00

Price
This book tells clearly the innumerable opportunities in aviation in
flying and servicing phases. Also
those which involve design, repairing, selling and equipping planes,
etc. Written by the famous aviator.

AVIATION AND ALL ABOUT IT,
by A. Frederick Collins. Cloth cov-

$2.00

ers, size 5x7 1/2, 260 pages.
134 illustrations. Price..
A complete volume covering all
phases of aviation. Instructions in
model airplane construction and design, in learning to fly. and numertots other aspects of aviation.

$5.00

EVOLUTION. by Vernon
Cloth covers, size 51,14x8'1.
291 pages. Price
A thoroughly human book

Kellogg.

$1

75

on a subject concerning which too much that
inaccurate lias clouded popular
conception. f'ntechnical but truthful explanations.

$3.00

Price

discussed, also facts never before
i.r. print.
No Inventor should miss it.

MECHANICS
EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS, by

A. Frederick Collins. Cloth covers,
size 5x7 %, 302 pages, 107
$2.00
illustrations. Price
The most fascinating hook on mechanics.
Chuck full with experiments you can make: all mechanical lock and clock movements, as
well as perpetual motion in pro-

fusion.

HANDY

THE

MAN'S BOOK, by

T. Schaefer, M.E. Cloth covers,
size 6x9 %. 341 pages. 14
$4.00
illustrations and diagrams.
A complete manual covering_ every
phase of repair and maintenance
work in the home, factory, office
and farm, readily understood and
applied by the non - professional
worker. A tine hook.
C.

THIS MECHANICAL WORLD. by
Morton Mott -Smith, Ph.D. Cloth
covets.

size

5x734.

233

pages,

45

illustrations.
Price
Beth for the student and layman,

$2.00

EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE, by A.
Frederick Collins. Cloth covers, size
:x7',2, 280 pages, 152 11lustrations. Price
A wealth of outstanding and surprising experiments are to be found
in this hook. Not only vastly entertaining, but also highly instructive.
The book for amateurs.

this book gives a tremendously interesting account of our mechanical
civilization, historical as well as
modern, as has never been done

SCIENCE TODAY, by Watson Davis.
Cloth cover, size 5 1/2x8%,
310 pages. Price
48 brief talks about the latest things

Our prices are net, as
shown. Please include
sufficient postage. for
Parcel Post, otherwise
books must be shipped
by express collect.

$2.00

$2.50

Science has found out-about the
sun, moon, stars, the earth, light,
electricity, the weather, germs, the
past of man, and dozens of other
., I,surbing
tonics.

before.

How
to order
We cannot ship C.O.D.

SCIENCE PUBLICATIONS

OF
SCIENCE AND PRACTICE RoePHOTOGRAPHY, by John R.
buck. Cloth covers. size 5'/2x8 1/2,
298 pages, 52

illustrations.

$2.50

Price
A practical hook for the professional anti amateur. Covers thorouglily and logically the entire elementary ground of photography. Invaluable information and suggestions.
THE BOOK OF THE MICROSCOPE,
by A. Frederick Collins. Cloth covers, size 5x7%, 245 pages, $11
71

.50

illustrations. Price...

Simple but vivid descriptions of all
the wonderfully fascinating uses of
the microscope. Plant and animal
life. curious hygiene facts. the microscepe in criminal investigation
are but a few of the subjects discussed. Splendid for experimenters.

MISCELLANEOUS

Walter
HOUDINI'S ESCAPES. by6x8,
315
Gibson. Cloth covers, size
pages, illustrated.
$2.00
Price

HOW TO LIVE LONGER, byRoht.
B. Ludy, M.D., and John C. Frank.
Cloth covers. size 5x7 1/2. 146 pages,

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE INVENTOR, by Joseph Rossman, Ph.D.
('loth covers. size 51/2x8 %. 252
13
illustrations.
pages,

trations. Price
A collection of the most thrilling
and hair- raising tales of adventure

MICROSCOPY AND
PHOTOGRAPHY

SHORT TALKS ON SCIENCE, by
Edwin E. Slosson. Cloth covers.

The first and only authentic record
of the actual methods devised and
Explains his
used by Houdini.
modern miracles in non -technical
language. Learn how this master
accomplished the impossible!
Bou THE AQUARIUM BOOK. by
lenger. Cloth covers. size 5%x8 %,
208 pages, 57 illustra- $3.50
tians. Price
Just the book for those interested
in honte aquariums. Covers the subject clearly and thoroughly with
many helpful suggestions.

MOTION PICTURES

THE TALKIES, by Arthur Edwin
Brows. Cloth covers, size
numerous illustrations,

most

of recent

5x7'.

$2.00

THE EINSTEIN THEORY, by Sam-

uel H. Guggenheimer. Cloth covers.
size 5'/x7%, 200 pages,

Illustrated. Price

$2.50

A simple treatment of the Einstein

theory with

a

minimum of mathe-

matics. Sheds an illuminating light
on a much discussed and misunderstood theory.

THE UNIVERSE. by Frank Allen.
Cloth covers, size 5'/4x71,4. 145
pages,

$2,00

illustrations.

31

Price

The Theory of Relativity explained
absorbingly and fascinatingly with
an adventurous flavor, and with the
least possible technicalities. Sound
science, skilfully presented. The perfect book on relativity for the layman,

SEXOLOGY
THE SEXUAL SIDE OF MARRIAGE, by M. J. Exner, M.D. Cloth
covers,
pages,

size

5x7 %,

252

illustrated. Price.

$2.50

An understandable book free from
sentiment or hypocrisy, for those
who seek marriage at its best.
Deals frankly with intimate marriage relationships, especially at
crucial points where ignorance and
misinformation are often disastrous.

SEXUAL IMPOTENCE. by Dr. Wnt.
I. Robinson. Cloth covers, size 512 "x
814". 502 pages. 18 11lustrations.

$3.00

The most complete hook obtainable

this important subject. Explains
symptoms and causes of impotence.
sterility, and frigidity. Gives practical advice for treatment and cure;
with other valuable sex knowledge.
on

COMPLETE

BOOK OF SEX
Bernard
by Dr.
KNOWLEDGE,
Bernard. Cloth covers, size 7 %x5,

331 pages.
5
Price
7
This volume is chuck full of easily - Price
nuthe
At
last
here
is
the
book
which
disof
enderstood descriptions
merous processes that go to make penses with conventionalism in the
un the working formula incident to discussion in detail of the whole
sex problem. Not a single side of
malting "talkies."
the sex question that has not been
PICTURES.
fully
SOUND
treated.
OF
ART
THE
by W. P1tkin and W. Marston.
pages,
287
5
size
covers,
%x8,
Cloth
SEX CONDUCT IN MARRIAGE,
15 illustrations.
by Dr. Bernard Bernard. Cloth covers, 7 1/2x5%, 218 pages.
Price
$11
.7
The first hook to give definite and Price
practical advice on how to write for Answers simply and directly intiwritfor
Indispensable
talkies.
the
mate questions which the author
ers who hope to make money by
has been called upon innumerable
writing for talking pictures:
times to answer. A sound understanding of sex conduct In marriage
PHYSICS
by simple, straight -forward explanFOUNDATIONS OF THE UNI- ations. A most valuable book.
Cloth
Luckiesh.
VERSE, by M.
covers. size 5 %x8 %, 253 pages,
WOMEN, HER SEX AND LOVE
diagrams and tables.
LIFE, by Dr. William J. Robinson.
Cloth covers. size 5 1/2x81/4, 911
Price
A popular treatment of physical pages, numerous anatomiscience which tells entertainingly cal illustrations. Price..
and without recourse to mathematics. A real book dealing with intimate
how man has utilized to his own
relations of woman's sex and love
advantage the great primary laws life. Full of practical information
he lias discovered.
of vital importance to every woman.
and through her to every man.
THE NATURE OF THE PHYSIEddington.
A.
S.
by
CAL WORLD,
ZOOLOGY
Cloth covers. size 5 %x8, 353 pages,
charts.
INSECT STORIES, by Vernon KelPrice
logg. Cloth covers, size $
One of the most fascinating hooks 5x7%, 298 pages. Price...
0
dealing with the complex problems
of physics. philosophy, etc., that A delightful book which takes you
has appeared. Thoroughly important to the insects' haunts. Tells how
they live and what they do. Writand thought - provoking.
ten in story-like form.
UNIVERSE.
THE MYSTERIOUS
LIFE OF THE WHITE ANT. by
by Sir James Jeans. Cloth covers.
Maurice Maeterlinck. Cloth covers,
size 5%x9, 190 pages, 2 $1
size 5'/x7 %, 238 pages.
plates. Price
Price
An
illuminating treatise which A fascinating history of the life of
ranges from Newton to Einstein.
insect-the white ant.
A noteworthy book which promises an amazing
The famous author relates many
a new era in scientific thinking.
unknown
and curious facts
strange,
to
wish
you
if
Cannot be ignored
about those odd little creatures.
be in touch with modern thought.

215 pages.

94 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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the

study, selected these volumes because they represent the foremost
books of their kind In print today. There is such a great variety
that we are sure it will satisfy
any taste as well as any requirement of the student of science.
We publish no catalogue and
ask you to be kind enough to order direct from. this page. Prompt
shipments will be made to you
direct from the publishers. We
merely act as a clearing house for
a number of publishers and OU R
PRICES ARE AS LOW OR
LOWER THAN WILL BE FOUND
ANYWHERE. Remit by money
order or certified check. If yell
send cash. be sure to register It.

MC

7,

tole,

.

MAN AND THE STARS, by iiarIan T. Sn N.M. ('loth covers, size
5 %x8%, 221 pages, illusG 7
trated. Price
The story of the adventure of astronomy. from the (lays when primitive man hewn wondering about
the meaning of the heavens, through
the work of the great pioneers of
the science to the present day.
Profoundly exciting.

present

collection

important popular Science books.
We have, after an exhaustive

$2.75
fi

$250

.75

$3.00

$3.75

.00

$3.00

2.0

$2.50

We can get ANY book in Science or Mechanics,
Radio, etc. Just furnish us with Title and Author
or tell us in which topic you are interested.
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WHEN TO LISTEN IN
By ROBERT `BOB" HERTZBERG

ma department

is prepared just before SHORT WAvE CRAFT fioca to press, and

(Note:

contains the latent, last -minute "dope." This
may conflict in some details with the information in the regular list of short -ware stations
of the world (printed elsewhere in this issue),
as the lent/ list must of necessity be made up
in adrance. You can easily make corrections
or additions to the list on the margina of the
pages.)

Central America

OUR old friend Amonrlo Cespedes Marin,
owner of "the smallest broadcaster on
earth," is now operating on 19.9 meters
in addition to 31 meters. We are indebted to
Mr. Ralph F. Smith, of Camden, N. J.. for this
information. The letter he received from Mr.
blarin is published herewith :
"It was good of you to report our first test
program on 19.9 meters, given on Sunday after nl n, April 17th, from 3 to 4 p.m., our time,
which Is Chicago time as well. As you have
been the first listener to report it. I am enclosing the TI4NI {II diploma, which verifies
your log and stipulates that you were the
first to report It in U.S.A. My congratulations
therefore to you and your set.
"It is certain you heard plainly all my
announcements concerning this amateur broadcasting station, pleasing the world Just for
fun, for we carry no advertising at all, the
way it should be In radio land.
"1 hope you will listen often and report both
waves, either 19.9 or 31 meters during the
week nights. from 8 to 0 p.m., Central Standard
Time. I am very interested in the day broadcasting, which takes place as follows
"On 19.0 meters : Saturday, Sunday and Monday, from 10 to 11 a.tn. and 3 to 4 p.m.;
Saturday only, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. On 31
meters Monday to Friday, from S to 9 p.m.
All Central Standard Time.
"You will do a favor to these efforts by
advising your friends and writing to clubs and
magazines concerning the daylight broadcasting
as done by me and the little TI4NI II. Please
remember that it is a 15 -watt. tuned -grid.
tuned -plate transmitter with 550 volts power
My
find Ileising 100 per cent modulation.
antenna has 30 feet in each leg and points in
the obtuse angle to heaven east to west. about
ten feet from the roof, which is iron, grounded.

feront parts of the world, and not infrequently
the information released by some stations does
not "check." All we can do is go by their
written statements, although their announcemeats over the air may not coincide exactly.
For instance. we plead not guilty to the mistakes mentioned in the following letter :
"I noticed two mistakes published in the
`Star' short wave list in your May issue.
VK3ME. Melbourne. Australia, should be 31.5
meters. not 31.28 meters. The latter is correct
for VK2ME. Sydney. Schedules for both stations are correct.
"The listing as FYA. Pointoise, is not FYA.
It is the comparatively new Post d'Etat. Radio
Colonial, Pointoise (a suburb of Paris), but is
announced as 'Ici Paris' ('This is Paris'). The
first two waves, 19.68 and 25.16 meters. are
correct, but the 25.63 wave should he 25.60.
(Different methods of figuring the wavelength frequency relationship account for this slight
difference -Editor.) All the above is from per sonally listening to these stations over a considerable period of time and checked up to date.
"VK2ME is making n partial change of
schedule, to keep in line with British Summer
Time. i expect to get n complete line on this
change from their next broadcast and will
advise you when I have it."
"JAMES LAUGHLIN, 3rd.
"Daytona Beach. Fla."

New Tubes for Short Wave
Receivers
(Continued from page 188)

:

:

"AJtosDO CESPEDES MARIN."

Madrid Active Again

Short wave station h:AQ, whose status has
been in doubt for many months, is now definitely on the air again, many American listeners having heard it broadcasting voice and
music. (:gorge 1?ntutott, of North Andover.

Mass., writes:
"I have received verification from EAQ. Madrid. They ask that the `dope' on them be
given to the press. and they would be glad to
hear reports from anyone who has heard them.
EAQ. Madrid.
The details are as follows
Trausradio Espanola S. A., Mettle. 43, 'Madrid.
P, O. Box 951, Spain. Wavelength, 30.3 meters.
Power, 20 kilowatts. Daily for America, 0030
to 0200 G. M. T. Saturday only. for Canary
Islands and Europ 1800 to 2000 G. M. T."
Dr. Richard S. "Pearce, of Brooklyn, N. Y..
:

writes :
"For your own information will let you
know that for the past week I have had very
good reception over the short waves from Spain.
Nearly every evening between about 8:45 and
10 o'clock (Eastern Daylight Saving Time). I
have been hearing broadcast programs from
EAQ, Madrid. Spain. The station is easy to
Identify, though it transmits entirely in Spanish. After nearly every selection the announcer
says `Eh (Pu) Ah (A) Iioo (Q). Radio Spagnota. Madrid'."

Those Wavelength Figures

As we have frequently remarked in

these

columns, wavelengths, frequencies and even
Ilmr schedules are figured differently in dif-

The ultimate solution. then, would be to
have an R.F. pentode, hut vary the spacing of
the grid in order that the cut -off point be far
removed and change the volume by varying the
grid bias. which would have the effect of always keeping that part of the curve being
used, a straight line. This is exactly what
the "58" does!
Isere, then, is n tube that is capable of amplifying weak or strong signals with equal
efficiency. but the question which arises is,
can it be used in short -wave receivers? The
answer is decidedly yes! Both the "57" and
"58" may he used successfully for frequencies
up to 60 megacycles! (5 meters). And as for
the inter -electrode capacities, they are given
below. with the rest of the electrical con-

stants.
Heater voltage, 2.5 : heater current. 1 ampere : plate voltage, 250 : screen voltage. 100:
grid bias. -3 to -50: amplification factor.

:
plate resistance. 800.000 ohms : mutual
volts bias, 1600 miconductance at
eromhos. at -50 volts bias. 2 micromhos
plate current. 8.2 milliamperes: screen current, 3 milliamperes : filament current. 1 ampere : grid -plate capacity. .01 mmf. (with shield
can) : input capacity, 5.2 mmf.; output capacity. 6.8 mmf.
The connections of the tube are identical
with those shown in Fig. 6.
Tho use of the internal shield reduces. as in
the case of the "57." the grid -plate capacity
of the tube. The closer the external shield can is placed to this internal shield. the more
effective the internal shield becomes, -hence
the inward curve of the glass around this internal shield.
In a forthcoming article on the subject of
tubes. the author will endeavor to explain the
action of the latest types of transmitting
tubes. and in another article an analysis of the
action of special-type tubes designed for specific purposes.

1280

-3

:

Correction Notice
In the article entitled, "The Denton Plug less Superheterodyne." on page 84 of the June
issue. the capacity of each variable tuning
condenser should have been given as 140 mmf.
(150 mmf. will be near enough).

www.americanradiohistory.com
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"HAM" ADS

Advertisements in this section are inserted
at 4c per word to strictly amateurs, or 8c a
word (8 words to the line) to manufacturers or dealers for each insertion. Name,
initial and address each count as one word.
Cash should accompany all "Ham" advertisements. No less than 10 words are
accepted. Advertising for the August issue
should reach us not later than June 20.

FOR SALE -Pilot D.C. Super -Wasp. Make offer.
Will trade taxidermy course for radio course
or Aero- Digest magazines for radio magazines.
LeRoy Bargee, Sulphur Springs, Mo.

-

GUARANTEED MICROPHONE REPAIRS
Any make or model-24 hour service. Stretched
diaphragm double button repairs. $7.50. Others
$3.00. Single button repairs, $1.50. Write for
19 32 Catalog with diagrams. Universal Microphone Co., Ltd., Inglewood, Calif.

JEWELL 199 set Analyzer. perfect working
condition. complete, instructions. Write- l'ricelow. Chokes, transformers. all equipment must
be sold : cheap. Charles E. Wilson, 100 Conklin
Ave., IIilisdale, N. J.

-

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER
Steady pure D.C. signal. Neatly built. Uses
type 47 tube. With crystal and dustproof
holder-$18. Also trade crystals for good meters. W5ACiI, C. E. Pearce, 427 Asia St..
Baton Rouge, La.

BEST OFFER, trade or cash. takes these -204A
condenser microphone, 2000 -volt 800 -watt power
supply complete, 600 -volt 300 -watt power supply. 500 -volt 200 -mill Westinghouse motor generator. several 211E's. Will trade for anything.
W9E11, Timken, Kansas.
QS'l'. 1921 -1931 (80 books). good condition.
Will sell or trade. Prefer short wave receiver.
John Hilton, 1821 Gillingham St., Frankford,

Philadelphia.

NEW LATEST MODEL Sargent special amateur super- heterodynes. tune 9 -200 meters : 9.
tube A.C. complete with RCA tubes Jensen
dynamic speaker, $55: 8 -tube D.C. $40 Silver Marshall Round the World Four, $9. National.
Pilot receivers. other short wave apparatus.
List free. \W9ARA, Butler, Mo.
:

:

SHORT WAVE LISTENERS CARDS -We print
just the type of card you need for reporting
the stations you hear. Write for free samples
today. W1BEF, 16 Stockbridge Ave., Lowell,
Mass.
AERO WORLDWIDE. Short Wave Receiver,
coils and tube. Perfect condition. $5.00. Robt.
Kalahar, 717 S. Union St., Traverse City, Mich.
SHORT WAVE plug -in coils, set of four. 50e;
15.210 meters. Noel, 419 Mulberry, Scranton, Pa.

TRANSFORMERS and chokes built or rewound.
Moderate prices. Boston Transformer Co., 886
Main St., Cambridge, Mass.
HAVE R.C.A. INSTITUTE RADIO COURSE.
Will trade for short wave receiver or what
have you. Paul Edmondson, P. O. Box 174,

Elizabethtown, Kentucky.

For Short Wave Broadcasting Reg.
Price
Was $75.00. U. S.
Gov. power generator
for radio transmitting
made by Westinghouse.
Ideal for Amateur

Broadcasting. Limited
quantity
purchased
from V. S. Gov. Signal Corps. 900 cycles,
200 watts, 110 Volt, R.P.M. 4500. Can be connected direct, belt driven or wind propelled for
Aeroplanes. Guaranteed new and perfect. Worth
Sî5.00. but while they last, only $4.95, plus shipping
c :carees.

Send check or money order.

NATIONAL JOBBING & EXPORT CO.
Chicago
Lake St., Dept. 276

109

l
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BLUEPRINTS

of RADIO WORLD'S Star Circuits

80- 550 -METER T-R -F RECEIVER

6 -TUBE AUTO SET

ELUEPRINT

No. 627, full scale, with schematic diagram also included, as well as a
lI9P
iIlllgmini.11'W1LIü''.::C:'.....
IIllh,,,
jI,I I¡d1ll,lllllI
list of parts, is our most popular star circuit, since it is a -c
operated and covers from 80 to
650 meters. Thus you can tune
in television, police calls, some
relay stations and the broadcast
band. It uses five tubes : two
vari -mu, either -35 or -51, one
-24, one -47 and one -80. The
chassis is 14 Yjx7 % inches, so
may be fitted into a midget cabinet as illustrated.
The reason for the great popularity of this circuit is that it
represents the highest achievement so far in a five-tube tuned
radio frequency design, with high
sensitivity all over the dial, including the high wavelengths, on
which most t -r -f sets drop off
considerably. For instance, patients at a sanitarium at Liberty, N. Y., were most eager to
receive WEAF, 660 kc, about 160
miles distant, and all sets tried.
including supers, failed to produce sufficient volume. But the
627 circuit not only brought in
WEAF loudly but met all other
requirements, arousing ,uch enthusiasm that several such receivers now will
be found in that sanitarium.
As to selectivity, strong local stations can be cut out within a very few
degrees of the dial, to bring in distant stations, and it is nothing unusual of
an evening, in Winter or Summer, to tune in fifty or sixty different stations
without interference. From various points in the United States many users
receive Cuban and Mexican stations with plenty of volume.
Special precautions have been taken to make the tone the very best. This
includes complete filtration in the B supply, since hum is ruinous to tone
quality. The circuit is as free from hum as any a -c receiver can be. which
means you can scarcely hear the hum with no station tuned in, and your ear
against the grille.
The 627 circuit was carefully engineered in Radio World's Laboratories, and
represents the selection of fourteen different circuits, all of the five -tube t -r -f
variety. So not only has the trouble been taken out by experts, but the virtues
have been built in with great engineering skill.
Order BP-627 @
25c
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SIX -TUBE automobile receiver, using remote control tuning, with
tuning -switch- volume ((nitro! assembly on the steering post, is coyBlueprint No. 620. The size of the chassie is only 7x9 inches.
and the chassis, enclosett in a steel cover, may be placed at rear of the
flreboard, just under the instrument board, to the driver's right. Since
there will be little aerial pickup the receiver has been made extremely
sensitive. It is of the t -r -f type. using the new -39 variable mu r-t
pentode tubes, and two pentode output tubes, -38'e, in push -pull. All the
tubes are of the 6 -volt automotive series, to work from the car's storage
battery. and requiring 135 volts of B battery.
Steel partition walls serve to shield the r -f and detector tubes, while
two outlets are for plugging in the remote control unit and the speaker.
which should he an automobile dynamic, as set forth in the blueprint. A
schematic diagram and list of parta are Included on the full -scale print.
,

ed by our

Order BP -629 @

-E bave just completed an 8 -tube pentode push -pull automobile superheterodyne, designed by J. E. Anderson, technical editor of Radio
This Is Blueprint No. 631, full- scale, including schematic diagram

World.

and list of parts.
Order BP -631

GUARANTEE

`7E

guarantee that the circuits embodied in the
blueprints listed on this page have been carefully engineered.
Radio World takes great pains with its circuits
and renders them as free from trouble and as
abundant in satisfactory resulta as is possible.
This record for authenticity has helped to make
Radio World one of the most outstanding publications in its field.

TOTALLY a -c operated short -wave converter that can
be built for $1.60, comprising three tubes, and afforl.t.elleht re,u Its wlien tturked with any broadcast
i,er. iu,luging a Superheterodyne. Is covered by Blue636.
Nu plug -in culls are used, there are two
n...,:
tiruls fur nia'lnnun sensitivity. both oscillator
and modulator tuned, and the construction is so simple
that any nut ice can make a great success of this circuit.
Order BP -630
-

25c

Now in its eleventh year, Radio World has been

catering to the home experimenter and service man
with a faithfulness that has won it a wide following. Published every week, dated Saturday, Radio
World is obtainable at newsstands at 15c per copy,
or by subscription at $6 per year (52 issues), $3
per six months (26 issues), or trial subscription.
$1 per 8 weeks. No extra charge for subscriptions

blueprints
() I-It
I'st cry ,'Isr
6,r.

also include two short -wave receivers for
une for earphone use, the other to
'these unslcls u:e thug -!n coils, with 1'X
receptacles. The .2-voit tubes aro used In
tit h n.

il

iustunres.
The earphone nwdel, Blueprint No. 633, consista of an
,dlh-ient und specially sensitized detector, with ono st ago
of transformer coupled audio. With this vireult Horny
foreign statluns have been tuned In by hundreds of users.
In fact. all our short -wale blueprints call for designs that
yield

foreign

reception

not

as

a

rarity

but as a.

fairly

steady record. Two -32 tubes used.
The four -tube model, Blueprint 034, uses a stage of
nia,1 r-f, a tuned Jetoetor specially sensitized, and two
-nages of transformer coupled audio treatueney amplification, the r -f tube being the --:Il various' r -f pentode. tond
33 pentode.
Nrheutatle diagram and
the output being a
and list of parts included ou blueprint.
These two blueprints, Nos. 1132 and 633, aro full -scale,
un ono large sheet, the complete data for one on one side,
.oat fur the other on the other aide.
I

-

-

Order BP- 633.634 @

50c

OSCILLATOR

SHORT WAVES

bth

25c

30c

AMODULATED battery- operated oscillator.
540 to 1,500 kc. and 150 to 250 ke, by
switching.
One tube is the oscillator. the
other is the modulator. Modulated-uttmodulated service by switching.
Order BP -635 @

25c

RADIO WORLD, 145 -G West 45th Street,

www.americanradiohistory.com

to Canada.
Radio World, the first and only national radio
weekly, technical accuracy second to none, invites
you to familiarize yourself with the exceptional
service it is rendering to radioista the world over,
and to profit by the expert engineering reflected
by the circuits featured in its columns.
The circuits listed on this page were engineered
by our laboratories with great pains, but no
greater pains than attach to all the circuits featured in our columns from week to week.

Parts for all our circuits are readily obtainable.

New York, N. Y.

In their own secluded laboratory, these engineers. with slide rule, meter and microscope are
always making improvements and double checking Certified Thad production.

for

Hundreds of skilled young
lind interesting and
Profitable employment, making "small parts" fur Crrtifled Triads.
ladies

SERVICEME
CERTIFIED TRIAD TUBES are the result
All the guessof many years experience.
They are designed,
work has been eliminated.
manufactured and tested by the most modern machinery. They are produced by skilled operators. No
better tubes can be bought.
A complete study of the proper method of merchandising tubes, in order to protect the seller
as well as the buyer has resulted in the adoption of an entirely new form of distribution.
The CERTIFIED TRIAD SERVICEMAN is
the key stone. You can become one of
the agents, who are taking a handsome
profit from these tubes, by filling in
The whole interesting
the coupon.
story will come to you by return
mail.
If you are selected to
represent TRIAD, we will
protect your territory,
Every Tom,
for you.
will
Harry
and
Dick
not be competing
with you.

Many "batteries" of sealing
machines controlled by highly skilled co- workers make
Triads g r ea t production

T

e.

0

x

Write for full
information

This is a reduced facsimile of the Triad
Radio Tube Certification
Coupon, which is sealed
in the box with tube to
which it refers.

and
EXPERIMEN
MFG.

Even a good radio receiver will sound like "nothing at all" if it is equipped with poor tubes.
Most people realize that the radio tube is the heart of their receiver. Ordinary tubes can be
bought for a song, but you usually get what you pay for. No on expects to get Cadillac or
Lincoln service from an Austin. No one looks for custom -made shoes for three dollars. Those
who expect the very best performance from inferior tubes are not logical and they are sure to be
disappointed. No form of entertainment is as inexpensive as radio. Isn't it good business to keep
it working at its best ? You can be sure of doing so, by insisting on CERTIFIED TRIAD TUBES.
line to us will enable us to send you the CERTIFIED TRIAD SERVICEMAN, we hare
l
selected to serve your rieiftit

The TRIAD LINE is complete. It includes all types of standard
Tubes as well as Photo -Electric Cells and Television Tubes

www.americanradiohistory.com
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THE GREATEST RECEIVER
in Radio History!

All the Record- Breaking

Performance of Past
Models, Plus

Lincoln Deluxe SW33

VOLUME
PERFECT
AUTOMATIC
CONTROL.
SENSITIVE. VISUAL (METER) TUNING
FIVE: VARIABLE -MU TUBES
TWIN GRID DETECTION
THREE STAGES OF PUSH -PULL
VARIABLE RATIO DIAL, 12 TO 1 AND

36

NOT JUST AN IMPROVEMENT

-

But a Radically New Kind of Radio Reception
Records made by Lincoln Super- Powered receivers are well known
the world over- records made by individual owners of Lincoln
receivers right in the home, not by the manufacturer under favorable

TO 1

conditions!

MICROMETER TUNING
SENSITIVITY CONTROL
NEW LOW -Loss TUNING ASSEM-

Now-

BLY

RANGE 15 TO 550
METERS
EXTREMELY HIGH SENSITIVITY
MARVELOUS TONE FIDELITY
EYE VALUE EQUAL TO FINEST
DISPLAY MODELS
GLOBE: CIRCLING POWER

ALL WAVE

"I have spent over twenty -five years in radio experimentation, but every time I tune the NEW LINCOLN DELUXE
The results of the first test I
SW -33, I simply marvel.
gave this new model in my home, were simply unbelievable.
An amateur station PY2BQ, Sao Paulo, Brazil came pounding
in with the volume of a local. Pontoise, France came in for
two hours without a sign of a fade with full volume, and
South America, Europe, Australia all the
clear as a bell.
sanie way. The new Lincoln has a register of musical frequencies I never heard equalled in any of the finest power
amplifiers.
It is a pleasure to recommend this great receiver to you."
W. H. Hollister, President,
LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION.

LINCOLN

Defuxe Receivers

FOR
been
most
every

THE FIRST TIME startling new developments have

perfected by Lincoln engineers making possible the
sensational performance which has been the dream of
radio fan.
WHEN RECEIVER IS TUNED TO RESONANCE all background noise is reduced to a minimum, and only the signal
is heard.
YOU CAN TUNE IN A LOCAL station, reduce volume to
minimum and tune every channel with equal volume without
touching the volume control.
YOU CAN ENJOY PERFECT AUTOMATIC VOLUME
LEVEL on short -wave signals.
YOU CAN TUNE TO PERFECT resonance by meter,
producing complete register of musical frequencies impossible
to adjust by ear.
YOU CAN HAVE AUTOMATICALLY INCREASED sensitivity on low volume for the first time eliminating static
and noise.
YOU CAN HAVE AUTOMATICALLY INCREASED
handling power on strong signals.
YOU CAN HAVE FIDELITY and marvelous tone quality
over a wide range of musical frequencies. You can have
automatically increased bass register at low volume, just the
reverse in any other receiver.
YOU CAN HAVE FINE MICROMETER TUNING FOR
SHORT -WAVE (36.1) or a normal ratio for broadcast.
YOU HAVE TREMENDOUS SUPER -POWER for any
volume at any distance with high sensitivity.

Whatever you have heard or experienced in Lincoln or any other
equipment, just add a few of the above revolutionary developments,
and imagine what a great receiver you can own.

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION

Dept. SWC -9, 329 S. Wood St., Chicago, Ill.
Please send literature to

Name
Address
City ___

.
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